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ABSTRACT
The revitalization of distressed neighborhoods often disproportionately and
negatively affects longtime residents of these urban areas. Not only do revitalization
polices displace some residents from their residences, in surprising ways, wellintentioned planning and policy-making may also dislocate long-timer cultures from a
neighborhood’s everyday public spaces. Though gentrification is well theorized in
terms of the political economy, the land market and property values, and increased
investment in transportation and entertainment infrastructure, ethno-racial
neighborhood change on the ground, specifically in publicly accessible spaces, remains
under-theorized. People reside in homes and apartments. They live in their
neighborhoods. That is, they socialize on front stoops, walk down sidewalks, hang out
in parks, and drive up streets. I put forth that dislocation from these everyday public
spaces is a component of neighborhood change, and consequently, of gentrification. In
order to test this claim, I construct a model of the production of space that captures not
only public practice, but also the formal regulations and cultural norms that regulate
public behavior. Drawing both from archival and ethnographic research, I closely
examine four types of publicly accessible space in North Denver: vacant land,
temporary spaces, neighborhood parks and city streets. Since neighborhood change
works in at least two directions—the displacement of long-timers and the luring of
ii

newcomers—I conclude that the minutiae of municipal code and commonsensical
cultural norms play salient roles in neighborhood change. In a word, changes to formal
and informal regulation of public space impact who feels at home in neighborhoods,
who feels uncomfortable there, and subsequently who moves from and who moves to
them.

The form and content of this abstract are approved. I recommend its publication.
Approved: Jeremy Németh
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TERMINOLOGY
Community
A community is a social group. Social groups share a common culture.
Therefore, communities are bounded by human geography, by shared life-ways, and by
social networks. Because they share a common culture, behavior of individuals and
groups in communities is regulated by cultural norms. Often communities share a
common physical geography. Often they do not.
Cultural Sustainability
Drawing a parallel with natural ecosystems that support and maintain a natural
balance, cultural ecosystems support and maintain cultural life. I see culturally
sustainable development as the preservation of arts and society’s attitudes, practices and
beliefs. I see cultural sustainability as the maintenance of balance in cultural systems so
that values, customs and traditions can evolve and be transmitted from one generation
to the next. Hence, cultural sustainability requires the maintenance of meanings that
reinforce cultural systems. Working towards cultural sustainability in public space
means striving to maintain singular cultural histories amongst diverse cultural histories,
and often conflicting value systems.
Culture
I understand culture to be a shared set of interconnected values, assumptions,
beliefs, practices, and life-ways employed by social groups to regulate social interaction,
explain material and mental phenomena, cohere social networks, explain individuals’
roles and positions in social networks and legitimate personal and group action.
Cultures evolve. Thus culture is not a thing that can be preserved but a process that
can be sustained. Seen from this perspective culture is a highly abstract system.
Cultural systems are extraordinarily complex, fragmenting into manifold and
interpenetrating subcultures.
Cultural Norms
Cultural norms are interconnected tissues of specific social practices, those that
center primarily on the articulation of social sanctions. Cultural norms are interwoven
customs, values, attitudes, and beliefs that regulate access to and behavior within public
space. Also an element of culture, they legitimate individual and group practice.
Essentially, cultural norms are the commonsense that regulates behavior, maps meanings,
authenticates, and legitimates public and private behavior.
Dislocation
A person is dislocated from a space when she does not feel at home there. For
example a devout Muslim would feel dislocated during a Catholic sermon in Paris’s
Notre Dame. My use of the term applies to public space. A person becomes dislocated
from public space when they sense the rule structures, the cultural norms and spatial
regulations, are antithetical to their commonsensical understanding of how one should
comport oneself in public space. Dislocation is the outcome of public anomie.
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Displacement
Holding to a strict definition, gentrification processes displace working-class
residents from their places of residence and replace them with persons from the middleclass, the gentry. Whereas dislocation suggests public space, displacement concretely
concerns places of residence.
Ethnicity
Ethnicity is a marker with which members of a culture self-identify. For
example, a person identifying herself as a Chicana is using language to express her
membership to a specific Latino sub-culture. The term Chicana in no way captures all
the complexity of the Chicano culture; it is simply a form of linguistic identification.
Those outside a particular culture interested in setting up a categorical system with
which to better understand socio-cultural phenomena also use the term ethnicity as an
analytic category. In this sense, the term ethnicity helps scholars identify cultures and
categorize practices, groups and individuals of various cultures. For obvious and
complex reasons, both ethnicity and culture covary with national, political and religious
forms of identification. Throughout this work I use the term Latino/a to indicate
persons of Mexican/American descent unless individuals self-identify with another
term, such as Chicano/a or Hispanic or Hispano/a; in which case, I use the term they
use.
Ethno-racial
I use this term to capture the powerful effect both race and ethnicity have on a
person’s worldview as well as how persons are viewed by society at large. Like
socioeconomic, which combines positions within the economy as well as other social
strata, such as: attained level of education, church membership, type of household and
positions therein, ethno-racial captures manifold identity markers. Since race impacts
people’s lives in profound ways, it is included in this categorical system. The identity
marker of ethnicity is the second component of this term. It captures the many cultural
traits that race cannot.
Neighborhood
A neighborhood is a physical space bounded by physical geography.
Neighborhoods contain communities but they are not composed of people; houses,
streets, structures and open spaces comprise neighborhoods. Nonetheless people live
in houses and in other structures. Therefore, the term neighborhood change means two
things. One is the change of the physical environment. Here terms like decay and
revitalization apply. The other is the change of the ethno-racial and/or socioeconomic
proportionality of a neighborhood’s population. Throughout this dissertation I use
neighborhood change to refer to changes in ethno-racial proportionality. Gentrification
is the common term for the socioeconomic change.
Public Anomie
Whereas spatial regulations and cultural norms legitimate and regulate public
behavior, public anomie represents a sense of the absence or breakdown of the attitudes
and beliefs that legitimate public action. The standard sociological definition of anomie
is a condition characterized by the absence of or conflict between structural norms. I
use the term public to move anomie into the public realm; the norms in question are
xiv

norms of and about public behavior. If public actions are considered illegitimate, if
they cannot be justified by means of either spatial regulations or cultural norms, social
actors are unlikely to carry them out. In terms of public space, this leads to a sense of
introversion, a sense that there is no way for a person to justify public action. This
works toward depopulating publicly accessible areas. Public anomie can be engendered
by immigrant experiences, by minority experiences, and by other forms of
disenfranchisement. Symptoms of public anomie include: fear and anxiety regarding
entering public space; a sense of apathy; and collective inefficacy, which often results in
people simply vacating public space.
Public practice
I see public practice capturing three types of public behavior: adoptive, assertive
and diverse. Adoptive space is the everyday adaptation of materiality and regulations by
people in public space and includes sitting on a park bench as well as using a park bench
to do skateboard tricks. Assertive spaces are celebrations of or challenges to dominant
social orders. That is, they can be spaces of protests or spaces celebrating cultural or
national unity. Diverse space is the ideal public space lauded by public space scholars.
Public Solidarity
Solidarity is mutual agreement and support that coheres social groups and
maintains social boundaries. It is the we-feeling that coalesces groups around common
practices, beliefs and attitudes. Common practices, beliefs, and attitudes are common
because groups feel that they are authentic; this commonsensical notion constitutes real
or genuine experience. Public solidarity is the public expression of social standing and
ethnicity. The term captures gesture and the use of vernacular to express and represent
identity. It is the often unquestioned, matter of fact, engine of social action.
Race

Though in terms of the biological data it is meant to convey, race is a term
nearly bereft of meaning, it captures physical elements such as skin tone, hair color and
other physical features such as physiognomy and body morphology. Using this rubric
we can differentiate between black people, white people, Asian people and so forth.
The terms race and racial have been abused by dominant classes to exploit and
undermine the economic and political progress of countless cultures.
Spatial Regulations
Spatial regulations are the formal and interconnected tissues of municipal
governance. They are interwoven codes, rules, and laws that regulate the access to and
behavior within public space. The State’s role in governing public space manifests in
spatial regulations. They include urban design, city governance and management, and
policing, since these professions and activities regulate the behavior of people in space.
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ONE: PUBLIC SPACE AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE
We should not forsake understanding process for measuring outcome
Japonica Brown-Saracino

This work is concerned with how neighborhoods change. However, I focus
neither on changes to the built environment, in other words, on decay or revitalization,
nor on how the socioeconomic status of their constitutive residents changes. Put
another way, this work is not about gentrification as sociologists and geographers define
it. It is concerned with ethno-racial neighborhood change, with the dislocation of longtimer cultures from and the location of newcomer cultures to urban neighborhoods,
specifically, inner-city neighborhoods. However, since inner-city neighborhoods tend
to be the foci of gentrification research, there are many points of connection between
the perspective I take and critical thinking about gentrification. Consequently, I situate
this work between four clusters of gentrification scholarship. Specifically, I position it
between the literatures of the social production and official regulation of publicly
accessible space; the political economy of gentrification; social justice and the right-tothe-city; and urban cultural studies, particularly cultural expression and cultural
suppression. As I understand it, ethno-racial neighborhood change is part and parcel of
the suite of processes commonly referred to as gentrification. I am interested in the
role public space plays in processes that change who calls a neighborhood home and
who no longer feels at home there. I do not concern myself with establishing causal
relationships. To my thinking, there are dialectical relationships between feeling at home
in a particular neighborhood’s public spaces and choosing to either move to or from
this neighborhood. In the end, this work explores the human dimension of
1

gentrification; it scrutinizes how changes to official and unofficial regulatory
mechanisms that impact public space affect two distinct cultures—mainstream middleclass and Latino. Provisionally stated, Latinos appreciate extemporaneous public spaces
that tend toward kaleidoscopes of diversity. Conversely, members of the mainstream
middle-class expect civil decorum and predictability when in public.
This dissertation is the result of a yearlong spatial ethnography I conducted in the
erstwhile Latino barrio—now rapidly gentrifying neighborhood—of Highland in
Northwest Denver, Colorado. Beginning in the late 1990s Highland began to show
outward signs of gentrification. By conducting a historically informed study I uncover
how indicators of this gentrification, measurable in census data, property assessments,
and the character of retail corridors, were actually presaged by ethno-racial changes that
manifested in publicly accessible spaces. The pages that follow reveal that sustaining
newcomer culture while destabilizing Latino culture contributes to both the arrival of
middleclass newcomers and the displacement of long-time Latino residents. This
process is frequently as inconspicuous as it is complex.
Purpose of this Work
This dissertation is both timely and relevant to urban planning scholarship and
practice, as well as to the disciplines of urban geography and urban sociology. It aligns
particularly well with ethnographies of those affected by gentrification conducted by
urban sociologists and cultural anthropologists. Ever since the urban crises of the
1970s, US cities tend to be managed not as service providers but as entities in
competition with other urban areas for tax revenue (Hackworth, 2007). Consequently,
mayors attempt to attract the so-called creative-class (Currid, 2009; Florida, 2002, 2004)—
artists, musicians, biotech and software designers, architects, interior designers, etc.—in
2

concerted attempts to revitalize the urban fabrics laid bare by the deindustrialization
process (Jackle & Wilson, 1992). On the ground we see city managers expressly using
flagship architecture (Shoval & Strom, 2009) and tourism (Gotham, 2005), levers that
do not positively affect the vast majority of city residents, to revitalize cities. Though
only recently recognized in the academy as a governance strategy, Denver Mayors
Federico Peña1 (c.f. Saiz, 1993) and Wellington Webb2 (c.f. Hermon, 2004) were
instrumental in remaking Denver as a tourist and creative-class destination. By closely
examining changes made to the regulation of publicly accessible space in Denver’s
Highland neighborhood, I construct an untested bridge between neoliberal governance
and ethno-racial neighborhood change.
Though most gentrification studies identify the villains involved in
gentrification—urban pioneers, landlords, and property developers—and quickly move
on to a critique of the political economic forces to which these actors contribute,
Brown-Saracino (Brown-Saracino, 2009a) takes a nuanced approach to gentrification
studies by identifying the motives of different types of gentrifiers. Aside from the
economically motivated urban pioneers, who laud gentrification as a means to reverse
neighborhood blight through demolition and displacement, she identifies two other
types of gentrifiers who actually intend to preserve a neighborhood by moving into it—
social homesteaders and social preservationists. Social homesteaders tend to be very
concerned with maintaining the architectural character of a neighborhood through
renovation and even historic preservation. On the other hand, social preservationists,
by patronizing local establishments, renting to long-timers at below-market rates, and

1
2

Mayoralty spanned the years 1983 to 1991.
Mayoralty spanned the years 1991 to 2003.
3

agitating for the rights of longtime residents, seek to stem displacement pressures on
local communities.
Extending Brown-Saracino’s work, I try not to villanize agents of neighborhood
change, rather I attempt to understand their motives. A planning scholar with a
background in sociology and historical geography, I assume three distinct yet
interrelated perspectives. My conceptual lenses situate between cultural norms,
regulatory regimes, and spatial practice. My overarching question is: what are the
relationships between public space and neighborhood change? The scholarly literature
reviewed in the next chapter reveals a paucity of understanding of the roles played by
public space in gentrification. To me, this constitutes an enormous oversight. After all,
real estate brochures targeted at members of the middle-class and featuring homes and
apartments in gentrifying neighborhoods usually make many references to a
neighborhood’s walkability and livability, its parks, its safe and quiet streets, its predicable
temporary spaces, such as farmers markets and street festivals, the architectural
character of its building façades, and finally, the authenticity of its restaurant and café
scene. Importantly, these selling points are all encountered outside the house or
apartment being marketed. They make no attempt to sell the residence as a collection
of private amenities but rather laud the neighborhood context, a context constituted by
the physical and social components of public spaces. As such, urban scholars must
accept that not only do newcomers purchase houses and apartments, they also move
into neighborhoods.
Therefore, a neighborhood’s public spaces must be considered as vital
mechanisms in gentrification processes. Though situated between various literatures of
gentrification and public space, this work is neither about gentrification nor about
4

public space as a space of diversity and encounter. In the pages that follow, I unpack
how formal regulations and cultural predispositions altered who felt comfortable in
Highland’s publicly accessible spaces as the neighborhood changed. Extending these
insights, I explore how ethno-racial neighborhood change is part and parcel of
gentrification processes. Aside from one unique emergent public space, this work
exposes official and unofficial mechanisms that actually work to delimit diverse public
spaces and thereby contribute to changing the character of Latino barrios to gentrifiable
neighborhoods that tend to align with mainstream middle-class notions of predictability,
public decorum, and livability.
Rather than ask what is the spatial outcome of gentrification, specifically how
does public space change as neighborhoods change, I ask: what roles do public spaces
play in neighborhood change processes? I hypothesize that changes to how public
space is practiced and how it is regulated play salient roles in neighborhood change.
That is, manners in which public space is reconfigured and controlled, both subtly and
forcefully, stabilize the public presence of newcomers in neighborhoods while
destabilizing the public presence of old-timers by making them feel uncomfortable or
unwelcome in their neighborhood’s publicly accessible places. Thus, the term livability
has ethno-racial undertones and is in fact an under-theorized lever of neighborhood
change and consequently of gentrification. Put another way, mainstream middle-class
notions of livability tend to undermine the public practice of Latino culture.
No model exists that captures the type of neighborhood change I encountered in
Highland. In Chapter Three I construct such a model. Following Henri Lefebvre and
extending the logic of my first question, I conceptualize public practice not as an
outcome, but as a process, one framed by official and unofficial systems of regulation.
5

Constructing the model, I extend the scholarship of Lyn Staeheli, Don Mitchell,
Marianne Valverde, and Nicholas Blomley by exploring the official regulation of public
space. Drawing from the literatures of sociology, anthropology and social philosophy,
particularly the insights of John Searle, Michel Foucault, and Pierre Bourdieu, I
conceptualize the unofficial regulation of public space. Acknowledging the agency of
not only those who plan and manage public space, but also those who populate it, I
argue that these regimes of regulation always interrelate and that these relations shape
the publicness of public space. My second set of questions nest in this argument. How
do official and unofficial regulatory regimes relate? Where in these relationships exist
imbalances of power? How do dominant cultures articulate these power imbalances to
change the publicness of public space? What are the intended and unintended
consequences of these articulations? And finally, how do these articulations impact
neighborhood change, specifically, which cultures are sustained and which destabilized
in the process?
Introduction of Spatial Components
Why did I choose Denver’s Highland neighborhood to explore complex
relationships between public space and neighborhood change? Defending this decision,
I offer two critical reasons. The first is personal. My wife, Anna, and I moved to North
Denver when I began my graduate studies at the University of Colorado Denver in
2007. Though we did not live in Highland, we could not help but notice the rapidity of
change to Highland’s retail and social landscapes. Not satisfied with accepting the
often-heard “inevitability” argument, I wanted to unpack the complexities giving genesis
to such commonsense explanations of the abrupt gentrification of a neighborhood
about which I was familiar. Second, one encounters in North Denver in general and in
6

Highland specifically four types of the everyday publicly accessible spaces that comprise
the focus of my ethnographic methods—vacant parcels, temporary events,
neighborhood parks, and high-volume streets. Due to long periods of decline,
insurance and bank redlining, and “good ol’ boy” politics, Highland has many vacant
lots from which public, quasi-public, and nefarious spaces emerged. Historically a
multicultural neighborhood, Highland still features many types of temporary cultural
festivals that occur in the public right-of-way. Though park-poor itself, Highland lies in
the proximity of a handful of city parks culturally significant to Latino residents.
Finally, due in large measure to its accessibility to downtown Denver via high-volume
streets, Highland was an epicenter of both mid-century hot-rod cruising and late century
low-rider cruising.
Aside from this introduction and a concluding discussion of my results, this
dissertation consists of seven chapters, including: a discussion of the idea of public
space in gentrification scholarship; a discussion of my research methods; a chapter
outlining Highland’s historical context; and four spatial components—emergent public
space, temporary spaces, public parks and city streets. In chapter three, I make
important modifications to Henri Lefebvre’s model of the production of space.
Succinctly stated, by attending to the model’s pervasive Cartesian dualism, I am able to
reconsider Lefebvre’s components of conceived and lived space as regulatory regimes
impacting public practice. Because it conceptualizes dialectical rather than causal
relationships, my resulting model of the production of space is well suited for
ethnographic research.
Chapter four presents historical vignettes for each of the types of publicly
accessible space I discuss further in subsequent chapters. Neighborhood change is both
7

a contemporary process and it has a history. Therefore, I briefly limn a historiography
of each of the spatial components comprising the bulk of this work. After outlining the
initial settlement of North Denver by Catholic minorities from Eastern and Southern
Europe, I discuss the processes of development and decay that led to the presence of
the vacant lots on which two emergent public spaces are sited—St. Patrick’s Park and
the “Troy” Chavez Memorial Peace Garden. In chapter five, I show how the publicness
of St. Patrick’s Park, a park conceived, designed, and built through engaged community
activism, was truncated by federal design standards. And I deconstruct how Latino
culture continues to be sustained by the Peace Garden. My historiography then moves
to the role that temporary spaces, specifically street festivals, played in facilitating
cultural sustainability of Latinos in North Denver. In chapter six, I explore how
newcomers, seeking diversity through street parties and festivals, actually destabilize
Latino culture. Acknowledging the impact that the Chicano Movement, specifically the
Crusade for Justice, had on the everyday lived experience of North Denver Latinos, I
provide historical grounding for the controversies surrounding the la Raza Park riot of
1981. In chapter seven, I unpack how rational park planning alienates Latino park
users, creating amenities appreciated by members of the middle-class instead of pressure
valves for the exuberance and energy of North Denver Latino youth. Finally, I
introduce a historical context for the City of Denver’s mid-century responses to hot-rod
and low-rider cruising by white and Latino youth respectively. In chapter eight, I
explore how concerted efforts, including the equivocation of racial profiling and police
harassment, to curb low-rider cruising worked to create streetscapes inimical to the
presentation of Chicano identity and amicable to their eventual transformation into the
livable streetscapes presented in real estate brochures.
8

This work shows that public space plays a salient role in neighborhood change.
In it, I expose the processual mechanisms that widen or close the rights-rift—a
mechanism that fuels the appropriation of public space by in-moving cultures.
Exploring the histories of these spatial components lays the foundation for considering
the impact of cultural sustainability and, conversely, cultural instability in neighborhood
change. How can people populate public space, if they are continuously made to feel
unwelcome there? Put another way, only through historical insight can we grasp the
power of a phrase many longtime residents of North Denver spoke, a phrase that
perhaps best captures the anomie and apathy that seems to presage dislocation from
public space and even the eventual displacement from neighborhoods: “Why bother?
It’s never going to change. It’s always been this way”. The rest of this chapter
succinctly presents demographic and cartographic evidence of ethno-racial change in
Highland, and develops two concepts central to my work – the rights-rift and cultural
sustainability.

9

By the Numbers: Ethno-Racial Neighborhood Change in Highland

Figure 1

Ethno-Racial Change West of Tejon Street (Census Tract 4.02). Source Brown
University S4 Longitudinal Tract Data Base

Figure 2 Ethno-Racial Change East of Tejon Street (Census Tract 11.02). Source Brown
University S4 Longitudinal Tract Data Base

Figure 3 Ethno-Racial Change in Highland (Census Tracts 4.02 and 11.02). Source Brown
University S4 Longitudinal Tract Data Base
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These graphs clarify two things. First, they show both census tracts remaining
relatively stable as far as Hispanic—Latino—ethnicity is concerned between 1980 and
2000. Generally the non-Hispanic white population shrunk or grew slightly and the
Hispanic population remained stable or grew slightly until 2000. Dramatically, between
2000 and 2010 the ethnicity of Highland shifted from majority Hispanic to majority
non-Hispanic. Neighborhood change is a process embedded in interpenetrating
historical processes. Though measurable neighborhood change seems almost
immediate, palpable neighborhood change takes a slow and steady course. This
dissonance is vitally important to not only my analysis but to the conclusions I draw.
Essentially, this work will show that the articulations of regulations that dislocated
Latinos from publicly accessible space predated the actual neighborhood change by
many years, sometimes by decades.
Quite obviously, the second point of interest is the “fact” that in 1970 there was
an absolute paucity of Hispanics in Highland. This was obviously not the case on the
ground, yet according to the US Census Bureau Highland was a predominantly white
neighborhood. How is this possible? As will become clear throughout this work, the
Crusade for Justice, a Chicano Civil Rights organization was central to many aspects of
North Denver neighborhood life. Beginning in the mid-sixties, colorful Chicano
activists and leaders like Rudolfo “Corky” Gonzales, Sal Carpio, and Richard Castro
coalesced the North Denver Latinos under the banner of “Chicano Power.” One
important thing to note about the members of the Chicano Movement is that they
patently despise the term Hispanic, as it is a pure demographic invention and does little
more than label people of variegated Latino descent as not-white and not-black. At its
peak during the late sixties and early seventies, the Crusade for Justice seems to have
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possessed enough moral authority to convince nearly every Latino resident of Highland
to self-report as “White Non-Hispanic” during the 1970 Census. Not only does this
demographic aberration expose the power of culture, to my mind, it reveals the
unreliability of purely quantitative research. As an ethnographer, I had the opportunity
to investigate this statistical anomaly. How many demographers crunching large data
sets, sets including this irregularity, did the same?
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Map Analysis
Essentially, Highland is a neighborhood constituted by single-family homes. There is a handful
—in tune with rapid gentrification processes an increasing handful—of apartment buildings. However,
whether they own or rent, most Highland residents live in single-family homes or duplexes. Placing
Highland in the context of the Denver gridiron, we notice two fundamentally important things. First,
take note of the lower right hand corner of the map. This is the downtown grid, which is aligned with
the South Platte River, not with Federal Land Survey section lines, like the rest of the city. Second, the
lack of a street grid in the Central Platte Valley belies the fact that this section of Denver has always
been notoriously difficult to develop, due in no small measure to the fickle and flood-prone South Platte
River .

Map 1 Retail Character 1970
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This series of maps sets a contextual frame in two critically important manners. Aside from
contextualizing Highland within North Denver, they alert us to significant pieces of physical
infrastructure and represent neighborhood change in terms of critical types of land use. On the map
below, note the diagonal course of Interstate 25. Important to consider about the siting of this highway,
is that in the 1950s its construction cut a swath through lower Highland, once known as the Bottoms,
displacing hundreds of families. Second, it disconnects the northeast section of Highland from the
street grid, isolating this section and the Latino Church, Our Lady of Guadalupe, from the rest of the
neighborhood. Both of these accidents of geography prove salient in my subsequent analysis.

Map 2 Retail Character 1980
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In 1990, an ad hoc neighborhood organization called DEFEND won an important battle with
the City of Denver. Consequently, the articulation of the Twentieth Street Viaduct, instead of
connecting with West 32 nd Avenue facilitating the movement of upwards of 40,0000 vehicles a day
through Highland, it forces commuters to negotiate Highland’s side streets. Another thing these maps
do is set neighborhood change into a historical pattern of changing land uses. Here we see West 32 nd
Avenue turning into the barrio space I discuss in chapter five. Also note, the lack of art galleries or
trendy restaurants, both notorious harbingers of gentrification. Finally, note the location of La Raza
Park and West 38 th Avenue; these spaces factor heavily into chapters six and seven respectively.

Map 3 Retail Character 1990
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The shift from blue and black to red indicates change from the longtime Italian and Latino
cultures. The blue and black icons denote working-class Italian and Latino owned establishments; the
red signifies trendy, hip, and often-pricy establishments. As this progression of maps conveys, only by
the turn of the century did the character of Highland restaurant/retail corridors begin to shift to ones
appealing to newcomers’ middle-class culture. Note that, just south of La Raza Park, in the vicinity of
the Italian Church, Our Lady of Mount Carmel, we see red appear. Today this area is known as the
Navajo Street Art District .

Map 4 Retail Character 2000
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Map 5 Retail Character 2010

As with the demographic analysis, so too with the map analysis, we only notice
significant neighborhood change in 2010. In 2006, the trendy restaurant scene began
with the redevelopment of the Olinger Mortuary, specifically, LoLa, located where
Tejon Street curves to align with the downtown gridiron. The scene then marched
along West 32nd Avenue, transforming an erstwhile barrio space into a hipster locale.
Just north of the Twentieth Street Viaduct, we find one red square. This is the
restaurant Root Down located across the street from St. Patrick’s Park, an emergent
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space, which I discuss in Chapter Five. Absolutely vital to consider here is that there
were obviously other processes at play in these dramatic and sudden-seeming changes.
This dissertation is about one of these processes: the articulation of power imbalances
to change the ways that publicly accessible space is officially and unofficially regulated.
Thinking Small and the Rights-Rift
Though this dissertation captures a large portion of neighborhood change, while
working on it I thought small. What do I mean by I thinking small? Succinctly, I
consider fine-grained details overlooked by many urban scholars. The work of
geographer Nicholas Blomley and the legal scholar Marianne Valverde serve as the
bellwether of scholarship exploring the impact of the minutiae of municipal code on
social justice and consequently on claims such as the right-to-the-city. Both scholars
remind us that while rights attach to persons, municipal code regulates de-personified
behaviors. To illustrate, though we decry the cruelty of denying the homeless a place to
be, the existential right-to-the-city par excellence, their behaviors on public property—
sleeping, loitering, sitting, urinating, and so forth—clearly violate enforceable city
ordinances, validating their removal from public space. The devil, it seems, is in the
details. I name the incommensurability between abstract rights attached to persons and
the regulations of concrete spatialized behaviors the rights-rift.
To my thinking, much critical scholarship contains a fatal flaw in regards to the
rift between rights attached to individuals and the laws regulating their behavior. To
illustrate, extending Lefebvre (1996b), Lucasz Stanek states the right-to-the-city is
fundamentally an appropriation of space (Stanek, 2011). This is a nonsensical claim. In
semantic terms, a right is clearly not an act; it is not synonymous with the act of
appropriation. Rather, rights exist in deontic relationships with obligations (Searle,
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2003, 2010). That is, rights involve duties, obligations, requirements, permissions,
authorizations and entitlements. By definition, a right is always a claim against an
institution, which is legally or ethically compelled to satisfy it. Searle insists: no
obligation, no right. I extend his insight: a demand or a cry is not a right; if no
institution is legally or ethically obligated in the process, it is simply noise. Considering
the appropriation of space in terms of the model I develop in chapter three, I
conceptualize unmet rights-claims in terms of the rights-rift. Assuming this perspective
we see how various actors articulate public space by implementing and selectively
enforcing regulations of behavior. In fact, the articulations of the regulations framing
public space are rendered visible though the rights-rift.
Certainly in terms of critical scholarship on social justice, Lefebvre, Stanek, and
the phalanx of similarly minded scholars stand on solid ground. Yet their arguments
lack traction in the real world. True, celebrating the urban everyday and equating
revitalization with gentrification has appropriated the right-to-the-city discourse and has
given moral credit to retrograde urban policy (Stanek, 2011). That is, dominant classes
tend to highjack the idea of the right-to-the-city and use it to justify socially unjust
polices. When rights are considered demands such equivocation becomes possible and
social justice goes un-served. How does this equivocation function? How does society
normalize unjust policies? I insist, learning to perceive the rights-rift moves us closer to
answering these questions.
Housing, the standard entry point for gentrification studies, proves an effective
means to highlight articulations of the rights-rift in the process of gentrification. Let’s
consider the current planning mantra of mixed-use zoning. Though designed to
produce socioeconomically mixed, culturally vibrant, and livable neighborhoods, mixed19

use zoning actually works only in the direction of middle-class interests; it justifies
architectural and legal changes that facilitate gentrification (Blomley, 2004). Mixed uses
tend to work in the favor of the rich (Valverde, 2005). For example, in gentrifying
neighborhoods, rarely do we see an old home or a disused factory converted into a
homeless shelter. More often we witness such conversions featuring upscale residential
and retail uses. Valverde names this invisible power, the black box of land use (Valverde,
2005). Inside her black box we find amenities. Land uses are often tacitly or expressly
tied to amenities. Furthermore, amenities are usually interwoven with cultural capital
(Bourdieu, 1977; Bourdieu, Accardo, & Ferguson, 1999). Certain classes appreciate and
come to expect certain amenities as expressions of their relative position in social
hierarchies. Municipal codes and land use structures serve to stipulate and regulate the
dispersal of amenities throughout the urban fabric. What we need to recognize is that
amenities are also vehicles that convey and reinforce the preferences of a particular
socioeconomic sector (Valverde, 2005). It follows that persons are governed through
class by the simple means of classes being governed through environmental design.
Therefore, rights-bearing citizens, though equal under constitutional law, become
unequal by means of invisible municipal governance.
When rights are treated as demands, society recognizes the loudest claim.
Dominant classes posses the loudest voices; therefore, their noise overrides minority
demands. However, rights are not demands, rather relationships between people and
institutions. In order to ensure rights are not violated, we need to root out or, as the
case may be, create institutions responsible for satisfying legitimate rights-claims.
Valverde and Blomley reveal the machinations of the rights-rift in the regulation
of the private property of residences and businesses. How is the rights-rift manifest in
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the regulation of public property? Upon close inspection we see this process in effect
quite often. To illustrate, Alexander Garvin explains how subtle changes to the
regulation of parking along public rights-of-way and articulations of building codes
essentially privatize public beaches (Garvin, 2011). For example, in Palm Beach, Florida
parking meters along Ocean Boulevard, a street running parallel to the beach, restrict
parking to a mere 20 minutes. This, along with highly restrictive residential parking in
surrounding neighborhoods and the lack of a “beach parking lot”, limits any prolonged
use of the beach to the residents of the surrounding neighborhoods. That is, the
presence of the public on the beach is not restricted through any visible type of
discriminatory practice, but through innocuous-seeming and therefore invisible parking
restrictions. Furthermore, along Malibu, California’s steep coastline zoning and
building codes are articulated to restrict access to the beach below the coastal homes
(Garvin, 2011). Simply by allowing the building envelope to fill developable land, and
consequently not stipulating an easement to the beach, access to the beach below is only
possible from the individual homes’ beach-facing doors. In this way, rows of beach
bungalows serve as effective boundaries, fencing off the public from an ostensibly
public beach.
Throughout this work, I maintain that to be public, public space must be
publicly produced. It follows that this production process requires people to be copresent in space. Therefore, regulations that discourage or even outlaw specific public
behaviors tend to depopulate public space. When spatial regulation works in the
direction of middle-class interests, when it legitimates and justifies public practices,
which seem authentic to middle-class newcomers and inauthentic to long-timers, it
facilitates neighborhood change. Since neighborhood change is a component of
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gentrification, the rights-rift is at play in gentrification processes. Without grappling
with the fine-grained particulars of municipal and land use codes that separate the rights
to one’s culture from the public practices specific to one’s culture, the processes of
ethno-racial neighborhood change remain invisible.
But how does the minutiae of formal regulation of public property specifically
impact these processes of ethno-racial change? I propose that cultural sustainability and
cultural instability are critical factors in the process of ethno-racial neighborhood
change. When cultural norms and spatial regulations align so that public practice serves
as a forum for cultural expression, a culture is sustained. When spatial regulations
effectively impede cultural practice in publicly accessible space, cultures, by vacating
public property, become destabilized. Since people reside at home and live in publicly
accessible spaces, dislocation from these spaces contributes to residential displacement
(c.f. Blomley, 2004). Put another way, my work reveals that public space is frequently
articulated to make newcomers feel in place in their new neighborhood and to make
long-timers feel out of place (c.f. Cresswell, 1996).
Cultural Sustainability
Let’s take account of where my line of argument has taken us. Different
cultures normalize different public behaviors. When a rift exists between rights that a
culture attaches to people and the formal regulation of the behavior of people in
publicly accessible space cultures become destabilized. When cultural norms are easily
expressed through the formal regulation of space, cultures are sustained by means of
public practice. This brings us to cultural sustainability. Understanding cultural change,
cultural imperialism, and grappling with cultural sustainability occupies a central point
in my analysis. Cultural sustainability and social sustainability have nothing to do with
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environmental sustainability or sustainable development or sustainable urbanism. I
understand cultural sustainability in literal terms; it is an evolutionary process, one that
perpetuates culture through time. Like the terms culture and social, cultural
sustainability and social sustainability are closely related. First let’s consider what I
mean by society and what I mean by culture.
Simply stated, society comprises networks of power relations and social
positions—familial, economic, and political. These networks are framed, reinforced,
and legitimated by cultural systems. Social sustainability, then, requires the maintenance
of the social relations and power relations that constitute society (Low, Taplin, & Sheld,
2005). Culture and society exist in dialectal relationships; they are mutually reinforcing
and mutually informing. Simply put, culture is the map of meaning that we use to make
sense of society and social structures reinforce cultural systems.
What then is culture? According to Throsby (1995), it can be considered in two
ways. First it can be defined in tangible terms, as the material culture of a society—its
art, music, architecture, poetry and cultural artifacts from furniture to religious
iconography. On the other hand, culture can be conceived in an abstract sense. From
this perspective, culture is a shared map of meaning and interconnected values. It
grounds common assumptions, shared beliefs and commonsensical practices. Social
groups rely on culture to regulate social interaction, to explain material and mental
phenomena, to cohere social networks, to explain individuals’ roles and positions in
social networks, and to legitimate personal and group action. For the purposes of this
work, I rely on the latter definition. Important to consider is that culture is also a
process. Values, customs, and norms evolve as they are transmitted from one
generation to another. Thus culture is not a thing that can be preserved but a process
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that can be sustained. We go to museums to see the preserved cultural artifacts of dead
cultures. Anthropologists help us understand the complexities of living cultures. While
it is a highly abstract system, culture remains easily comprehensible to those making
sense of the world in its terms. Hence, society is a complex set of relations and culture
is society’s rulebook used in negotiating these relations.
I understand working toward cultural sustainability as maintaining balance in
cultural systems so that values, customs, and traditions can evolve and be transmitted
from one generation to the next. Thus, cultural sustainability requires the maintenance
of meanings that reinforce cultural systems. Achieving cultural sustainability in publicly
accessible space means striving to maintain cultural diversity and diverse histories, while
recognizing that there are frequently conflicting value systems and many different ways
of being in the world. Ultimately working toward cultural sustainability requires
managing and accommodating such public incommensurabilities (Low et al., 2005).
As this work will make clear, cultures are sustained or destabilized in public
practice through a harmony or a dissonance between commonsense cultural norms and
legally enforceable laws and municipal codes. Using terms that I develop in the next
chapter, cultures are sustained or destabilized through a harmony or a dissonance
between spatial regulations and cultural norms. Spatial regulations are the formal, legally
enforceable rulebooks of public behavior. Cultural norms are the informal, culturally
specific rulebooks of regulating what differently situated cultures deem to be
appropriate public behavior. Cultures are sustained when there is little dissonance
between spatial regulations and cultural norms. Conversely, cultures become
destabilized when there is a rift between what is deemed normal behavior within
cultural systems and what dominant cultures label as deviant, illegal, or immoral
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behavior. To me, cultural sustainability lies at the core of debates about social and
environmental justice. My work extends the insights of Nicholas Blomley, who states,
“[w]hile municipal initiatives that clearly target identifiable groups hog the intellectual
and political limelight, we need to pay more attention to everyday protocols and logics
of use.” (Blomley, 2007, p. 1702). Throughout, I concentrate on the everyday
protocols—spatial regulations—and logics of the use—cultural norms—of publicly
accessible space. By deconstructing how four types of publicly accessible space are
variously formally and informally regulated, I show that sustaining newcomer culture,
while destabilizing long-timer culture facilitates neighborhood change. Destabilized
cultures become dislocated from publicly accessible space; dislocation of long-timer
cultures from a neighborhood’s public property enables the residential displacement of
its constitutive members. Coming full circle, residential displacement of long-timers
and their consequent replacement with in-moving newcomers who occupy the middleand upper middle-classes is by definition gentrification. In the chapters that follow, I
deconstruct how cultural dislocation works and, in so doing, I open new avenues for
understanding the actual process of gentrification, which is a set of interrelated
processes, not an outcome. Ethno-racial neighborhood change is one of these
processes.
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TWO: WHERE’S PUBLIC SPACE IN GENTRIFICATION?

While considering neighborhood change, I situate my work between four
clusters of gentrification scholarship: public space, political economy, social justice, and
cultural studies. I review these literatures primarily since my work is groundbreaking
and a discussion about how these factors interrelate, to my knowledge, does not yet
exist. First of all, since I use public space as the entry point into gentrification
literature, it behooves me to explore recent scholarship on these spaces and
neighborhood change. I review the political economy literature because I need to
separate my work from the majority of gentrification studies, which concentrate on
property values, urban land markets, and political regimes. Since my work on the social
production of space draws heavily from social justice literature, I discuss it. Cultural
studies are of particular importance. I need to situate my work within this arc of
scholarship, because my model for the production of public, livable, and enclavic space
rests solidly upon the notion of the expression and suppression of culture in public
practice.
The gentrification literature is broad-ranging and therefore captures elements of
these clusters. All the same, the main thrusts of this literature focus on either the
injustice inherent in the displacement of the working-class and the poor by the middle
and upper classes or the benefits leveraging the real estate market in efforts to revitalize
decaying neighborhoods. Essentially, emphases of these strands of literature focus on
the outcome of gentrification. Some studies underscore the displacement of longtime
residents and consequently the translocation of their culture. Others highlight rising
property values, economic development, and falling crime rates. To me, stalwart
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attention paid to the effects of gentrification impoverishes our understanding of the
mechanisms of gentrification. The inherent circularity in gentrification scholarship has
not gone unnoticed. “[S]cholarly neglect of the process of gentrification has
discouraged appreciation of the variations, contradictions, ideologies, and daily practices
that are part and parcel of gentrification” (Brown-Saracino, 2009a, p. 262).
The final portion of this chapter situates my work within recent scholarship of
specific publicly accessible spaces: vacant land, neighborhood parks, and city streets.
Every parcel of vacant land has a history; my review helps us understand how this
history impacts how the publicness of emergent space is produced. Neighborhood
parks serve as archetypal inner-city public spaces; reviewing this literature helps me
situate how North Denver parks are managed to produce livable neighborhoods. I delve
into the literature on streets because, not only do urban street networks comprise a
large portion of a city’s publicly accessible spaces, but also public performance upon
them grounds much scholarship on the performance of identity as well as claims to the
right-to-the-city. Since I weave a discussion of identity and diversity into chapter six’s
deconstruction of the diversity paradox, I do not review this these substantial literatures in
this chapter.
Public Space and Gentrification
The lacunae I expose in the following discussion allow me to employ a
Foucauldian approach to research. For Foucault (1991), research takes place “between
unfinished abutments and anticipatory strings of dots” (p. 74). Keeping pace with
Foucault, the following sections lay a foundation for finishing abutments in order to tie
what is happening on the ground in Highland to a framework for understanding
mechanisms of neighborhood change. In order to build such a framework, I cast a wide
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net. In what follows, I highlight subtexts of ethno-racial neighborhood change and the
spatial regulations connecting these literatures.
First recognized in England in the mid twentieth century (Glass, 1964),
gentrification has flummoxed scholars since it was likened to the landed gentry reappropriating urban spaces left to decay and dilapidate as they fled the noise, pollution,
and congestion of rapidly industrializing urban cores in search of healthier environs
(Lees, Slater, & Wyly, 2008). Whereas most gentrification literature highlights global
and capital-driven processes, a modicum remains in the realm of socio-cultural change
and personal preference. To illustrate, scholars link gentrification to a “back to the
city” movement by social outsiders, such as gays and lesbians, who seek the autonomy
and privacy that city life promises (Brown-Saracino, 2009a). Gentrification is explained
by a change in consumption patterns and derring-do (Zukin, 1982) of the urbane hip in
the 1970’s and middle-class homebuyers searching for “authenticity”(Zukin, 2010) at
the turn of the twentieth century. However, the vast majority of the literature hones in
on footloose capital in deregulated markets looking for a home in the rent gap created
by urban decay (Hackworth & Smith, 2001; Mollenkopf & Castells, 1991; Slater, 2006;
N. Smith, 1996.)
Whereas gentrification theorists almost always discuss public space, few utilize it
as a basis of thinking about change. Political economists view the city as a site of
capital accumulation. From this perspective, as capital flows through the urban fabric,
it produces publicly accessible spaces of controlled consumption. Put another way,
macroeconomic forces essentially manufacture neighborhoods based upon the ability of
differently situated socioeconomic groups to participate in urban land markets. On the
other hand, social justice theorists cast critical light upon the injustice of residential
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displacement. Furthermore, they see public space as a necessary component of a
functioning democracy. A central theme running through the social justice literature is
the importance of the comingling of diverse actors holding divergent viewpoints in
publicly accessible space and the roles these groups play not necessarily in
neighborhood change, but in social change. Finally, a good deal of recent gentrification
scholarship sheds light on the cultural and aesthetic dimensions of public space. Urban
theorists using this optic offer a more nuanced view of public space than those using
either the political economy or a social justice frame. Through a cultural lens, we begin
to understand socio-cultural and micro-economic forces that shape the publicness of
public space. Further, we start to see how certain forces enliven public space while
others enervate it through either inauthentic corporatized sameness or diversity-stifling
nostalgia. To reiterate, though it is secondary to their authors’ central arguments, I see
public space as an underdeveloped yet cohesive cord in all three of these arcs of
scholarship. Though public space plays a role in each, it does not play the central role.
Capital plays the pivotal role in political economy; injustice stars in debates on social
justice: and culture captures the limelight in cultural discussions. The review to follow
enmeshes these domains of literature. By utilizing formal regulations of public space
and informal cultural norms regulating behavior in public space it knits them into a
comprehensible whole. This buttresses my central argument, which is, dominant
cultures articulate formal regulations and informal cultural norms to change the
publicness of public space in ways that sustain dominant world-views and undermine
minority public practices.
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The Idea of Public Space in Gentrification
Although specific public spaces factor tangentially into the writing about
gentrification, geographers and sociologists frequently relegate these areas to stages for
grassroots protests of pro-gentrification policies aimed at the people promulgating these
policies, notably developers and city officials. To illustrate, the takeover of New York’s
Tompkins Square by homeless people and its brutal retaking by the City of New York
serves as an oft-cited example of the role of public space in protesting market-led, statepoliced revanchist gentrification (N. Smith, 1996). Smith represents Tomkins Square as
as a stage on which an ultimately futile remonstration against the gentrification
juggernaut by the recently displaced took place. Concentrating on extremely
marginalized homeless and the powerless victims of gentrification has taught us a great
deal about gentrification process.
Nonetheless, there exists very little scholarship focused on gentrifiers and
housed longtime residents or on the everyday public spaces of gentrifying
neighborhoods. Furthermore, the role of everyday public space gets short shrift in
geography, planning, and sociology journals. Academics from outside these fields seem
to be noticing this rather remarkable ellipsis. For example, socio-linguists Schaller and
Modan (2005) claim “few scholars have examined perceptions of public space held by
actual neighborhood constituents” in gentrifying neighborhoods. Voices calling for a
closer examination of the roles public space plays in the disruption of old-timer routines
and the dismantling of long-standing social networks are also rising from within the
fields of sociology and geography. To illustrate, in her groundbreaking study of
gentrifiers, sociologist Japonica Brown-Sarancino notes that although the gentrification
literature cites either residential displacement or dissolution of community
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institutions—community gardens, churches, block clubs, etc.—as chief causes of
community destabilization, her informants point to public space and their changing
perceptions of these places as crucial in the gentrification processes (Brown-Saracino,
2009a). These findings depart substantially from the central thrusts of gentrification
literature. Brown-Saracino’s old-timer informants nearly always noted that the
privatization of public space and the changing norms and increasing diversity of public
space factored more heavily into their feelings of alienation from their neighborhoods
than the reality that many friends and acquaintances had moved away (Brown-Saracino,
2009b). Interestingly, since it runs directly counter to the “diversity is good for us”
argument (c.f. Sennett, 1990), long-timers cite the increase in the diversity of public
space as a chief reason for their cultural dislocation from their neighborhoods. Placed
in a broader conceptual frame, the destabilization and fragmentation of old-timer social
networks (Betancur, 2011) seems to be place-dependent, specifically dependent upon
publicly accessible places. Importantly, public space produced by minorities and
counterpublics (I. Young, 1990) are particularly fragile and therefore often unable be used
as bulwarks against gentrification forces.
Though encountering others appears to be crucial to forming public space,
“there is no straightforward way of understanding urban encounters in public space”
(Watson, 2006, p. 159). Public space is enchanted to some, disenchanted to others. Its
character changes in tune with different times of day and night and according to everchanging socio-cultural contexts. As such, Watson continues, “public space, and the
encounters therein, can be no one thing” (ibid, p. 159). Watson insists that instead of
concentrating on well-designed formal public spaces, on symbolic, monumental spaces,
and spaces of commercial spectacle, theorists should take note of everyday public
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spaces. However, though public space scholarship celebrates the role of diverse urban
space for encountering different others (Watson, 2006), learning from disordered
difference (Sennett, 1970), and experiencing the direct democracy of city streets
(Lofland, 1998), some argue residents of marginalized homogeneous neighborhoods
tend to be wary of community-threatening public miscellany (Brown-Saracino, 2009a).
Current scholarship, for example Freeman’s (2006) ethnography of Harlem, as well as
my research, reveal that diversity in public space is in fact considered by longtime
residents as a harbinger of their eventual dislocation from these public spaces and
possibly their displacement from their neighborhood.
Gentrification and Political Economic Forces
The term gentrification focuses our attention on the displacement of workingclass individuals by the middle-class, the gentry. Unsurprisingly, an overwhelming
majority of gentrification scholarship focuses on the displacement of old-timer residents
by newcomers. In trying to disentangle the complexities of gentrification, geographers
and sociologists attempt to construct place-specific theories of neighborhood change,
concentrating on urban housing and real estate speculation, in order to understand
socio-economic mechanisms underpinning the displacement of the working-class by the
middle-class. However, they rarely engage directly with the people dislocated by
gentrification. After all, it is nearly impossible to find the displaced, since they have
moved from “where demographers go looking for them” (Slater, 2006). As such,
gentrification literature remains rather abstract, rooting in political economic
explanations of uneven geographical development (Harvey, 2006), urban growth
machine politics (Logan & Molotch, 2007), dual city theories of class-based spatial
separation (Mollenkopf & Castells, 1991), and revanchist taking-back of the urban core
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from the urban poor by the well-heeled middle- and upper-classes (Schaffer & Smith,
1986; N. Smith, 1996). The most strident voices in gentrification debates arise from
political economists on both the left and right ends of the political spectrum. Within
this literature, gentrification is either derided as a manifestation of capitalist greed or
lauded as a market-based urban revitalization mechanism. Forceful arguments
notwithstanding, political economists fail to adequately theorize change, often positing
remarkably stable structures of social relations and paying little attention to what people
actually do and how they interact in changing neighborhoods (Latham, 2003). “In much
political economy writing there is a tendency to view the relationship between the
public and commerce through the narrow lens of profit and return to the story of
rediscovering the city as a site of accumulation” (ibid. , p. 1714), rather than a complex
social/political/morphological process.
Broadly construed, neoliberal governance rolls-back municipally funded city
management and then rolls-out not-for-profit and private/public partnerships to fill the
gap in service provision (Peck & Tickell, 2002). Consequently, the new entrepreneurial
city, searching simultaneously to provide services to its citizens and compete with other
cities for capital investment, reinvents itself as a site of consumption (Hobbs, Lister,
Hadfield, Winlow, & Hall, 2000). This affects the publicness of cities in important
ways. Entrepreneurial governance and vigorous place promotion leads to distressed
urban landscapes being radically transformed into lavish consumption spaces, areas of
gentrified loft living, and revitalized public spaces (Jayne, Holloway, & Valentine, 2006).
In the neoliberal city, as consumption reigns supreme, the publicness of publicly
accessible space changes. Attempting to cash in on urban-vitality and consumptiondriven publicness, cities institute policy guidelines and design standards that strategically
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expulse the non-consuming from previously public spaces (MacLeod, 2002), zerotolerance policing follows. A method of policing that enforces the full extent of codes
of public conduct—such as spitting, sitting, eating, sleeping, and so forth, in public—
zero-tolerance policing is lauded by many mayors and thus enthusiastically employed by
cities seeking to make gentrifying neighborhoods comfortable to the in-moving middleclass (Mitchell, 1997, 2003b). This intentional creation of new notions of consumptiondriven public spaces nests firmly in the concept of the interdictory space of the
shopping mall. Private shopping malls are “interdictory” because they are designed to
appeal to affluent consumers and to “systematically exclude those adjudged to be
unsuitable, even threatening” (Flusty, 2001). Often, entire neighborhoods are marketed
as spaces of safe consumption (Zukin, 2010).
Aside from the function that roll-back and roll-out neoliberalism plays in
changing the city from a site of commodity production and the necessary reproduction
of the labor required in these production processes to generalized sites of consumption,
it plays a critical role in the management of public spaces. Private-public partnerships
such as business improvement districts (BIDs) often provide cleaner, more vibrant, and
safer public parks and sidewalks than can financially strapped cities. Yet, they do so by
enforcing notions of public comport that delimit the constitutionally granted rights of
freedom of movement and expression that citizens enjoy while occupying publicly
owned property (c.f. Schaller & Modan, 2005). Furthermore, private police forces often
exclude non-consuming and “threatening” members of the public from BID-managed
spaces (Atkinson, 2003; Zukin, 2010). Often these exclusionary practices take
unexpected forms. For example, Lyn Staeheli (2010) writes of the growing use of
mosquitoes—speakers placed in publicly accessible spaces that emit a high-pitched
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whine only audible to humans under the age of 26—as a spatial sanitizing tactic used by
BIDs in attempts to keep their spaces of consumption free of groups of threatening,
non-consuming teenagers.
BIDs layer private management over public regulations; some types of publicly
accessible spaces work in the other direction, allowing public access onto privately
owned space. The corporate plaza serves as this specific type of publicly accessible
space. These plazas, though required by cities to be accessible to the public, are
privately managed. As such, they can be either consumption-driven spaces, corporateimage-driven spaces, panoptic places, fortress environments, or intentionally neglected
spaces; they can even function as mere urban design elements intentionally barren of
human activity (Nemeth, 2009). In interesting ways, the design and management of
corporate plazas work toward redefining who comprises the public populating them
(ibid). Vital to note here is that managers of public spaces articulate urban design and
municipal regulations to control who feels comfortable in these spaces. I insist
throughout this work that the people who populate these physical places produce the
public spaces therein.
We even notice the ramifications of roll-back and roll-out neoliberalism in the
small quasi-public spaces of community gardens. To illustrate, the city of Berlin,
Germany, employs neoliberal strategies in the privatization of public property
maintenance through community garden volunteerism (Rosol, 2010, 2011). Here,
volunteer gardeners are encouraged to plan and maintain horticultural gardens that the
city cannot afford, yet is constitutionally required, to maintain. Upon closer inspection,
I believe we can see similar processes afoot in the US. For example, New York City
mayors Koch and Giuliani surreptitiously mobilized a similar volunteerism-logic by
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“allowing” guerilla gardening movements to morph vacant lots from signs of decay into
symbols of neighborhood revitalization and resurgence (Linn, 2007). Furthermore,
many current manifestations of community gardening root firmly in neoliberal
philosophy. To illustrate, contrary to popular parlance, community gardens are not all
always about communities gathering to garden together. They are often planned and
managed as “organized garden projects” (Pudup, 2008) on schoolyards, in correctional
facilities and even in neighborhoods. Organized garden projects place the reform of
individuals at the forefront of their design and management. Importantly, the
individual, not the community, lies at the center of neoliberal philosophy and therefore
at the center of the management of such gardens (ibid). In a word, rules matter. In the
neoliberal city, formal rules privilege spaces of consumption over spaces of democracy
and individual autonomy over collectivity.
Gentrification and Social Justice
A considerable portion of the right-to-the-city literature focuses on the central
function that public streets, city parks and public plazas serve as the voice box of
democracy. After all, public space is where direct democracy takes place. Here, I wish
to draw a conceptual thread between idealized notions of publicness and the actual
places where people can assemble, agitate for their interests, and communicate their
demands to other citizens. A vast majority of public space literature roots in fostering
or frustrating the “public forum”—a place for direct democracy and the exchange of
political ideas (Staeheli & Mitchell, 2008b).
It is also important to consider publicly accessible space as more than a forum of
democratic governance; during the urban everyday, it is often simply a place where
people may present themselves as members of the public (Lefebvre, 1996a). This
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presentation of selfhood has crucial existential meaning for those with no private space
to occupy. In straightforward ways, public property concretizes such persons’ right to
be, to exist in space (Mitchell, 1997, 2003a). The public right to be, to announce
oneself as a member of the “public” has uniquely poignant meanings for longtime
neighborhood cultures, many of which are quite public, utilizing public spaces for
socio-cultural reproduction (Freeman, 2006), socializing with neighbors (Appleyard,
1981; Modan, 2007), connecting with an common neighborhood history (Watson,
2006), and partaking in formal and informal neighborhood institutions (BrownSaracino, 2009a). As newcomers move into neighborhoods with publicly predisposed
cultures, they often demand city authorities enforce loitering laws. Thus, long-timers
gathering on street corners and in parks are deprived of their right to a public life, one
that they enjoyed before their neighborhood gentrified (Freeman, 2006; Modan, 2007).
These scholars offer clear indication of public space being used by gentrifiers to change
public space once they have moved to the neighborhood. My study reveals manners in
which public space is changed to encourage neighborhood change, which, recall, is part
of a set of gentrification processes.
Not only does extant scholarly work uncover the relationships between
democratic governance and public space, much of it also centers on public spaces as
spaces of sociability, spaces of public performance, and spaces for encountering
diversity in the performances of others. Essentially public spaces are basic to the
human condition (Sennett, 1976, 1990). For some theorists, public behavior constitutes
a city’s quintessential social territory (Lofland, 1998).
Not only is public space a potential arena for expression and learning; it can also
be employed as method of homogenizing the very diversity it fosters. For example, the
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long-timer nostalgia for bygone days may actually impede the building of diverse public
spaces in changing neighborhoods (Watson, 2006). Diversity cuts both ways. For
example, not only are dance clubs and rave parties—specific places of diverse
publicness—often regulated out of existence by means of existing noise and public
disorder ordinances, but also cities have adopted specific “synchronized movement to
rhythmic beat-orientated music” in concerted attempts to rid gentrifying neighborhoods
of public diversity (Hae, 2011). Additionally, political and media representations that
deride the public presentation of bodies of dangerous youth and urban ghettos are
employed as catchall tropes in attempts to push through public-space-regulating
municipal ordnances (D. Wilson & Grammenos, 2005).
Don Mitchell (2005) alerts us to judicial anti-urbanism, a trenchant trend in
urban and federal governance to demonize the diversity of cities in concerted attempts
to reach an idealized plane of pastoral-democracy. Mitchell points to the 2003
unanimous US Supreme Court decision—Virginia v. Hicks—that upheld that privatizing
housing project streets and subsequently erecting no-trespassing areas, which effectively
bar individuals without “clear purpose” from once-public streets, does not violate the
First Amendment of the US Constitution. In so doing:
Scalia and the unanimous Court endorsed a world in which public property can be
made private, merely by deed transfer between two public agencies, and all nonconstitutionally protected activity, from drug dealing and bird watching to soccer
playing and loitering, can simply be banned and people engaged in such activity can be
barred, arbitrarily, capriciously, and forever, from a significant number of city streets.
(Mitchell, 2005, p. 582).

Here Mitchell shows us how spatial regulations dramatically alter who can be
rightfully present on public property and therefore legitimately produce public space.
Important to consider is that public space is socially produced and this production is
culturally framed. To culture I now turn.
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Culture Studies and Gentrification
As I have discussed, entrepreneurial cities are transforming themselves from
sites of production to sites of consumption. It bears mentioning that a great deal of
urban consumption revolves around eating and drinking. Interestingly, though
entrepreneurial cities encourage a consumption economy, they often have difficulty
controlling certain types of consumption. Public drunkenness, arguably a direct result
of the new consumption economy, poses problems for police forces, which must not
only sanitize street space of impediments to consumption but also the results of the
consumption, specifically the consumption of alcohol. Some theorists, on the other
hand, posit that drinkers should be thought of as numerous and active citizens who
legitimately occupy public space (Jayne et al., 2006). The type of drinking matters.
According to Latham’s (2003) research in Christchurch, New Zealand the slow
replacement of public houses (pubs) with wine bars and restaurants has contributed to a
shift from a homogenous “hard-drinking” male-gendered public space to a more social
and diverse one. Extending this diversity argument, Bell and Binnie (2005) see the
emergent public “foodie” culture as a component of a diverse public realm. In their
view, café creep—the slow appropriation of public sidewalk space by restaurants—
contributes to a variegated co-presence of diverse groups on public property.
A substantial thrust of research attempts to disentangle the manners in which
middle-class, even suburban, notions of urban living usurp long-timer urbanity. Sharon
Zukin writes of both the roles that “nouvelle cuisine restaurants” (1995) played in
culturally alienating long-timers from their own neighborhoods and how the middleclass search for the “authenticity” (Zukin, 2010) of long-timer culture work to reinforce
gentrification pressures. Gentrification is often cited as a public space purification
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strategy, even as a force of social abjection (Sibley, 1995). For example, the
redevelopment of New York City’s Times Square was precipitated by a critical first step
of zoning out pornography and adult book stores that once dotted the square
(Papayanis, 2000). Sometimes it is not the land use that is revamped but the social
space itself by the removal of specific people from public areas, as Hubbard (2004)
reveals by discussing the targeted removal of prostitutes from certain public streets in
London and Paris, and Atkinson (2003) highlights in his analysis of child-curfew laws in
the United Kingdom.
Notions of sanitized public property nest in the mainstream middle-class ideal of
livability. Often, middle-class livability impinges on making a living for marginal
populations. Not only do prostitutes and drug dealers make a living by advertising their
services and products in publicly accessible space, but street venders also rely on busy
streets to conduct business. Vending is frequently at the center of cultural wars over
the use and definition of public streets (Margaret Crawford, 1995; Cupers, 2005; Yatmo,
2008; Zukin, 2010). If not regulated out of the public right-of-way, ethnic street
venders are often appreciated representatives of authentic long-timer culture by middleclass “tourists” from swanker parts of town. However, as in the case of the Brooklyn
Red Hook venders (Zukin, 2010), this increased social interest can result in the city, and
the city’s health departments and public service departments taking note, essentially
creating a regulatory environment that prevents “authentic” street vending from taking
place. Quentin Stevens (2009) insists that scholars take these often invisible erosions of
public space seriously, writing, “by outlawing certain kinds of activities or people, or
indirectly doing so through controls on appearances, sounds, smells, the pursuit of
livability can increase inequities through its unequal impacts on different social groups”
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(p. 376). In a word, those whose livelihoods depend on their presence in public space
are disproportionately impacted by regulation of the use of public space.
There is also a minor chord of studies that delve into the complexities of the
public culture of the mainstream middle-class. Much recent work on neighborhood
change moves beyond the familiar trope of cities as sites of accumulation through the
workings of consumer capitalism toward a more fine-grained understanding of the
urban retail environment. The collective creativity of retail is creating a new sense of
urban authenticity. “By opening up places of new sociability—boutiques, trendy
restaurants, coffee shops—where new residents feel comfortable, [new retail
entrepreneurs] help create the emerging geographical community” (Zukin et al., 2009, p.
58). Responding to the new leisure identities of the postmodern self, these boutiques,
restaurants, and nightclubs are redefining urbanity as something essentially ambiguous
and distinct from previous notions of city life (Hobbs, et al., 2000). Urban farmers’
markets and ethnic food stores also celebrate their uniqueness by “underlin[ing] their
image as oases of authenticity in a Wal-Mart wasteland, encouraging real estate
developers to reinvest and making urban-living marketable” (Zukin, 2008, p. 725). In
fact, urban farmers markets and urban-based “green” consumption are emerging as new
forms of class distinction (Quastel, 2009).
Lance Freeman remains one of the few scholars who attempts to understand
gentrification without relying on the familiar models of invasion, displacement, and
fluid capital. He utilized quantitative analysis of national residential mobility trends and
attributed much of the supposed displacement of working-class families and individuals
from gentrifying neighborhoods to normal American residential mobility patterns and
not necessarily displacement by gentrification (Freeman, 2005, 2006; Freeman &
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Braconi, 2004). In addition to his census-based quantitative work, Freeman explores
gentrification from the ground up. Intriguingly, his results often focus on the
regulations and uses of neighborhood publicly accessible space (2006). For example,
long-timers often cite positive attitudes towards the changes in the publicness of their
neighborhoods resulting from gentrification, such as increased maintenance of and
physical improvements to parks, sidewalks, and streetscapes as well as an enhanced level
of public safety in these places. Additionally, many long-timers appreciated the
aesthetic and practical changes to their neighborhoods that diverse retail landscapes
provide, such as green grocers, pharmacies, and clothing stores. However, many
longtime residents harbor negative feelings towards the changes to the publicly
accessible spaces of their neighborhoods. They often feel alienated from the space itself
by the presence of newcomers. Importantly, they resent that the improvements to
parks and streetscapes are aimed at satisfying newcomer demands for cleaner, safer
public streets—the same demands they have been voicing for decades. Moreover, longtimers often lose cultural wars over the use of public space. As such, parks change
from community spaces of celebration and socialization to pristine green spaces of
individual repose and exercise. Brown-Saracino (2009a) notes a considerable angst in
long-timer perceptions of public spaces in their neighborhoods. Essentially, this
trepidation and resentment toward changes in public space result in a shift in public life
from a comprehensible homogeneity to a culturally threatening diversity.
Urban Decay and Vacant Land
Much urban scholarship grapples with the problems and opportunities that
vacant land, disused or misused parcels, and marginal spaces present to both
neighborhood residents and city authorities. Vacant land is called by many names, each
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expressing a particular nuance of this urban reality: cracks in the city (Loukaitou-Sideris,
1996), dead zones (Gil Doron, 2008), terra incognita (Bowman & Pagano, 2004), found
places (Rivlin, 2007), open-ended space (Fernando, 2007), unplanned space (Oswalt,
Misselwitz, & Overmeyer, 2007), and loose space (K. A. Franck & Q. Stevens, 2007;
Jimenez-Dominguez, 2007). Often irrespective of city plans, marginal public practices
fill in temporal, social, and physical ellipses in urban fabrics (Villagomez, 2010).
Sometimes the gaps exist in time; legally liminal activities like street vending exist in
shifting spatial and temporal dimensions (Cupers, 2005).
The presence of vacant land brings to mind a vital question: Why do urban
processes churn out such parcels in the first place? In certain urban contexts we can
certainly understand that deindustrialization plays a major role in this process (Harvey,
2006b; Jackle & Wilson, 1992; Wood, 1998). The seemingly irrational process of
deindustrialization, along with the physical decay and the social malaise it creates
becomes at least comprehensible when we come to understand that in order to
continually develop, the capitalist system must embroil in a process of creative destruction
(Schumpeter & Clemence, 1989). Creative destruction, then, remains vital to land
speculation (Lefebvre, 2003). As capital seeks out new human and physical resources to
exploit, it leaves behind not only contaminated land (Bowman & Pagano, 2004; Wood,
1998) but also physically and functionally obsolete physical infrastructure along with
vacant, often abandoned residences (Jackle & Wilson, 1992). The people left behind,
often people of color, form a social fulcrum for what Wilson (1987) calls the
concentration of poverty in inner-city neighborhoods. As the vicious cycle of decay
continues, concentrations of poverty along with physical blight were often used to
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justify the redlining of entire swaths of formerly industrialized neighborhoods by banks
(Jackle & Wilson, 1992) and insurance companies (Marcuse, 2002; Squires, 2003).
Redlining and its close cousin racial steering are manifestations of racism.
Structural and institutional racism concentrates poverty in Black ghettos and Latino
barrios. Once redlined by the banking and insurance sector, neighborhoods begin to
decline. The rates of decline tend to be accelerated by cultural factors. For example,
Latino barrios in general (c.f. Diaz, 2005), experience accelerated rates of decline due to
the fact that large extended families place substantially greater demands on houses than
the “demographically normal” family. The inability to gain home-improvement
financing for stressed homes has the predicable effect of accelerating the dilapidation of
the housing stock in redlined neighborhoods. Cruelly ironic is that blighted
neighborhoods serve as justifications for the very redlining that contributes to their
decay.
Mid-century, North Denver residents were working-class individuals of Latino
descent who often found themselves unemployed as industry in Denver downsized or
moved during the 1960s and 1970s. This process was accelerated in the 1980s as
downtown Denver construction essentially halted (Saiz, 1993). Predictably, city services
were cut and infrastructure began to crumble. This cut in services disproportionately
affected minority populations. As Anthony Downs (1981) argues, this process is part
and parcel of the necessity and unavoidability of neighborhood deterioration in
American cities. Following Downs, neighborhood decline is unavoidable since there
exists poverty among a sizable portion of the population combined with regulations and
building codes that require building standards above what the poor can afford.
Compounding this already untenable situation is a general unwillingness of non-poor
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US citizens to subsidize housing for the poor. Adding insult to injury is the desire of
cohesive socioeconomic groups to live in homogenous neighborhoods. In other words,
the rich tend to move into enclaves of privilege leaving the poor in ghettos and barrios
of concentrated poverty.
Neighborhood Parks
Of all the different types of publicly accessible space I researched, the city park
best fits a commonplace understanding of what constitutes public space in inner-city
neighborhoods. Most of my informants were comfortable thinking of streets, sidewalks
and temporary spaces, such as block parties, as public. However, when I inquired
where they thought neighborhood public spaces to be located, every single person
effortlessly listed of a litany of City of Denver parks. City parks are an essential
component of urban life. This has been the case since the late nineteenth century,
when progressive community activists began agitating for the improvement of the lives
of the urban poor, who, living and working in densely-built, over-populated urban
cores, lacked any contact with verdure, breathable air or unpolluted open water
(Cuthbert, 2006). During the rapid urbanization of the late nineteenth century, city
parks were envisioned as mechanisms of urban health, literally breathing life into the
industrialized city (Olmstead, 1870). The idea and manifestation of city parks is
however not exclusively a matter of urban geography. Parks, or better, village
commons, were part and parcel of the development of the vernacular archetype of the
American town (J. B. Jackson, 1984). Aside from quotidian development patterns of
the towns and small cities of the American Frontier, setting urban land aside for the
development of public parks plays four key roles in American urban planning and urban
governance (Garvin, 2011). Through fostering open space, through facilitating the
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circulation of urban air, by providing space for athletic and casual recreation, and by
increasing the production of oxygen in urban environs, parks improve public health. By
providing a space where different people and consequently different worldviews and
political dispositions can come together, parks incubate civil society. Parks, as part of a
public realm framework (ibid), which also includes: public buildings, streets, squares, and
transportation systems, sustain a livable urban environment. Finally, by providing a
visual and useable amenity, a network of parks serves as a framework for urban
development.
Baron von Hausmann’s Parisian boulevards are generally derided by critical
urban scholars such as David Harvey (1985), who argues that they provided nothing
more than security to real estate speculators interested in profiting from predictable
investment in homogeneous neighborhoods, and Richard Sennett (1976), who sees the
genesis of department stores, which arose with the boulevards, as complicit in the
evolution of a consumption-based, increasingly private, urban society. The boulevards
were however more than this. As tree-lined corridors, they connected Hausmanns’
system of central and neighborhood parks (Garvin, 2011). Hence, when maintained as
part of the public realm networks, parks work to coalesce cities.
Urban cohesion notwithstanding, open space, especially vacant land and
underfunded parks—terra incognita (Bowman & Pagano, 2004)—is often articulated by
cities as boundaries between classes, races, and incompatible land uses. Perhaps the
classic example of “green space” being used to demarcate socio-economic and ethnoracial boundaries is New York City’s use of Morningside Park as the boundary, a literal
no-go zone, between the disenfranchised Black neighborhood of West Harlem and the
gentrifying Morningside neighborhood (1986). It seems then, parks either stitch cities
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together or splinter them into socially, politically, and economically disconnected
fragments.
Not only do parks oftentimes splinter cities into non-communicating fragments,
if large enough to accommodate diverse uses and users, they can also splinter internally.
Different park-users are drawn to different park facilities and when there tend to engage
in activities particular to their culture. Put another way, the activities of different ethnoracial groups are regulated by different cultural norms. For example, a USDA Forest
Service survey conducted in New Haven, Connecticut found that, in general, Black park
users are drawn to social facilities, while white park users tend toward individual and
pair activities (D. Taylor, 1993). As such, whereas, Black residents of New Haven
frequent the city’s parks to use ball fields and picnic areas, whites tend to use tennis
courts and jogging trails. Larger metropolitan areas show the same facilities usage split
along ethno-racial lines. In Chicago’s Lincoln Park, for example, whites tend to arrive
in pairs or alone, while Blacks and Latinos come in larger groups of family and friends
(Gobster & Delgado, 1993). We also see the use and appreciation of parks dividing
along class lines. To illustrate, middle-class visitors of Brooklyn’s Prospect Park
“express values that reflect the Western romantic tradition of idealizing nature and
wilderness, as well as present-day notions of environmentalism and civic-mindedness”
(Low et al., 2005, p. 59). This romantic tradition roots in the Western European notion
of leisure that evolved during the nineteenth century. During the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, the Industrial Revolution produced the economic means and
social schisms necessary to create a leisured middle-class. This new class, the gentry if
you will, sought either idealized notions of manicured picturesque landscapes in formal
gardens or terrifyingly sublime landscapes such as craggy mountains or windswept
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seashores (Loefgren, 2002). The different meanings attached to one word by different
groups reveals an enormous cultural discrepancy. White park users, for example, often
think of the word “forest” in terms of a human-free pre-Columbian ideal, while
immigrant persons tend think of forests as part of rural areas dotted with human
settlement and replete with wild and domesticated animals (Low et al., 2005).
Divergent life experience and worldviews shape different cultural norms. These
norms impact the publicness of a publicly accessible space by laying the social ground
rules, identifying social sanctions, and defining legitimate and illegitimate behavior in
these spaces. Not only do different ethno-racial groups think of parks in widely
divergent ways, their members act differently when using parks. When a critical mass of
park users shifts toward specific cultural norms, the character of parks can change in
profound ways. Extending this logic, Valle and Torres (2000) write of the Latinoization
of park culture in Los Angeles. Parks in East Los Angeles tend to be populated by
activities completely antithetical to the middle-class predisposition toward the solitary
enjoyment of picturesque landscapes. These parks tend to be filled with manifold
activities such as: people fishing for dinner; children swinging at piñatas; people
performing and dancing to various Cumbias, Bandas and Meregues: and the bouncing and
tilting of tricked-out low-rider cars. The air of these Lationoized parks tends to be
filled with the aromas of scorched tortillas and carne asada, along with noises of
impromptu soccer matches. What is important to consider here is the diversity of these
activities does not reflect the presence of many cultural norms; rather we see Latino
culture producing a Latino space. The Latino cultural norms reflect the Mexican spatial
conception of the plaza, a space that concentrates the sacred and the profane, the public
and the private, alongside the theatrical and the introspective (Valle & Torres, 2000).
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Just as cultural norms impact park publicness, so too do spatial regulations affect
who visits parks and what they feel comfortable doing while there. My research teased
out two profound manners by which spatial regulations are articulated to affect park
publicness—funding and programming. In chapter seven I discuss how municipal
governance, especially the allocation of maintenance funds, played a significant role in
shaping the publicness of North Denver parks. Funding always matters. Cities faced
with politically complex budget crises paradoxically increase financial resources to
police departments, while dramatically cutting park and recreation funding by laying off
park maintenance employees (Banerjee, 2001). Consequently, as trees die and grass
browns, parks become vulnerable to abuses and therefore shunned by the public. It
remains cruelly ironic that the abuses which defunded parks suffer are then used to
legitimate the increased policing of public property as well as the additional drain on
city coffers that this uptick strongly implies.
What is more, funding and programming are intertwined. Since public funds are
unevenly allocated, how parks are designed, programmed, and managed is directly
related to the direction of the flows of municipal funds. Brooklyn’s Prospect Park
serves as an interesting example of how funds, and consequentially programming, can
be unevenly allocated in the same park. A large park, Prospect Park abuts the
predominantly Black and Latino Flatbush neighborhood on its east side and the
gentrified neighborhoods of Park Slope and Prospect Heights on its western aspect.
Not only is the west side of the park better maintained in terms of the condition of its
trees, grass, and facilities, but it also features a large and well-attended concert series
(Low et al., 2005). These fiscal discrepancies in maintenance and programming tend to
keep Prospect Park segregated along ethno-racial lines. Few Blacks venture into the
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western side of the park, feeling conspicuously out-of-place, and whites tend to avoid
the east side of the park, fearing becoming a crime victim (ibid). Put another way,
spatial regulations impact cultural norms. Whereas white park users haunt the
organized concert series on the west, Blacks and Latinos gather at extemporaneous
drum-circles on the east side of the park. Reflecting the cruel irony identified above,
funds directed to the east side are not for maintenance or programming but for policing
and surveillance of these impromptu performances (ibid).
The literature and my fieldwork indicate the salience of recreation programming
and funding in both maintaining the publicness of parks and attending to public safety
issues at their source—bored, disenfranchised youth—instead of their outcomes—
vandalism, petty crime and youth gangs. This is by no means a radically new idea. A
century ago, Jane Addams advocated for the introduction of parks, playgrounds, and
recreation centers into impoverished neighborhoods to stem social problems. She
writes, “…to fail to provide for the recreation of youth, is to not only deprive them of
their natural form of expression, but is certain to subject them to the overwhelming
temptation of illicit and soul-destroying pleasures” (Addams, 1909, p. 103). David Diaz
(2005) argues strongly that parks and youth recreation are theoretically potent responses
to the gang and drug epidemics coursing through US society. Mirroring Addams, he
insists that absent parks, inner-city youth remain vulnerable to negative social forces.
Lamentably, current municipal governance endorses a logic of policing to control the
very youth alienation it engenders. People, especially youth, sense when they are
ignored by society. This public apathy manifests as anomie, as alienation, and often as
violence directed at the frequently invisible structural and institutional racism that
deprives inner-city youth of the recreational facilities and programs they so direly need.
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A trenchant inability or unwillingness to link the alienation of youth to the
underfunding of parks and recreation facilities remains an egregious problem in
municipal governance.
City Streets as Everyday Public Spaces
Perhaps the easiest way to learn to recognize everyday publics is by paying close
attention to city streets. According to the anthropologist Clifford Geertz (1973) streets
are essential for the enactment of rituals which provide an opportunity for a society to
narrate its story to itself. The question, of course, is: who is narrating what to whom?
De Certeau saw the street as the true archive of the city, urging us to pay close attention
to the mobilities and the tactics comprising everyday urban practice (Certeau, 1984).
Lefebvre urges scholars to reconstitute the street as space of continuity, variety, rhythm,
encounter, and, importantly, as spaces in which citizens claim their right-to-the-city
(Lefebvre, 1996a, 2003). Streets, then, are important social and political spaces.
Following Appleyard (1981), streetscapes antithetical to sociability reduce neighborhood
cohesion. Complex spaces, streets knit the city into a social whole or slice it into
disconnected fragments (Graham & Marvin, 2001).
On the other hand, streets are vital in the orderly functioning of a city.
Especially in North American cities, streets do the heavy lifting as far as moving
products to customers, laborers to work, consumers to commercial centers, and
recreators to entertainment. Without a functioning street network the city simply stops.
Quite obviously, there is a profound dissonance between these two descriptions of city
streets. Are streets conduits of rational mobility and commerce? Or are they spaces of
performance, interaction, and politic debate? In North America, order and mobility
hold sway over the management of street networks (Dumbaugh, 2005). Consequently,
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pedestrian rhythms, extemporaneous social spaces, and claims to the right-to-the-city
have been incrementally subordinated to a mobility-logic.
Not only are social spaces inscribed on the fabric of the city through its street
networks, streets are also repositories of memory, caches of a vast history of social
spaces. Hebbert (2005) urges us to pay attention to the street networks, not merely as
transportation corridors but as “…open interconnected public spaces… not as
something fable-like and forgotten, but as a going concern, disrupted but repairable” (p.
592). To Hebbert, public space is not a thing but a process with a history. Rooting his
theorizing firmly in notions put forward by the French philosopher Maurice Halbwachs’
notion of collective memory, Hebbert insists that the “very process of remembering
grows out of spatial metaphors of connection and topography” (ibid p. 581). Since
streets comprise a salient portion of a city’s publicly accessible space, understanding
their contribution to the ongoing making-of-memory remains vital. He further insists
that instead of working toward policy solutions aimed at regulating street behavior,
policy makers and city managers should learn to recognize the value in the great flux
and roar of city life that takes place on its very streets. Sometimes this roar emanates
from an eight-lane freeway carrying many tens of thousands of vehicles per day. Often
the flux is the strident presence of other cultures, of other ways of being in the world,
and other ways of negotiating the complexities of culture and race.
In the early twentieth century, conflicts on streets arose from manifest
differences between the mechanical rhythms of streetcars and automobiles and the
human rhythms of pedestrians. Civil engineers continue to struggle with how to train
pedestrians to comport with the speeds and pulsing flows of the machines appropriating
these spaces (Hornsey, 2010). The regulation of the street began by separating
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pedestrian flows from flows of cars, by means of the sidewalks and pedestrian
crosswalks (Southworth & Ben-Joseph, 2003). Traffic engineers, concentrating
simultaneously on ordered flows and eliminating fluxes from all networks of mobility,
began managing the flow of pedestrian traffic along sidewalks (Blomley, 2007). This
redoubling of regulation markedly altered the public life of these networked urban
spaces. Not only does considering the sidewalk as a traffic corridor surreptitiously
legitimize many draconian busking and vending regulations (Ferrell, 2001), but it also
legitimates patently classist loitering regulations (Mitchell, 2003b). Dedicating sidewalks
to movement de-energizes them by simply depopulating them of activity aside from
travel. Importantly, subordinating all other ways of being on a street to the logic of the
right-of-way can produce particularly malicious outcomes. A sidewalk considered as a
thoroughfare delegitimizes activities necessary for biological survival, such as begging
and sleeping, and forces cities to confront these everyday manifestations of
homelessness in the delimited context of traffic management (Valverde, 2005). In this
remarkable move, city managers view the homeless as de-personified impediments to
traffic instead of human beings struggling to survive. This is how spatial genocide
(Mitchell, 1997) works; humans with no private place to be are disallowed from being in
public space. Irrespective of the importance of streets to the actual functioning of
democracy (c.f. Mitchell, 2005) traffic engineers who smooth traffic flow by regulating
venders, street entertainers, sidewalk cafés, bus shelters, street furniture, and street trees
completely disregard constitutional law, the importance of publicly accessible property
and, crucially, the centrality of the street in serving the function of a public forum
(Blomley, 2007).
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In Latin American and Mexican cultures, the presentation of self (c.f. Goffman,
1959) is very much wound up with public practice and consequently with public and
quasi-public spaces (Diaz, 2005). Actually, even within the more staid and reserved
Protestant ethic-influenced European and North American cultures, many practices are
decidedly flamboyant, attached not to notions of public decorum but the expressive
self. One obvious example is fashion. Fashion statements, no matter how subtle or
outlandish, presuppose an audience, who, in urban settings, predominantly comprise
strangers in public places (Simmel, 1957). What is more, everyday American culture is
car-oriented; therefore, even the mundane act of driving a particular car, of a particular
color, in a particular manner, is a necessarily public fashion statement (Thrift, 2004).
Let’s consider a specific type of fashion statement, one from which low-rider
cruising directly derives: the zoot-suit. We recognize zoot-suit culture most easily
through the distinctive fashion statements made by zoot-suiters. First of all, the zootsuit is a bold statement of fabric-excess. High-waisted, particularly baggy pegged pants,
long coats with extremely wide lapels—in Malcolm X’s words, “shoulders padded like a
lunatics cell”—and fedoras often worn with a large feather, mark a zoot-suit. This
excessive use of fabric, one that many saw as unpatriotic during the rationing of the
Great Depression and World War II, was, in fact, a very public statement of selfdetermination and freedom, especially for Latino youth. Latino zoot-suiters utilized this
brash spatial tactic to countervail a dominant and antagonistic culture in two important
ways (Alvarez, 2008). First, this brazen public statement militated against both age
discrimination and racial discrimination faced by Latino youth. Second, it established a
public identity by means of Latino, often marginalized, ways of expressing masculinity.
Vestiges of zoot-suit culture can be found in both the militant Civil Rights Movement
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(Alvarez, 2008) and, for my project’s purposes, in low-rider cruising (Chappell;
Plascencia, 1983). Not only do low-rider cruisers make a bold public statement by
means of exaggeration—for example, low-slung suspensions that can bounce and tilt in
spectacularly abnormal manners—but their “eclectic use of color resonates into the
urban streetscape” (Diaz, 2005, p. 55). Furthermore, driving “low and slow” flouts
mainstream practices of driving near posted speeds. So too did the distinctive side-toside articulated zoot-walk fly in the face of accepted ways of moving in public (Alvarez,
2008). Importantly, zoot-suit braggadocio is carried through the history of barrio
urbanism by means of the Chicano Civil Rights Movement and its Denver
component—The Crusade for Justice—through the evolution of low-rider cruising and
the emergent Chicano influenced cholo gang culture. As one of my informants
eloquently stated, “Remember Chicano is really a Chicano renaissance, through art,
culture, music. We take everything from way back and incorporate it into what we’re
doing, who we are”.
The rights to one’s culture and the evolution of cultures notwithstanding, the
expression of other ways of being in the world, especially when tinged with more than
slight bravado and swagger, tend to be dealt with swiftly and forcibly by mainstream
society. To illustrate, Los Angeles Police Department’s swift and brutal response to the
Los Angeles’ 1943 Zoot-Suit Riots serve as an exemplar of the violent crackdown on a
deviant culture by a dominant one (Alvarez, 2008). Labeling a behavior, and therefore,
the people engaging in it, as deviant is a necessary step in legitimizing disciplinary
response towards other ways of being in the world. Here, it is vital to consider that
deviance is not a quality of the act a person commits, but an outcome of the application
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of moral frameworks and sanctions upon offenders by others. That is, deviance is a
successfully applied label (Cohen, 2002).
Justifying both lack of police presence as well as swift paramilitary police actions
in Chicago’s “Black Belt” (Wacquant, 2009) and CalTrans cleanup of homeless
encampments of heroin addicts under freeway flyovers in San Francisco (Bourgois &
Schonberg, 2009), require that certain people doing certain things be labeled as deviant,
as folk devils (Cohen, 2002). Afer the folk devils have been thus labeled and ostracized,
often through selective, one-sided or exagerated representation in the media,
legitimizing often wholly disproportional responses becomes a matter of moral course
(Cohen, 2002). In chapter eight, I show how the Latino public practice of cruising was
effectively labeled as deviant and low-riders portrayed as folk devils, irrespective of the
Latino cultural norms which authenticate cruising as a legitimage way of expressing selfdetermination and culutral pride in public.
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THREE: TOWARD AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF SPACE
The closest distance between a human being and the truth is a story
Anthony de Mello

I understand public space to be something produced by people, not merely
framed by bricks and mortar and not merely regulated by rules. Public space is always a
social construct; the container matters and the rules matter, but they are not the only
determinants. If we extend this logic and think of the public as a collection of many
different ways of being in the world, as an assemblage of many different sets of cultural
norms, then we begin to appreciate how complicated public space can be. It can be
many things to many different people. And it can be many things at the same instant in
time. An iconic space serves as a good example. Consider the once divided city of
Berlin, Germany. Zigzagging through the city fabric is the vacant space the Berlin Wall
once occupied. For a moment, consider what this absence-of-wall may mean to an East
Berliner who came of age in its shadow and drives through it to his job in West Berlin,
or to a West Berliner who walked by it for decades before she partook in its celebratory
destruction, or to a tourist from Japan, from France, from Russia. As we can easily
imagine, this selfsame physical space frames patently different sets of memories and
meanings for countless cultures. Like this space, public space is always a collection of
manifold cultural constructs.
Essentially, who claims and who is granted the right to occupy public property
in inner-city neighborhoods is the fulcrum of my inquiry. The Berlin Wall example
makes clear that both physicality and culture matter. Spatial regulations matter too. In
fact, they matter a great deal. Regulations filter out who is permitted in and even who
feels comfortable spending time in publicly accessible space. As this dissertation
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reveals, there are many, often subtle or oblique, regulatory mechanisms that exclude
people from public property. When we consider public property comprising a large
portion of the totality of where neighborhood residents can be when they are outside of
their homes, we begin to understand the enormous weight of this problem. As I argue
throughout this work, cultures thrive when they are publicized; in other words, cultural
reproduction requires public practice. Obviously, this cannot occur when certain
groups cannot occupy publicly accessible space in culturally meaningful ways. An
empirical question remains: how do we fit of the production of public space into a
model of neighborhood change. To this question I now turn.
What is an Ethnography of Space?
Etymologically the term ethnography derives from the Greek ethnos, meaning
culture and the Greek graphia, meaning description, recording, or representation.
Literally then, an ethnography is a record of a culture. In sociological and
anthropological terms one produces an ethnography by employing qualitative research
methods, such as observation of and interviews with people, to describe a culture and
come to understand social factors, social problems, and cultural predispositions. So far
so good. However, if space is understood as a static volume, a container in which social
action occurs, how does one produce its ethnography? This apparent impasse is easily
overcome by understanding the critical relationship between space and people. In what
follows, I deconstruct space, specifically public space, not in terms of Euclidian
geometry and design components but as produced by social processes. In more precise
terms, I describe the production of public space as a social process. From this
perspective, ethnographic research techniques can effectively be used to describe,
record, and represent public space. In this chapter, I first ground my approach in Henri
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Lefebvre’s notion of the production of space. In order to operationalize Lefebvre’s
theory, I eliminate a pervasive dualism, which I feel seriously detracts from the
applicability of his model in empirical research. Briefly stated, extending Lefebvre’s
concept of the production of space—a dialectic between spatial practice, conceived space,
and lived space—I construct a model of the production of space in terms of spatial
practice—bodies, matter, and action in space—and the regulation of spatial practice,
through formal and informal rules. The second section of this chapter provides a
detailed description of the methods I employed in producing my ethnography of critical
publicly accessible spaces in North Denver in general and Highland specifically.
Ethnographies in general and this one in particular produce an inordinate
amount of data ranging from tens of thousands of words transcribed from recorded
interviews, sometimes neat and often scribbled field notes and maps, thousands of
photographs, and reams of documents found in official and unofficial archives.
Perhaps the most crucial process in producing an ethnography is categorizing and
analyzing this surplus of data and distilling it into a communicable form. The final
section of this chapter, therefore, describes the situated grounded theory I employed
while coding these data as well as the metaphor analysis that framed this coding process.
All ethnographies require dialectic relationships between data analysis and
theoretical constructs. This is lacking in research designs based solidly in the scientific
method. In fact, positivist social research, by moving in one direction, either
deductively or inductively, between data and theory perpetuates prevailing ways of
knowing. Whereas deduction begins with concepts, derives hypotheses, and measures
variables to test these hypotheses, using an inductive approach, one gathers data then
asks what they tell us about prior systems of concepts. Hence, both deduction and
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induction are theoretically closed approaches. Positivism seals conceptual systems shut,
leaving people, the stuff of social research, with the Hobson choice of stepping into the
research frame or leaving the study. By foregrounding people, ethnographies are
neither deductive nor inductive; they are abductive. An abductive research logic centers
on the modification of theory that better explains gaps in conceptual systems (Agar,
1996). Abduction allows the research contexts to guide the development of new
theoretical propositions to account for material that current theory does not map onto.
Using a rapid ethnographic approach in close alignment with Setha Low’s (1981; 2005)
REAP (Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Procedure), which allows for triangulation
between archival research methods and standard ethnographic techniques, such as
participant observation and interviews, I am able to modify Henri Lefebvre’s theory of
the production of space to better account for the actual everyday practices producing
public space.
Traditional ethnographies tend to be holistic studies of communities carried out
over long periods of time stretching from months into years. From this perspective, the
ethnographer’s goal is to gain a “thick” understanding of a culture in terms of the
culture being studied, instead of using theories of culture to guide research and
communicate results (Geertz, 1973). In Geertz’s words “saying something about something
and saying it to somebody, is at least to open up the possibility of an analysis which
attends to substance rather than to reductive formulae professing to account for
substance” (ibid, p. 443-emphasis in original ). Aligning my work with Mario Small’s
ethnography reported in Villa Victoria (2004) and Japonica Brown-Saracino’s original
approach in A Neighborhood that never Changes (2009a), I forgo a traditional holistic
ethnography in favor of a theoretically driven one. Nonetheless, following Agar, I do
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not consider theories as reductive formulae, rather I allow the context of field research,
everyday practice, to fill in and modify gaps in these conceptual systems. The goals of
my research are: to gain insight into the roles public space plays in neighborhood
change; to come to understand how and why differently situated people articulate the
formal and informal regulations of public space; and to deconstruct intended and
unintended consequences of public property governance impacting and realigning
gentrification pressures.
Public Space as a Social Process
Henri Lefebvre’s theory of the production of space has been instrumental in
developing contemporary theories of urbanism, notably David Harvey’s (2006a) notion
of uneven geographical development, Ed Soja’s (1989, 1996) postmodern theory of
thirdspace, Don Mitchell’s explorations into the right-to-the-city (Mitchell, 2003b), and
Susan Fainstein’s (2010) and Ed Soja’s (2010) theory building toward the just city and
spatial justice respectively. However, few scholars have operationalized Lefebvre’s theory
in regard to the everyday production of space. Most studies relying on Lefebvre’s
theory are conceived as critiques of urban governance or as interpretive experiments
that disentangle social injustices (c.f. Carp, 2008). Relying on an anthropological
purview, I operationalize Lefebvre’s notion of the production of space in terms of the
urban-everyday, the quotidian real comprising human action and, importantly, the
socio-cultural norms and the municipal policies and legal codes framing this action. In
sociological terms space always requires people (Loew, 2001); it is not a static thing that
can be measured volumetrically; rather it is a social production process (Lefebvre,
1991).
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Throughout this dissertation I hold fast to a theoretical framework rooted in
public practice, in process. I feel that social inquiry needs to move away from the rigid
social facts posited by positivist sociologies and toward the fluid social processes that
humans actually experience. The positivist turn in sociology brought about by seminal
sociologists Emile Durkheim and August Compte—who sought to replace metaphysics
with the scientific method as the basis for sociological inquiry—fundamentally changed
how inquiry into the social world was to be carried out. Though contravened by Max
Weber’s and Georg Simmel’s interpretive Verstehen approach, this trajectory was given
momentum by the logical positivist philosophies promulgated by the Vienna Circle and
carried into mainstream sociology by the Chicago School and prominent American
sociologists such as Talcott Parsons and Robert Merton.
Scientific rigor notwithstanding, this paradigm shift has created a false division
between the humanities and the social sciences (Calhoun & Sennett, 2007). Craig
Calhoun and Richard Sennett advocate for shifting social science inquiry away from
static social facts toward tensions between social processes. Essentially, Calhoun and
Sennett call for a fundamental shift from thinking with nouns to thinking with verbs.
Such a shift forces us to not just consider social values but gain insight into valuing; it
obligates us to not only understand cultures, but to also comprehend practicing culture
(ibid). I extend this conceptual trajectory; instead of merely attempting to understand
space as a form, I claim that we must consider space as a process. As such, we must
learn to fathom how people practice space. In this vein, my research employs
ethnographic methodologies suited to gaining insight into public practice, insight into
how different social actors in different spatial and temporal contexts interpret
regulations, and how these interpretations inform and frame public practice. In other
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words, this study involves understanding these tensions as processes, not merely as
social facts resulting from social rules and sanctions.
Here I insist, space is a verb, not a noun. It is not a product; rather it is better
conceived as production processes framed by a network of social relations. Henri
Lefebvre (1991) conceives these relations as a triad comprising spatial practice, conceived
space, and lived space. Spatial practice is observable human action and inaction in the
geometric space constituted by materiality and the people present. Conceived space is
the totalizing abstract view of space assumed by planners, policy makers, and architects.
Finally, lived space is the actual living-in-the-moment of human spatial experience. In
order to operationalize Lefebvre’s model, I modify it in three critical ways. First, a
fundamental Cartesian dualism (c.f. Rorty, 1979; c.f. Searle, 2004) pervades Lefebvre’s
thinking, one that assumes two separate worlds—one physical and observable, the other
mental and livable. Remedying this, I combine spatial practice and lived experience into
one reality, based simultaneously in both physical and social constructions (c.f. Searle,
2010). Importantly, I do not jettison Lefebvre’s notions of conceived and lived space.
My second adjustment is a subtle reconceptualization of these components in terms of
spatial regulation. I am concerned with practice in publicly accessible spaces, therefore
I use the term public practice instead of spatial practice. Finally, since public practice can
now be considered as the physical and mental presence in material space, I am able to
analyze what space does. Public practice can either be in alignment with regulatory
regimes, in opposition to them, or, importantly, it can be a negotiative process through
which both cultures and spatial regulations evolve.
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Spatial Regulation
In-depth qualitative knowledge is important
if one is going to make informed conclusions about the effects of law (Valverde, 2009, p. 165)

Again, my second adjustment of Lefebvre’s model is a subtle reconceptualization
of both lived and conceived space in terms of spatial regulation. In legal terms public
space necessarily requires real property. Important to consider here is that property is
not a thing but rights to a thing (Blomley, 1998). Furthermore, property rights are
curtailed and reinforced by manifold layers of municipal and legal codes (Staeheli, 2010;
Staeheli & Mitchell, 2008a; Valverde, 2003, 2005, 2009). Therefore, I reconfigure
Lefebvre’s conceived space in terms of the minutiae of spatial regulation, design
processes, and urban governance. Put another way, I broaden Lefebvre’s conceived space
to capture all the legal structures and tools that serve as formal mechanisms of social
control.
According to Lefebvre’s (1991) logic, conceived space is the space of the planner
and the architect, the space of zoning maps and architectural drawings. Anyone
sufficiently versed with how a city actually operates understands that city spaces, both
public and private, are regulated by regimes far more complex than two-dimensional
maps and sketches. Though important elements of the conception of space held by
those in positions of authority, these representations fall disappointingly short of
capturing the complexities of urban governance. This is precisely why I insert Lyn
Staeheli and Don Mitchell’s notion of publicity regimes into Lefebvre’s conceived
space. Publicity regimes, simply stated, are tissues of relations that impinge upon the
publicness of public space (Staeheli & Mitchell, 2008a); they include not only zoning
and building codes and architectural diagrams but among others, business and vending
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licenses (Valverde, 2003), public decorum ordinances (Blomley, 2007), and zerotolerance legislation aimed at the homeless and under-housed (Mitchell, 2003a). The
tissues comprising publicity regimes distill to the minutiae of urban governance; they
reduce to everything from city ordinances requiring residential lawn grass be mowed to
a certain height (Blomley, 2005), to the complexities of business licensing (Valverde,
2003), and the often brutally racist selective enforcing of common and criminal law by
the police (Wacquant, 2008, 2009).
The notion of publicity regimes highlights the agency of the owners and
regulators of public property; focusing on them casts the tissues of relations between
public property and other properties into view. Publicity regimes exist primarily in the
realm of formal discourses, in the arenas of municipal code and juridical law. In fact,
Staeheli and Mitchell insist that publicity regimes are generally invisible, only bursting
“into visibility through the institutions of law” (ibid, p. 30). Municipal governance is
invisible because it comprises many different fields of expertise, often conflicting
departmental priorities, manifold sets of professional purviews, goals, and ethics (BenJoseph, 2005). In essence then, publicity regimes reside comfortably in Lefebvre’s
conceived space as the municipal and land use codes and criminal and civil laws
imposed by society’s dominant political and economic classes upon the generalized
public.
I widen Lefebvre’s optics. By understanding conceived space as more than the
space of the planner, by conceptualizing it also as the space of police—as the active regulation
and ordering of a disordered society—and as the space of dominant ideology—as the space
of social propaganda—my theory of the production of public space provides more
traction in research. Because the regulation of space is more complex than regulations
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and codes, I name the manifold tissues of law, codes, urban design, and spatial
discipline spatial regulation. My fieldwork shows that spatial regulations work in two
directions. First, formal means of social control, such as land use and municipal codes,
urban design, and police enforcement laws regulate public practice. Second, as media
and political constructions, spatial regulations legitimize expert knowledge and
normalize the policing of public property as commonsensical. In this way they impact
how space is socially regulated.
Cultural Norms
Though powerful because they are codified into law and enforceable with police
violence, official regulations and media representations do not exhaust the manners in
which public practice is regulated. Cultural norms—the generally agreed upon beliefs,
shared attitudes, maps of meaning, and symbols that ground public actions and
legitimate the social sanctions comprising public practice—remain fundamental to my
inquiry. I think, since it divides lived reality into separate physical and mental realms,
Lefebvre’s lived space fails to capture how spatial practice is culturally regulated, in other
words, how it is lived by those doing the living. A close look at this quote exposes a
shortcoming in Lefebvre’s model:
…space as directly lived through its associated images and symbols, and hence the space
of “inhabitants” and “users”, but also of some artists and perhaps of those, such as a
few writers and philosophers, who describe and aspire to do no more than describe.
This is the dominated—and hence passively experienced—space which the imagination
seeks to change and appropriate. It overlays physical space, making symbolic use of its
objects”(Lefebvre, 1991, p. 39).

First of all, do we need a mental space to overlay a physical space in order to
make symbolic use of its objects? Following John Searle, thinking about society
becomes a lot easier if we begin to think in terms of modern science, specifically
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neurobiology (Searle, 2007); if we consider the social world as deriving from the
physical and chemical reactions in the gray matter of flesh-and-blood comprising people
and if we insist that social facts derive from the brute facts of matter and energy (Searle,
1995, 2010), we need not invent a mental world to explain mental phenomena. What is
more, Lefebvre seems to deny planners, policy makers, and designers of imaginative
capabilities. To illustrate, why are only lived space’s users along with some artists,
writers, and philosophers capable of aspiring to do more than describe space? Too
firmly rooted in the class antagonisms that ground Marxist philosophy, Lefebvre strips
human agency from those who design, manage, and police space.
By conceptualizing lived space as a regime of socio-cultural regulations, I remedy
these two fatal flaws of Lefebvre’s lived space. By considering public practice, as a
reality comprising both the physical and the mental, I am able to reconsider publicly
lived space as the cultural regulation of public practice. I use the term cultural norms
because it captures the informal, social control of public behavior. Whereas spatial
regulations proffer agency to designers of, managers of, and those who police public
property, cultural norms allows us to disentangle the tactics of the public (Certeau,
1984). These tactics are not simply blunt reactions to control; rather they are nuanced
practices that are in turn governed by complex layers of norms and sanctions.
Importantly, cultural norms expose the human agency of the producers of public space.
Human agency is not an individual affair. Human action is regulated by complex
cultural systems that shape individual perception and regulate group action.
Fundamental to grasp here is that cultural norms assume a cohesive culture, one with
intermeshing and relatively harmonious belief systems, attitudes, and predispositions to
action. Using Bourdieu’s term, cultural norms are grounded in a common habitus
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(Bourdieu, 1977). As my Berlin Wall example above shows, there are always multiple
cultures with manifold cultural norms regulating public space.
Therefore, much of what people do in public is shaped by cultural norms and
regulated by social sanctions. Put another way, people engage in certain public
behaviors because they think that these behaviors are normal. When individual or
group public behavior deviates from what is generally considered normal, cultures
police their members by imposing social sanctions ranging from mild to extreme
gestures and from polite to strident discourses. Most often people comport themselves
in public in normal manners because they think someone is observing them. In other
words, acculturated social actors do what they do in public because, das Man (Heidegger,
2001), the generalized other (Mead, 1934), the panoptic Background (Searle, 2010), is
watching. In a sense, cultural norms are manifestation of the ever-present power
society exercises over the actions of individuals and groups. Social control works
because shared cultural backgrounds provide the solidarity and authenticity required to
reproduce cultures. Furthermore, social control and cultural reproduction are
interpenetrating circular processes. Like spatial regulations, I see cultural norms as
regimes of regulations that inform relations between social groups, and delimit the
range of public practices—for example how we dress and act in a church versus how we
dress and act at a park. Interestingly, cultural norms, like spatial regulations, are
invisible, only ‘bursting into visibility’ when an accepted practice has been violated.
Often, we find out when we have committed a social misstep by means of a piercing
glare, through the gestures or motility of others, or even by means of a verbalized
sanction. Essentially cultural norms informally regulate public space; as such, they
become visible primarily through social discourse, not legal recourse. My fieldwork
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shows cultural norms working in two directions. First, they directly regulate the
behavior of people in public, in terms with and often in opposition to formal spatial
regulation. Second, cultural norms often bring attention to embedded social injustices
in formal spatial regulation. Bringing them to light, subaltern cultures attempt to
eliminate unjust cultural biases in official mechanisms of spatial regulation.
Public Practice
The crux of cultural sustainability is public practice. I insist that if a culture
cannot publicize itself by occupying public space, it cannot sustain itself. Of particular
help in unpacking public practice is Michael Rios (2009, 2010). His heuristic—adoptive
space, assertive space, negotiative space—arrays practices of the appropriation of space along a
continuum. Adoptive space is the space of everyday use and includes community
gardens in vacant lots, unpermitted street vending, and even the use of parking lots by
day laborers waiting for work. Though a helpful concept in such untoward
appropriations of space, I query: are all adaptations of public property produced by
illegal or quasi-legal annexation? It seems to me, that much if not most public space
production occurs according to intended design programs rather than in opposition of
them: pedestrians walk on sidewalks, children play in playgrounds, people relax and
socialize in public parks, and so forth. Thus, I consider adoptive space as the space of
disobeyed and obeyed spatial regulation.
Rios’s next category is assertive space—space politicized to challenge dominant
symbols and codes. Expressions of this include street festivals, street art, murals, as
well as political marches. Acts of spatial transgression (Cresswell, 1996; Sibley, 1995),
loose space (K. Franck & Q. Stevens, 2007), the appropriation of dead zones (Gil
Doron, 2007), heterotopias (Cautter & Dehaene, 2008), and the claiming of the right-to69

the-city (Mitchell, 2003b) fit neatly in to assertive space. Alignment with notions of
social justice notwithstanding, Rios places too much emphasis on subversion. First of
all, claiming a right-to-the-city does not mean one possesses an actual right-to-the-city;
such a claim is merely a demand and a cry (Lefebvre, 1996b). In order for a right to be a
right it must be obligate someone to satisfy it (Searle, 2003, 2010). Furthermore, does
every assertion run counter to dominant symbols and codes? To my mind, not all
assertive space challenges dominant spatial symbolism; rather it concretizes dominant
codes in public practice. For example, Thanksgiving and Fourth of July parades are but
two illustrations of dominant codes asserted by dominant cultures in publicly accessible
space (c.f. Lofland, 1998). Whereas adoptive space is merely the use of the materiality
of space, assertive space weaves both minority and dominant identity politics into
public practice.
Negotiative space, Rios’s final type along his continuum, serves as the leading
edge of cultural interchange and aligns with other authors’ notions of vibrant urban
environments including David Harvey’s cauldron of difference (Harvey & Potter, 2009) and
Richard Sennett’s notions of the ethics of difference and the moral exposure to others
that anchors his recurring theme that sameness stifles societal growth while diversity
enables it (Sennett, 1970, 1976, 1990, 2001). Negotiative space also meshes with Ash
Amin’s theory of spatial multiplicity (Amin, 2008). Further, Lyn Crawford (Margaret
Crawford, 1995) and Irish Young (I. Young, 1990) insist that a functioning democracy
depends upon countless negotiations between differently situated people in public
space. Since it aligns with these other theorists’ notion of diversity, I use the term
diverse space to capture Rio’s notion of negotiative space. Constructing my model, I can
now conceptualize diverse space as one of the cruxes of cultural sustainability. It serves
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as the mechanism through which spatial regulation facilitates divergent cultural norms
to control and maintain varied public practices in a singular physical and temporal
space. In philosophical terms, diverse space has the capacity to produce actual rights-tothe-city (c.f. Searle, 2010), by allowing diverse actors to negotiate mutually amicable
spatial regulation.
Concisely stated, my model is a triad set in dialectical tension comprised of public
practice—adoptive space, assertive space or diverse space—spatial regulations—urban
design, codified regulation of behavior in public, and police violence—and cultural
norms—cultural regulation of public action. As I show in what follows, public property
contributes to cultural sustainability when cultural norms and spatial regulation
interlock, when urban design and official regulation align to facilitate the public practice
of cultural norms. When public property serves as the place where cultural elements
can be woven into a comprehensible whole, it proves crucial to sustaining cultures. My
fieldwork exposed an interesting corollary. The alignment of cultural norms and spatial
regulation does not necessarily produce public space. Dominant cultures can also be
sustained when public properties are denuded, even depopulated. My research reveals
that a neighborhood, considered livable to members of the mainstream middle-class,
with predictable public events, green, well-maintained parks, and a lack of spontaneous
displays of long-timer culture sustains newcomer culture. On the other hand, isolated
barrio spaces, though often antithetical to socio-economic mobility, sustain Latino
cultures in ethnic enclaves of concentrated poverty.
Under the Hood: The nuts and bolts of spatial ethnography
Public practice, thus construed, undergirds my spatial ethnography. “Being
there” in publicly accessible space, as an unobtrusive or participant observer, undergirds
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my research. Spatial regulations and cultural norms are the conceptual wedges of my
inquiry. Spatial regulations serve as a fulcrum for policy analysis and cultural norms
serve as a fulcrum for cultural analysis.
Sampling
Though lacking large parks, Highland is rich in publicly accessible space.
Scattered throughout the neighborhood we find numerous community gardens, pocket
parks, and many culturally diverse and animated streetscapes. What is more, North
Denver neighborhoods are rapidly changing in terms of their ethno-racial composition.
Hence, using Flyvbjerg’s terminology, this neighborhood serves as a critical case
(Flyvbjerg, 2004a—see pages 395-398); in other words, if there are no relationships
between publicly accessible spaces and neighborhood change in Highland, then there
probably are no such relationships elsewhere. Therefore, my case selection serves as
the first level in my sampling method. Furthermore, since this is an exploratory study,
one seeking to gain insight into the various roles public space plays for different
neighborhood actors and agents of neighborhood change, I do not attempt to form a
“representative” sample, relying instead on two purposive sampling strategies. Aside
from the purposive selection of the Highland neighborhood outlined above, I selected
publicly accessible spaces in two manners. First, I focus on neighborhood sub-areas,
which possess many such spaces. Second, and most important, during my interviews, I
relied on mapping exercises, free listing, and pile sorting techniques in order to come to
understand where interviewees consider public space to exist in their neighborhood.
Building a sample of interviewees, I employed a multi-level snowball approach.
First, I utilized city officials, those responsible for the management of public properties,
as interviewees and as informants who could put me in contact with neighborhood
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residents in their social and professional networks. Second, as part of my observation
of public practice, I struck up conversations with people in publicly accessible space and
with employees of area restaurants and retail establishments in order to construct a core
snowball sample. After interviewing the individuals of my core sample, I asked them to
put me in contact with members of their social networks who might be interested in
speaking to me about public space in Highland, especially if the people they referred me
to thought of public space, neighborhood change, and city politics in different manners
than they did. This type of sampling technique leads to what Gobo (2007) refers to as a
sociological sample rather than a statistical one. Since my goal was to capture the
universe of perceptions of feelings about and attitudes toward public space and not run
statistical analyses to validate or invalidate my research hypothesis, snowball sampling
technique was uniquely appropriate. My sample became complete upon data
saturation. That is, when I ceased to learn anything significantly new or different.
Interviews
Though I began my research by following an interview script—see the end of
this chapter—I soon found that people were often more eager to share stories with me
instead of directly answering my questions, many of which they had already alluded to
or spoken of outright by answering previous questions in my script. José Lara, the
former pastor of Our Lady of Guadalupe Church put it best when after I explained my
research project, he said simply, “Let me tell you a story. Sometimes stories are better
than facts; they connect them.” During the course of our two three hour conversations
many truths emerged from his stories. This comports with Agar’s position, which is
that narratives are sets of emergent moments, connected by recounted experience. He
insists that narratives allow researchers to learn how people think about the world by
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letting them talk about it (Agar, 1996, p. 150). A story requires an audience. In the
context of the ethnographic interview, the researcher is the audience. Charles Briggs
(1986) sees interviews as “interpretive frames that are constructed by the participants in
the course of the discourse” (p. 12). It follows that the effectiveness of an interview in
collecting reliable, verifiable data depends on how participants, both interviewee and
interviewer, draw on their surroundings and interpret each other’s remarks. What is
more, though generally centered on the past, interviews produce a dialogue between the
past and the present, since interviewees interpret both the past about which they are
being questioned and the present of the interview itself (ibid).
Thus considering the interview as a co-produced event, I endeavored to assure
my informants that I was intensely interested in learning about their unique point of
view, and not merely in collecting facts. I would argue that intense interest should
ground all ethnographies; therefore, I felt that my interviewees should understand that I
was an engaged listener not someone simply occupying space while my tape recorder
silently spun. I tried to work honestly, presenting myself and my task in ways that made
sense to people while engaging them in my attempts to understand their perspectives of
and comfort level in publicly accessible space (c.f. Agar, 1996). This attention to detail
necessitated that I adjust my demeanor in regard to neighborhood change and even the
terminology I used to describe public space to align with the worldview of my
interviewees. That is, while maintaining my role as an individual interested in my
informants’ points of view and not espousing my own feelings, I used different words
and expressions to talk about public space, gentrification, and racial discrimination
when interviewing Chicano activists, priests, developers, newcomers, city officials and
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old-time residents. As it stands, my ethnography draws on 60 narrative interviews with
people in critical positions relative to ethno-racial neighborhood change in Highland.
As I mention above, at the onset of my research I interviewed Highland
residents using mapping, free-listing, and pile-sort techniques. Essentially, these
techniques are simple brainstorming and sorting exercises requiring nothing more than a
pen and some note cards. Though simple, these research methods prove effective in
capturing cultural domains (Bernard, 2006; Schensul, 1999). Identifying cultural
domains remains vital for two methodological reasons. First, by coming to understand
how newcomers, old-timers, developers, and city officials define public space, where it
is located and how it is regulated, I was able to restructure my interview style to
comport with the reality emerging from the field. Second, through the course of my
subsequent research I relied less on interview scripts. Instead, I used cultural domains
to guide my narrative interviews and probe for more nuanced explanations from my
informants. Finally, cultural domains served as a pillar, along with my model of the
production of space, in the data analysis and coding process.
Important to note here, the names of the individuals quoted in this dissertation
are their real names. Because they are public figures, whose roles in neighborhood
change are simply common knowledge to anyone familiar with the politics and
development of North Denver, I would be remiss in using pseudonyms. However, I
refer to persons not in the public eye anonymously with identity markers such as
newcomer, employee, long-timer, city employee, and so forth.
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Participant Observation
Plaza interaction necessitates that people self-consciously become observers
even as they respond to the actions of others (Richardson, 1982, p. 430)

Just as the producers of public space observe one another, an ethnographer is
observed and responded to by the people he or she observes. Opposed to positivist
quantitative methodologies that attempt remove the researcher from the social context
of research, ethnographies require the acknowledgement of the co-presence of
researcher and researched. Essentially participant observation is being there (Agar, 1996);
through this method we learn how the practices of everyday life are built out of shared
experiences, shared knowledge, and shared histories. Performing participant
observation of publicly accessible space required that I simply hang out in public,
paying careful attention to what appeared to me as everyday and extraordinary practices
and events. It also required I simply let people I encountered there tell me stories of
what they considered everyday and extraordinary practices. “Participant observation
captures what can be considered local or alternative forms of knowledge, different from
that obtained from questions or structured interviews” (Low et al., 2005, p. 206). When
combined with open-ended or narrative interviews, participant observation enables
researchers to understand how verbal expressions and actual behaviors correspond.
Unobtrusive observation, an ethnomethodolgical research method I also employed,
serves the same purpose. Participant observation, however, allowed me to ask people
to clarify their behavior in the context of their actual public practice. For example, on
one occasion while speaking with a gregarious old-timer outside of a trendy café, he
glared at a young couple walking a dog across the street, whispering, “damn, the
neighborhood is going to the dogs.” Being there, I was able to ask what he meant. He
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replied with a tirade explaining that dogs are for protecting people and property, not for
parading through the neighborhood. Furthermore, he felt, and subsequent formal
interviews corroborated, that dogs on a leash are symbolic of the colonization of North
Denver by people “too important to bother cleaning up their dog’s shit.”
Since the focus of inquiry was indeed public space, participant observation
proved a salient component of my approach. For the period of time spanning May
2011 through January 2012, I sought out planned public events including church events,
cultural ceremonies, neighborhood block parties, farmers markets, as well as informal
gatherings in parks and community gardens, on neighborhood streets and sidewalks in
the proximity of restaurants and retail locations and within the quasi-public spaces of
restaurants, bars and coffee shops catering to both long-time residents who, being
predominantly Latino, prefer authentic Mexican and New Mexican food, and
newcomers who tend to be young urban professionals—yuppies—who seek out trendy
eateries. Using both unobtrusive—behavior maps and photo-analysis—and participant
observation techniques—hanging out in public spaces and striking up conversations
with individuals and groups of people populating these spaces—I was able to unpack
many layers of the public practices constituting the publicness of these public spaces.
Moreover, by means of narrative and casual interviews I gained insight into how
different cultures with often-competing worldviews shaped and regulated the social
behaviors producing this publicness.
Unobtrusive Observation
Observation is the core method in ethnomethodology, a research approach that
explores ways that member of a culture create and maintain a sense of order and
intelligibility in social life. Put another way, careful ethnomethodology casts light upon
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cultural norms. Most qualitative researchers try to explain a culture as experienced by
its participants; ethnomethodologists are interested how people produce and perceive
culture (Have, 2007). Toward this end, ethnomethodologists utilize the research
technique of observation to study commonsense practices. Because they are so selfevident to people, commonsense practices often remain invisible to interview and
survey research. Careful observation of public practice sheds light upon its production
processes; it focuses on the collective work of creating and maintaining the intelligibility
of culture to those who practice it (c.f. Calhoun & Sennett, 2007). Incorporating
interviews and participant observation, I did not do pure ethnomethological research;
nonetheless, I employed an ethnomethodogical approach in my unobtrusive observation
of North Denver publicly accessible spaces. Unobtrusive observation proves a
powerful tool for uncovering relationships between social practices and people’s
accounts of these practices. Put another way, it bridges social reality and people’s
explanations of social reality. As such, it serves as a fulcrum of my research, providing
empirical anchor points to my theoretical approach.
Most of my observation of public spaces in North Denver consisted of simply
hanging out in these spaces; sipping coffee in sidewalk cafes, writing up notes and
preparing for interviews on park benches, attending cultural events, and eating in
restaurants. Observing space, I prepared simple behavior maps, which transcribe
temporalized public practice onto a two-dimensional representation of the observed
space. Behavior maps, in essence, are sketches of who is doing what in space, layered
temporally with when they are doing it. In addition to mapping and simply being in
public space, I moved through it. Either by walking, pedaling a bicycle, riding a scooter,
or driving a car through North Denver neighborhoods, I gained valuable insight into
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the practices constituting their public rights-of-way and their publicly accessible spaces.
Interestingly, each mode of transportation allowed for an entirely different perspective
of these discrete spaces as well as how I was perceived and reacted to by the people
populating them. Aside from simply being in public as an attentive researcher, I relied
on Zeisel’s unobtrusive observational technique of behavioral trace analysis (Zeisel,
2006). That is, I analyzed the use patterns of publicly accessible spaces. Behavioral
trace analysis systematically focuses a researcher’s attention on observable signs of
human activity—worn paths, graffiti, trash, and so forth.— left upon the landscapes
people use. Finally, utilizing visual analytical methods (Prosser, 1998; Rose, 2007), I
examined the many digital photographs I captured during my fieldwork. Always
considering my research design as a work-in-progress, I used what I learned about
commonsensical public practice to inform how I conducted my expert, narrative and
casual interviews as well as how I coded and analyzed the data produced by these
interviews.
What is more, observation served as a touchstone for the validity and reliability
of my research. I paid close attention to uncovering a thematic consistency between
interviewee insights, observed behavior, and empirical evidence uncovered in various
archives. Thus, the research field served as the benchmark for the conclusions I drew.
Though lacking statistical rigor, this approach is actually the cornerstone of
ethnographic research. Flyvbjerg (2001, 2004b) also insists that the research field serves
as validity and reliability tests for ethnographic research. Consequently, working
circularly, I used observations to test what I learned in interviews, and interviews to test
conclusions drawn though observations (c.f. Agar, 1996). Finally, neither satisfied with
a scholarly perspective of what my research was uncovering nor with how I was
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articulating it in textual form, throughout my research I asked selected residents and
experts to read drafts and verify and/or clarify my preliminary findings and conclusions.
Archival Research
The past isn’t dead. It isn’t even past.
William Faulkner

Weaving Faulkner into my spatial ethnography, I posit that archival research
roots the not-past past in the ongoing present. In fact, continuously triangulating
research between interviews and time spent in various archives sharpened my focus on
the roles that public practice plays in neighborhood change by highlighting how
dialectical relationships between performance and publicness have developed through
time. For example, without understanding the importance of the swimming pool at la
Raza Rark during the Crusade for Justice Movement of the 1970s, during interviews and
analysis of interview scripts, I would have completely missed undertones of resentment,
often manifest in gesture and eye-contact, in discourse and even in reticence, toward
those responsible for the infilling of the pool. Without researching the history of the
construction of the three proximal Catholic churches in Highland, I would have missed
embedded innuendo of institutional racism in the symbols and metaphors used by my
informants to tell me stories about Highland’s public spaces. By understanding public
space as a social production process, archival research allowed me to construct a
genealogy of space. This tack aligns with a Foucauldian genealogical approach
(Foucault, 1991). Extending Agar’s notion that ethnographies are abductive, working
empirically from gaps in conceptual systems, my work in various archives took place
between “unfinished abutments and anticipatory strings of dots” (Foucault, 1991, p.
74). Like observation, archival research served as a fulcrum of my research design,
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grounding interviews in historical data. What is more, I coded archival information to
distill common themes and group them in comprehensible systems based upon the
cultural norms from which these themes arose.
Public space is more than an isolated social production process; it is a social
process occurring within and in relation to a web of municipal and legal regulations.
Moreover, as a process, public space has a history; even regulations have histories. Put
another way, often irrespective of the cultural impetus of the production of public
space, its publicness is always framed by history and delimited by spatial regulations
(Staeheli & Mitchell, 2008a). Since the focus of my inquiry centered on how public
space is articulated as a mechanism of neighborhood change, I spent considerable effort
perusing various archives for evidence of regulatory regimes. Some of these
regulations, such as zoning codes and municipal codes, are easy to find; others, such as
the arguments for and against such codes, parking plans, and various iterations of
design schematics of public space, are not easily uncovered. Therefore, this thrust of
research dovetailed into two primary sectors: official and unofficial. The official
archives I scrutinized included archives held at the Denver Public Library—
neighborhood plans, Corky Gonzales’s archive3, newsprint, historical maps, and
photographs—City of Denver archives—excise and license records, park4 and public
works5 permits, and Denver’s set of city plans. As for unofficial archives: various
informants granted me access to personal photo albums and scrap books; Denver
Urban Gardens allowed me access to archived information relating to the planning and
3

The founder and leader of Denver’s Crusade for Justice, a powerful force during the
Civil Rights Movement and instrumental in developing and sustaining Chicano
awareness in the American Southwest.
4
Denver requires a permit be pulled for any planned gathering of more than 25 persons.
This includes soccer games, concerts, and family reunions.
5
Street Closure permits for neighborhood parties, famers markets, etc.
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managing of the eight community gardens located in Highland; finally, my key
informant, community activist Marty Roberts, allowed me access to her extensive
archive which comprised materials relevant to her 40 years of engaged community
activism in North Denver.
Generalizability
Good theory never floats on its own terms without reasonable substantiation
(Soja, 2010, p. 68)

Concerning the generalizability of this research, I defer to Ed Soja (2010) who
insists that theory itself is a generalizable form of knowledge, and to Calhoun and
Sennett (2007), who claim that qualitative research is about plausibility not proof, about
logical coherence rather than causality, and about historical clarity rather than
mechanical clarity. Put another way, contributing to theoretical debates serves as a valid
way to generalize research findings. By ethnographically engaging neighborhood
change, using solid spatial, social, and legal theory to guide my inquiry, I contribute to
scholarly debates about the role that public space plays in neighborhood change and
ultimately in gentrification processes. What is more, by contributing to the theoretical
conversation revolving around the roles of public space in neighborhood change, I
hasten the eventual testing of such theories by means of more mathematically rigorous
and statistically sampled, quantitative studies of gentrification.
With this in mind, I draw on David Harvey, who states we stand to learn far
more about urban processes by detailed analysis of a particular city than we “would
from the collection of empirical data sets from a sample of one hundred cities” (Harvey,
2006a, p. 86), I focus my inquiry on a smaller scale. By selecting a single neighborhood,
I continue the community studies tradition that has contributed greatly to academic
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understanding of urbanity. William H. Whyte’s (1993) and Herbert Gans’s (Gans,
1962), work in Boston’s North End and Jane Jacobs’ (1993) fine grained descriptions of
public life in Greenwich Village laid the groundwork for studying communities in
context of their neighborhoods. Much of the neighborhood-centered scholarship on
gentrification highlights neighborhood change in neighborhoods in large metropolises:
Freeman (2006) and Taylor (2002) highlight Harlem in New York City; Duneier (1999)
focuses on Greenwich Village in New York City; Mele (2000) sheds light on New York
City’s Lower East Side; Modan (2007) concentrates on Mt. Pleasant in Washington DC;
Wilson and Grammenos (2005; 2004) disentangle the cultural nuances of gentrification
in Chicago’s Pilsen and Humbolt Park neighborhoods. I explore an inner-city
neighborhood in Denver, a mid-sized city comprised predominantly by single-family
homes and duplexes set onto parcels with front and back yards.
Analysis Deconstructed
Essentially, I am interested in understanding the various ways the character of
public space is defined and contested, by newcomers and long-time residents. Sharon
Zukin (2010) likens the character of a neighborhood to the French culinary term terroir,
which is the combination of microclimates, soil conditions, weather patterns, farming
and preparation techniques that produce recognizable wines and foods. Zukin claims
that like wine regions, neighborhoods too possess terroir, a combination of physical,
cultural, social, economic and political environments that produce specific types of
authenticity. A slippery term, authenticity is best thought of as the realness of
experience that people, both old-timers and newcomers strive to achieve in everyday
life. In Zukin’s words, “[a]uthenticity is a consciously chosen lifestyle, and a
performance and a means of displacement” (Zukin, 2010, p. 4). My ethnography
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reveals circular relationships between terroir and authenticity. That is, using Zukin’s
terms, newcomers and old-timers attempt to construct and protect their ideas of
neighborhood terroirs by publicly performing certain types of authenticity. For
newcomers this authenticity is livability; for long-timers it is el Barrio.
In order to disentangle various competing notions of authenticity, I required
appropriate data analysis methods. Sociolinguistic text analysis, specifically metaphor
analysis seems best suited to such a task, as it allows a researcher access to the realm of
metaphors that social actors use to construct and interpret social reality. Metaphors,
specifically container metaphors (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) seem ubiquitous in the
literature on gentrification, which is framed in terms of the urban frontier (N. Smith,
1996) and concentrated poverty (W. J. Wilson, 1987). Further, Gabriella Modan (2007)
explores fields of tension between what she defined as the “urban” and “suburban”
moral geographies of various residents in the gentrifying neighborhood of Mt. Pleasant
in Washington, DC. Maintaining this overarching metaphorical perspective while
concentrating on the smaller scale of publicly accessible spaces in Highland, I ground
my metaphor analysis in my model of the production of space. By remaining within this
conceptual framework, I identify metaphors of public practice, spatial regulation, and
cultural norms. My analytical framework is grounded at once in theory and in data (c.f.
Glaser & Strauss, 1967; c.f. Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Understanding space as a practice
framed by architecture, cultural norms, and legal codes, I construct a framework for a
grounded theory. In a word, I position it. This positioning results in a situated
grounded theory: a theory simultaneously situated in a priori notions and grounded in
the reality of the real-researchable world.
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Like spatial regulations, cultural norms exist relationally. Coding my data, I
found two primary categories within cultural norms: public solidarity and public
anomie. Solidarity functions as a resource for group claims to rights and resources,
along with claims of authenticity and legitimacy. Group solidarity is regulated, framed,
and controlled through the culturally endemic mechanisms of mores, customs, practice,
and sanctions. If group solidarity manifests in public space, assertive and diverse space
becomes a possibility. If the formal regulation of space allows groups of people to feel
comfortable asserting their identity by practicing their culture, a space’s publicness is
increased; its potential as a cauldron of difference is amplified. On the other hand, if
certain groups do not feel comfortable in public space, they simply vacate it. I name
this phenomenon public anomie, which is a sinking feeling that the “public” does not
include one’s culture. Public anomie contributes to feelings of disenfranchisement and
apathy toward collective action. Many of my old-timer informants made it manifestly
clear that they felt their culture is unwelcomed in public space. Therefore collective
action seemed an effort in futility. In this way, public anomie seems to undergird the
cultural dislocation from neighborhoods, which, I propose, is often a prerequisite of
residential displacement. Succinctly, people not at home in their neighborhoods are
more apt to move their places of residence.
The relations comprising spatial regulations are best regarded as a bureaucratic field
(Bourdieu, Wacquant, & Farage, 1994), a term that captures the complexities of
interwoven types of capital—judicial capital, symbolic capital, informational capital—
along with threats and acts of police violence that comprise power structures within
bureaucracies. Urban governance is legitimated within this field by tort law, legal
precedence, municipal policy, rational planning, and participatory planning processes.
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Coding my data, I distilled three ways which bureaucracies regulate public space, three
manners by which spatial regulations operate: bureaucratic logic, urban design, and
police. Bureaucratic logic legitimates spatial regulation; it places the regulation of space
within the larger project of city governance. Designing space is the purview of urban
planners and urban designers; it comports neatly with Lefebvre’s concept of conceived
space. In designing space, urban designers and architects regulate its use by articulating
its geography and its materiality. As will become clear, public relations efforts regulate
space by legitimizing laws and police discipline. Finally, policing, the articulation of
legal and/or physical violence to regulate space tends to manifest in immediate changes
in the publicness of public space. In essence, my data analysis revealed three facets of
the formal regulation of space that intersect with informal spatial regulation, three
potential arenas to produce adoptive, assertive, or diverse public practice.
The Social Production of Public Space
Following David Harvey (Harvey & Potter, 2009), a Just City is one in which not
only does the city make us, but one in which we make it. The right-to-the-city is
therefore a social right to construct the city in culture’s image. Referring to Figure 4,
the grey feedback loop part of my model represents this ideal state, a roadmap to a
public utopia, if you will. Travelling along the grey lines we see cultural norms being
articulated through spatial regulations and manifesting in relatively unmediated public
practice, in culturally specific public performance, essentially, in a publicness that the
public imagines. As I argue public performance sustains culture; therefore the public
practice of culture reproduces and reinforces the selfsame cultural norms that regulate
this practice.
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Especially for ethno-racial minorities, such utopias rarely materialize. This is
where the red arrows come into play. As I model it, the ideal flow can be interrupted in
the following three primary manners. Conceptualized by the verb appropriate, social
groups often circumvent official rules, in order to occupy public property. Though, to
some right-to-the-city theorists, laudable, these spaces are quite temporary since
illegitimate public practice will eventually bump into ownership rights or laws intended
to maintain or restore civic order. I use the verb structure to indicate how policy makers
and designers may, and often do, design, regulate, and police public property with
complete disregard of the lived experience, the cultural norms of public spaces’
potential users. Finally, I incorporate the rights-rift, the dissonance between rights
attached to persons and the official regulation of de-personified behaviors, into my
model. Often, well-intentioned code and design elements undermine the articulation of
cultural norms in public space, by either removing the public entirely or in part or
rendering public performance untenable.

Figure 4 A Model of the Production of Public Space

Public Practice
Adaptive: space appropriated by everyday practice
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Assertive: behavior that challenges or celebrates dominant symbols and codes
Diverse space: public space as a cauldron of difference, encountering the other, etc.
Regulation
Laws and Codes: rational city planning and governance
Urban Design: the articulation of bricks and mortar to control public behavior
Police: official regulation and enforcement of public behavior
Cultural Norms
Accepted Behavior: informal culturally authenticated behavior and modes of spatial discipline
Maps of Meaning: used to comprehend and navigate social relations and conflicts
Shared Life-ways: include ethnicity, religiosity, nationality, gender, kin, age, and identity
Structure
I use structure here as a verb, meaning to structure space through formal regulations, urban
design, and policing in such manners that are insensitive to or in ignorance of everyday lived
experience. Scholarship names the resulting places: fortressed places, uninviting places,
panoptic places, unusable places, uncomfortable places, and so forth.
Appropriate
I insist that space is a process, so I use the verb appropriate to capture the circumvention of
official rules and regulations: insurgent public space, loose space, transgression, deviance,
heterotopia, etc. Cultures that cannot legitimately occupy public property often simply
appropriate it.
Rights-Rift
The disconnect between rights attached to persons and the official regulation of public
behavior.

Of course, the question remains: does the articulation of cultural norms and
formal regulations produce public space? It is important to consider here that there can
be, and usually are, multiple social spaces produced in the same physical space. Recall
my example of the space created by the absence of the Berlin Wall. Though it is likely
the regulations of this space are relatively static across socio-cultural groups, unless
there are codes that limit the public presence of a certain group, such as a curfew for
teenagers and children, the public practice of an East Berliner or a West Berliner or a
tourist will probably be quite different. The research reported in my work considers the
social production of space from two perspectives: newcomers and old-timers.
Interestingly, though the public practices I investigated, aside from the emergent space
of the Peace Garden discussed in chapter five, in North Denver public space is rarely
produced. Interestingly, only the Peace Garden can be considered a public space, even
though it is sited on private land. Indeed what is most often produced is what I refer to
as enclavic space. My findings show that there are two types of enclavic spaces: livable
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space, which attracts middle-class newcomers; and barrio space, the sequestered spaces of
Latino celebration and identity performance.
By and large most processes of spatial production on public property in North
Denver produced livable neighborhoods with predictable public spaces that align well
with what members of the mainstream middle-class consider normal or desirable that
they decided to move to Highland. As I discuss in chapter six, the creation of enclavic
space also sequesters and to a degree commidifies barrio spaces as inner-neighborhood
tourist destinations.
Interview Guide
As I make clear above, through the course of my fieldwork I moved quickly
from structured to narrative interviews. Nonetheless, my interview guide provided
structure to the stories shared with me by my informants. Along with the results of the
pile sort exercises, the guide provided me with cues and prompts to keep their stories
centered on the formal and informal regulation of public space. This interview guide
follows.
Mapping Exercise
Walk me through your neighborhood: What do you see? What do you like? What do
you dislike? Do you feel safe, welcome, alienated, or threatened in any of these spaces?
Aside from your home, where do you spend your time while in your neighborhood?
When?
When is it enjoyable to be in these places?
When is it not?
How do you feel about the restaurant and retail scene in Highland?
Crowds?
Parking issues?
How do you feel about the community gardens?
Who do they serve?
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Do you see them as a neighborhood amenity?
Have you ever spent time, no matter how brief, in one of them?
What did you do there?
Do you attend the farmers market?
Why do you go? (shop, people watch, meet friends, etc.)
What do you like most about the farmers market?
What do you like least about it?
What is your general impression of the market’s impact on the community?
How about festivals (Carmel, Guadalupe, LoHi Music)?
Do you attend them?
Why?
What do you like most about them?
What do you least like about them?
How do you feel about spontaneous public culture?
· Groups of teenagers in parks
· Pick up sports in parks
· The Little Man line
· Cruising
Social networks
Do you socialize on a regular basis?
With whom do you socialize?
Where do you socialize?
Where do the people you associate with live, in Highland, in a nearby neighborhood or
elsewhere in the city?
Describe your relationship with your neighbors (mutual avoidance, civility, hostility,
friendly, friendship-based, etc.)
How frequently do you interact with them? How do you interact with them (nodding,
waving, other gestures, small talk, lengthier conversations)?
Where do you interact with your neighbors (public space like sidewalks or parks,
publicly accessible spaces like restaurants, churches, stores and markets, or by
telephone, email, texting, etc)
If you have children, with whom and where do they socialize with other children? Do
their friends live in this neighborhood? Do you trust them to play and socialize in the
parks or other public places? Why? Why not?
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Are there any parts of the neighborhood you insist your children avoid? Please
elaborate as to why?
Newcomers
When did you move here?
Where did you meet and socialize with new acquaintances?
Tell me about your decision to move to this part of Denver.
In terms of publicly accessible spaces (parks, sidewalks) how is this neighborhood
similar and/or different from other places you’ve lived?
How do you describe this neighborhood to friends, family and acquaintances unfamiliar
with it?
How do you refer to the neighborhood (Highland, LoHi, North Denver, etc.)?
What quality of public space in your neighborhood would you like to see change? Its
accessibility, its aesthetics, the people?
How long do you imagine you’ll live in Highland? Please elaborate.
Long-timers
How long have you lived here?
Do you find it easy to meet and associate with new neighbors?
Where do you normally meet newly arrived residents for the first time?
· Parks and sidewalks
· Restaurants and shops
· Church
· Across the fence or in the alley
Do you know any longtime residents who moved from Highland? Do you know why
they decided to move from here? Please elaborate.
In terms of publicly accessible spaces (parks, markets, sidewalks) how is Highland
similar and/or different from other places you’ve lived?
How do you describe this neighborhood to friends, family and acquaintances unfamiliar
with it?
How do you refer to the neighborhood (Highland, LoHi, North Denver, etc)?
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How long do you imagine you’ll live here? Please elaborate.
What quality of public space would you like to see change?
Its accessibility, its aesthetics, the people?

Neighborhood Aesthetics and Change
What physical qualities of Highland do you most enjoy?
· Architecture
· Views of downtown
· Proximity to downtown,
· Proximity to I-25
· Topography
· Parks
· Diverse commercial/residential mix, etc
In terms of its public face (parks, the look and emotive feel of sidewalks, other people
in public space), has this neighborhood changed in the time that you’ve lived here?
How do you feel about these changes?
What is the best change you’ve noticed?
What is the worst change you’ve noticed?
If you could freeze Highland in any moment in time (past, present, or future), which
moment would you choose?
Why?
Would you freeze the whole world in that moment or just this neighborhood?
Why might your neighbors (newcomers and old-timers) disagree with the moment you
selected?
Civic Engagement
Describe HUNI (The registered neighborhood organization).
Have you ever participated directly (as an elected official or participant in formal
debate) or indirectly (through informal debate/conversation) in neighborhood politics?
If so was this engagement related to the public space, its appearance (a new building or
business or redesign of building e.g. sidewalk seating), its safety (neighborhood watch),
it’s residential/commercial mix (zoning variances for businesses or residential
development), the type of commercial activity (liquor licenses) or it’s regulation or
policing?
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Social and Municipal Regulation of Public Space
What types of activities do you feel are appropriate for…
· Community gardens?
· Small public parks?
· Large public parks?
· Residential area sidewalks?
· Commercial area sidewalks?
· The farmers market?	
  
Who do you feel is responsible for controlling “inappropriate” behavior in…
· Community gardens?
· Small public parks?
· Large public parks?
· Residential area sidewalks?
· Commercial area sidewalks?
· The farmers market?
Generally speaking, in this neighborhood, who uses these spaces…
· Community gardens
· Small public parks
· Large public parks
· Residential area sidewalks
· Commercial area sidewalks
· The farmers market	
  
Which, if any, of these spaces do you feel should be used by many people doing
different things at the same time?
Do you feel that there are any groups of people or types of activities that should be
excluded from the following?
· Community gardens
· Small public parks
· Large public parks
· Residential area sidewalks
· Commercial area sidewalks
· The farmers market
Who do you feel is responsible for the maintenance of the following?
· Community gardens
· Small public parks
· Large public parks
· Residential area sidewalks
· Commercial area sidewalks
· The farmers market
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FOUR: DÓNDE ESTÁ HIGHLAND? THIS IS THE NORTHSIDE!
Divided into six official neighborhoods, an aerial view of North Denver reveals
a gridded sea of houses and duplexes with front and backyards. Aside from Interstate
70 to the north and Interstate 25 to the east, there is no clear indication of where the
actual lived space of these neighborhoods begins and ends. Therefore, trying to draw a
mutually agreed upon boundary around the Highland neighborhood proved difficult. In
fact, most longtime Highland residents view North Denver as their neighborhood.
Referring to their neighborhood as the Northside, Northwest Denver, or North
Denver, most of these residents draw the eastern boundary of their neighborhood at
Interstate 25. Some include the neighborhoods of Globeville, Elyria, and Swansea,
which are located east of Interstate 25, into what they consider their home turf. Some
include the western neighborhoods of Berkeley, West Highland and Sloan’s Lake; many
do not. In fact, depending on what they are speaking about, many North Denver
residents draw elastic boundaries around their home territory. Some long-timers, when
telling me stories of cruising, included the entire Northwest metro area, including
neighboring municipalities, in their concept of the Northside. Importantly, residents
perceive the threat of neighborhood change differently, dependent upon their mental
maps of home.
This flexible mental geography works in the other direction too. Many people
tend to use the term LoHi—for Lower Highland—when referring to their
neighborhood. Newcomers, for example, when talking about Highland’s restaurant
scene, encapsulate the extreme southwest portion of Highland in their mental maps of
their home turf. Invented by real estate brokers to echo LoDo—for Lower
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Downtown—the hilly nickname LoHi—its mere utterance generally derided by oldtimers—compresses the micro-geography of Lower Highland into a percussive moniker
reminiscent of New York’s SoHo, NoHo and TriBeCa neighborhood nicknames.
This malleable geography seems to fly in the face of much urbanism scholarship,
specifically classic neighborhood studies, which provide a framework for most if not all
of the literature on neighborhood change and gentrification (c.f. Gans, 1962; c.f. Jacobs,
1993; c.f. Whyte, 1993). This boundary-bias is best articulated by Sharon Zukin, who
claims inner-city neighborhoods are necessarily walkable, bounded with discernable
edges, and therefore have a finite inventory of parks, people and places (Zukin, 2010).
It seems to me that when attempting to understand urban areas that are not as densely
populated, densely built, or populous as Manhattan Island, we need to jettison the
boundary-bias, letting the people define their neighborhoods for us, rather than forcing
them into our conceptual system. What is more, if anything, the “ordinary” American
city is an auto-dependent and sprawling metropolis (Brueckner, 2000; Bruegmann,
2005), rather than a densely built and walkable urban village.
While certainly a salient component of identity, a person’s neighborhood does
not exhaust the geography of her sense of self. Research on the rise of Latino gangs in
Denver, for example, shows that during the 1940s and 1950s North and West Denver
Latino Pachucos would openly challenge ethno-racial boundaries and “walk with pride
downtown” (Duran, 2011). Breaking out of their neighborhoods and presenting their
cultural identity in the Anglo Saxon-dominated financial and entertainment center, it
seems, was a cultural and psychological necessity, part and parcel of challenging
dominant tropes of culture, class, and geography. My research revealed that hot-rod and
low-rider cruising always encompassed large swaths of the metropolitan area. Whether
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drag-racing in the industrial district, cruising the theater district to socialize and flirt,
celebrating Cinco de Mayo along Federal Boulevard—which runs from the entire length
of the city from North Denver, through West Denver to South Denver—or taunting
rivals in their neighborhoods, teens from the 1950s to the 1990s always transgressed the
official boundaries in the public presentation of self, identity, and culture that defines
cruising as a unique act of public solidarity. Finally, Latinos, especially Chicanos, tend
to consider Aztlan, the macro-region encompassing much of the American Southwest—
Southern California, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas—and Northern
Mexico as their home territory (R. Gonzales, 2001; Romo, 1996; Vigil, 1999). It follows
that Chicanos, many of whom migrated to the city of Denver during the 1950s and
1960s from the rural Southwest, tend to include the entire urbanized region of Denver
as well as its rural hinterlands as their home turf. Many extend this boundary, strongly
identifying with New Mexico, Northern Mexico and Southern California.
A Very Brief History of Highland
Why include historical analysis in a spatial ethnography? I offer two reasons.
First, as I insist, gentrification should be considered as a set of processes, not an as
outcome. Neighborhood change is one of these processes. I feel that we cannot grasp
a process unless we gain insight into its history. Faulkner was right: the past isn’t dead,
it isn’t even past. Every moment of the present is an extension of its past.
Furthermore, by building a past in which to house the present, I follow in the tradition
of the community study. This is not the place to review this enormous literature,
however, consider how anemic Gina Pérez’s (2004) analysis of Puerto Rican migration
and displacement patterns in The Near Northwest Side Story would have been if it had not
been unapologetically rooted in historical and cultural analyses. Or, reflect on how the
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introduction to Gabriella Modan’s (2007) Turf Wars, by providing an architectural
history of Mount Pleasant and a political history of Washington DC, lays an
incontrovertibly solid groundwork for disentangling complex relationships between
residential space, public space, and local neighborhood power structures.
In what follows, I extend this tradition of offering a historiography of Highland.
However, my attention remains fixed upon publicly accessible spaces. In order to begin
to understand the role these spaces currently play in the neighborhood change of
Highland, I first explore the historical mechanisms that produced, reshaped, and
continue to reproduce these spaces.
Though current real estate brochures lauding Highland, West Highland, and
Sunnyside as neighborhoods settled by an “elite” class wishing to escape the noise and
dust of downtown Denver as well as the marshy and polluted Central Platte Valley,
North Denver, especially Highland east of Tejon Street and most of Sunnyside, as
evidenced by the small residential lots and the diminutive working-class vernacular that
marks its housing stock, has always been a less-than-prestigious locale in the greater
Denver area. Denver’s elite, then and now, resides in swank neighborhoods like Capital
Hill and Cherry Creek. Though dubbed “The Highlands” by founder of Denver,
William Larimer, in 1859, the bluffs overlooking the Platte River Valley were originally
the domain of the Arapaho Nation. Western expansion of the United States of America
legitimated by Manifest Destiny and backed by cavalry firepower eventually displaced
the Arapahos. As is the case in pioneer cities like Denver, waves of settlement and
displacement followed. Generally, groups other than the city’s Anglo Saxon majority
settled in North and West Denver. The frequently-flooded shanty town known as “the
Bottoms”—located just east of Highland in the portion of the Platte River Valley
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through which Interstate 25 runs—served as the catchment area for arriving immigrants
from Ireland in the late nineteenth century, from Italy in the early twentieth century,
and from the rural American Southwest by midcentury. As soon as they could, often by
pooling familial resources, families living in the squalor of the Bottoms would move up
the bluffs to the west into houses featuring foundations, brick construction, and
sometimes indoor plumbing (Hunt, 1999). Generally, this pattern of residential
migration up the bluffs and west continued, contributing to the growth of Denver’s
western suburbs of Arvada, Lakewood and Westminster. This migratory pattern
generally mirrored a family’s American acculturation. “When you hit Tejon Street, you
were almost in America” says one current Northside resident commenting on his
family’s migration from Italy to the Bottoms and finally up to Highland.
The Meteor
During the course of my fieldwork, the intelligence and perceptiveness of the
people, with whom I had the rare privilege to speak, never ceased to amaze me.
Residents, both newcomers with advanced degrees and long-timers, some with graduate
educations and some who had not completed high school, were adroit in moving
between the concrete reality of the bricks and mortar of their neighborhoods, the
relationships between the various cultures comprising their communities, and levels of
highly abstract thought in describing how and why their neighborhood had so
profoundly changed in the course of just over a decade. Frequently, long-timer
informants used metaphors like meteor or avalanches to describe the mechanisms
contributing to neighborhood change in Highland. Meteors—amalgams of potentially
devastating debris careening through space—and avalanches—descending vortexes of
snow, trees, and stones—do such profound damage because they are potently effective
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combinations of manifold matter and energy. So it is, according to my informants, with
gentrification. It does so much damage to long-timer institutions because it is an
overwhelmingly powerful fusion of many interrelating processes.
Generally North Denver residents name nine components of the meteor: urban
policy and infrastructural changes—specifically transportation projects; a manifest
change in the ethno-racial/socioeconomic class make up and consequent foci of
neighborhood organizations; real estate speculation and urban pioneering; a dramatic
rise in the cost of living, specifically rent and property taxes; concentrated poverty and
its impacts on the informal/illicit economy; the diversification of the Latino voice; the
fall in Latino public space; increased levels of racial profiling in public space; and a
palpable change in the tenor of the neighborhood from an animated barrio to a livable
yet sedate neighborhood. As I argue in chapter two, gentrification literature captures
the first four of these components. There is, however, a lack of knowledge pertaining
to how the latter five factor into gentrification processes. The concentration of poverty
in the barrios of North Denver contributed in no small way to the social and economic
conditions that led to the rise of violent gangs enmeshed in the illicit economy of drugs
and extortion. Growing diversity in North Denver’s public spaces contributed to the
fragmentation and oftentimes, silencing, of the Latino voice in discussions about
desirable trajectories of neighborhood change. A perceptible decrease in public park
maintenance and recreation led to both a decline in Latino spaces and, through limiting
opportunities to diffuse juvenile energy, an increase in gang membership. The increase
in gang violence and paradoxically low-rider cruising, an obnoxiously public, yet entirely
legal display of Latino culture, subsequently legitimated the increased police presence
and police profiling. Put simply, racial profiling of Latinos, both young and old, has
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significantly contributed to public anomie, a decrease in the comfort level of being in
public. Finally, the retail atmosphere changed so much that many Latinos could not
even afford to eat out and shop in their own neighborhoods. Consequently, sidewalks,
once filled with the sounds of playing children, gossiping parents, and Latino rhythms
booming out of lilting low-riders rolling slowly by, have become eerily quiet to oldtimer residents. More than once, informants framed the changes in Highland in
descriptions of a slow shift from a lively barrio to a quiet neighborhood of remodeled
Victorian homes and box-like modern duplexes, sprinkled with a few hipsters, yuppies,
well-off empty nesters, and dogs along its sidewalks.
I open this brief history with a description of two profound changes to
transportation infrastructure that radically changed the development potential of
Highland. Then I focus on the four types of publicly accessible space that comprise the
central thrust of this dissertation: vacant land, festivals, parks, and streets. Finally, I
focus on the publicness of Highland’s sidewalks. Doing this, I consider the regulation
and articulation of private spaces lining the sidewalks along Highland’s commercial
corridors. I explore how the character of the restaurant scene impacts whom one is
likely to encounter when walking down Highland sidewalks. In the sections that follow,
sometimes I stitch verbatim narratives told to me by key informants, and sometimes I
draw on academic literature to paint a history of each type of publicly accessible space
addressed in this dissertation.
Infrastructure: DEFENDing Highland
Downtown Denver’s street grid, initially laid-out in the 1850s to align with the
Platte River, sits 45 degrees askew of the surrounding city’s gridiron, which follows the
unyielding cardinal-direction logic of the Federal Land Survey. Consequently things
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become confusing where these two grids meet; one is confronted with triangular blocks;
street names and numbers suddenly change. For example, until 1991 a driver would
drive east through downtown Denver along 20th Street and over the 20th Street Viaduct,
which spans the Central Platte Valley, and be deposited on the West side of Interstate
25 in the Highland neighborhood directly onto West 32nd Avenue; the street grid
shifting under her wheels. Today, a person driving east on West 32nd Avenue cannot
make a straight run over the 20th Street Viaduct into the central business district, but
must make five turns around Highland Gateway Park in order to finally drive onto the
bridge. After 1991, a slightly confusing street name change became an inconvenience
with which few living outside of Highland bother. As explained below, this hassle was
by design; moreover, the reconfiguration of the 20th Street Viaduct to diffuse traffic
around instead of through Highland is a David and Goliath tale of a then-distressed
neighborhood overcoming tremendous urban renewal pressure from not only the City
of Denver, but also the metro area’s mass transit authority Regional Transportation
District (RTD) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHA).
By the early 1980s, Denver’s five viaducts spanning the as-of-then undeveloped
Central Platte Valley, thereby connecting Northwest Denver to the central business
district were in deplorable condition and in need of either major overhauls or outright
replacement. At that time, Denver’s newly elected mayor Federico Peña envisioned
developing the Central Platte Valley, then the largest tract of undeveloped land adjacent
to any major US city. Included in the Peña-inspired development plans (c.f. Saiz, 1993)
was a reconfiguration of the viaduct system connecting Northwest Denver to
Downtown Denver. The 20th Street Viaduct was slated to be removed and replaced
with a larger bridge which would not only more efficiently shunt RTD regional busses
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from I-25 to the central Market Street Station, its reconfiguration would also siphon up
to 40,000 vehicles per day from the overly congested Interstate 25 through Highland
along West 32nd Avenue. Today this avenue serves as a vital component of Highland’s
livability. It is tree-lined, offers on-street parking instead of roaring traffic, and stitches
trendy restaurants, funky retail, and Victorian houses into a tapestry appealing to
members of the middle-class.
In 1991, arguing that the cabal of city, regional, and federal authorities pushed
through the project without proper due diligence, DEFEND (DEfend against Freeway
Exit in North Denver), an ad hoc group of community and business advocates, won
their case, ultimately convincing Denver’s power brokers that their neighborhood was
indeed worth saving. DEFEND’s pro bono lawyers successfully argued that though
according to the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) was required, the transportation authorities only produced a
cursory and far less costly Environmental Assessment (EA).
Through tenacious and skillful community organizing, the bridge reconstruction
project was reconfigured to accommodate a then-marginalized community. Instead of
restarting the entire process, authorities reached a compromise with DEFEND, in
which the desires of the community factored heavily into the design of the bridge.
First, the new design diverts traffic around Highland, rather than through it. In the
bargain, the neighborhood received two pocket parks: Community Plaza, sited on
vacant land created by the demolition of the old bridge’s touchdown point and
overlooked by the patio of one of Highland’s hip new restaurants—Root Down—the
other, Highland Gateway Park precisely where 20th Street becomes West 32nd Avenue
(refer to Map 3). The latter not only effectively stems traffic coming toward Highland,
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it also provided a playground and a basketball court in a neighborhood poorly served by
recreational facilities. Secondly, a few subtle design changes were made to the shape of
the bridge as it arcs over Interstate 25. Directly consequent of these design changes,
from a driver’s perspective, it is impossible to see the Interstate until one is driving
down the onramp. In other words, drivers cannot take notice of traffic on the freeway
and decide at the last moment and navigate through Highland instead of sitting in a
traffic jam on the freeway. It is ironic that these changes, envisioned to save a
socioeconomically distressed community from the certain vicissitudes of an urban
renewal project, now substantially contribute to gentrification pressures by improving
Highland’s livability lauded in real estate brochures.
Though not nearly as large a project, the replacement of another of the five
viaducts spanning the Central Platte Valley also played an infrastructural role in the
subsequent neighborhood change Highland residents experienced. The 16th Street
Viaduct, infamous for cruising and drag-racing, was demolished in 1999. Though a
pedestrian bridge had been promised as a timely replacement for this important conduit
to Lower Downtown Denver (LoDo), Highland residents waited seven years for the
Highland Pedestrian Bridge to be constructed. Its design, financing, and construction
were in important ways directly connected to the fact that by the time it opened in
December 2006, Highland was already rapidly gentrifying. Today, using either the wide
walkway along the 20th Street Viaduct or the Highland Pedestrian Bridge, Highland
residents are able to easily walk to a Colorado Rockies Game at Coors Field, a Colorado
Avalanche or Denver Nuggets game at the Pepsi Center, to the Elitch Gardens Theme
Park, to LoDo’s entertainment district, or to the many other attractions of Downtown
Denver. Highland’s internal walkability and its proximity to Denver’s entertainment
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districts contribute in no small manner to the neighborhood’s livability. As I argue
throughout this work, Highland’s middle-class livability is precisely what is driving up
housing costs and subsequently displacing longtime residents. Important to consider
here, is the fact that walkability would not be an appropriate term to describe Highland
without both the reconfiguration of the 20th Street Viaduct and the construction of the
Highland Pedestrian Bridge.
Vacant Land: Concentration of Poverty in el Barrio
Latino immigrants, even those whose families settled in the American Southwest
before the US was the US, did not have the same opportunity to move up and west out
of the Bottoms and into middle-class America. During the mid- to late twentieth
century, trenchant structural and institutional racism encapsulated them within the
already decaying built environments of the Sunnyside and Highland neighborhoods.
This structural racism comprising generalized discrimination on the job market and lack
of access to education combined with the reciprocal effects of diminished financial and
human capital worked in tandem to concentrate poverty in inner-city neighborhoods
(W. J. Wilson, 1987). Concentration of poverty in the barrios of North Denver resulted
from the totality of racist urban policy, including: street, park and infrastructure
maintenance; housing conditions and zoning codes; locational factors, such as
incompatible land uses and proximity to work centers and grocers (Diaz, 2005; Duran,
2011). This volatile mixture of structural racism and its nefarious outcomes directly
impact inner-city neighborhoods by truncating property appreciation, consequently
delimiting access to the financial capital necessary to improve any neighborhood,
impoverished or enriched. Furthermore, institutional racism, specifically often virulent
racial profiling by one institution in particular, the police, works toward the
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concentration of race and ethnicity along with poverty. For example, the presence of an
African American teenager or a Latino youth in a white neighborhood, an out-ofplaceness (c.f. Cresswell, 1996) par excellence, one that tends to always elicit
incommensurate police or vigilante response (Wacquant, 2008, 2009), sequestering
people of color into non-white neighborhoods. In North Denver, these processes led
to serious residential overcrowding that simultaneously accelerated the deterioration of
housing stock and contributed to the animated public spaces, about which some of my
informants wax nostalgic.
These processes were undergirded by two additional elements. First, Latinos
have had the deck stacked against them. The confiscation of land titles and land rights
following the Mexican-American War dramatically and permanently restructured
political and economic relations into the current era; legitimated the subordinate status
of Mexican-Americans, and laid the foundation for marginal and uneven development
patterns, which followed the military conquest of the American Southwest (Diaz, 2005).
During the 1970s and 1980s, the Central Platte Valley, a marshy ribbon of land
separating Highland’s bluffs from downtown Denver and subsequently developed into
Denver’s entertainment district, was a collection of dilapidating industrial infrastructure
and rail lines. That is, it was a no-man’s land bridged by five distressed viaducts
(Weiler, 2000). Adding insult to injury, during the 1980s downtown Denver too was a
desert of sorts. Marked by countless empty offices and dozens of parking lots, both
direct consequences of the collapse of the oil-shale fueled real estate market (Saiz,
1993), Denver’s economy spiraled downward. During the 1980s, though finding a
parking spot downtown was effortless, finding a job proved nearly impossible. Not
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only was Highland physically separated from the greater Denver region due to the
recession, but it also became economically isolated (ibid).
As Italian families, many who owned and operated small corner green grocers
and butcher shops, moved from Highland, it became harder to find fresh food there.
Over the course of the mid-twentieth century, the neighborhood became a food desert
(c.f. R. Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010). This condition, along with the supply of vacant land,
led to Highland becoming the epicenter of the guerrilla gardening movement that
eventually morphed into Denver Urban Gardens (DUG), a non-profit organization that
now manages and/or advises hundreds of urban agriculture projects the Denver Metro
Area. DUG’s success notwithstanding, during the 1970s and 1980s, Highland was
scattered with numerous vacant residential and carriage lots. Area children
appropriated some of these spaces as playgrounds; other lots changed into deleterious
places marked by illicit and dangerous activity. Chapter five asks the question: what
happens when a community speculates on their neighborhood by transforming vacant
land into public space?
Festivals: “Before you get this Church, the Japs will!”
Two extended quotes by Father José Lara—pastor of Our Lady of Guadalupe
Church between during the 1970s—and Father Marshall Gourley—pastor of Our Lady
of Guadalupe Church during the 1980s and early 1990s—serve to establish the
importance of publicly accessible spaces in sustaining Latino culture in Highland.
José Lara’s quote captures the trenchant racism facing Denver’s Latino
community and establishes the importance of the church in grounding the rituals
necessary to reinforce public solidarity, a feeling that “we belong here too”:
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Mr. Carpio, the father of Denver councilman Sal Carpio, was a parishioner of Our
Lady of Guadalupe since the beginning of the church. The church was built in 1947.
He told me this story 20 times, and still he had not gotten it, some of the feelings out
of his system; that’s why he kept on telling it. During the 1930s there was a small
group of Hispanics in North Denver; at this time the majority of the community was
Italian. The Hispanics wanted to have their own place; they were not welcome in the
local churches, even though St. Patrick’s—five blocks away—and Mount Carmel—two
blocks away—were very close. At this time Hispanics were not part of the community;
they were outsiders so to speak. They didn’t speak English very well, things like that.
So they wanted to have their own church, their own space. So they collected funds and
bought a storefront in Highland. This small group celebrated mass and occasionally
had a little bazaar or religious events on the sidewalk, you know little celebrations, but
they were a means of saying, “Hi, we live here too.” In the church and in these events,
they found places in which they could communicate, to continue their culture, to feel
at home in the everyday rituals of the Catholic brotherhood. You’ve got to realize, the
whole area around there was somewhat hostile. So I’m told, in suburbs just to the
north of Denver (Brighton, Fort Lupton, Commerce City), when the Hispanic GIs
came back home from World War II, there were signs posted on businesses which
read: “No Mexicans or Dogs Allowed!”
Although they started small in the 1930s, the Hispanic population continued to grow,
as more people were coming into the area. They started saying “we need something
bigger than this little store!” Some of the remaining Italian neighbors said “hey guys,
don’t even think about building anything here. Go to Mount Carmel. Talk to the
priest, maybe he will let you have the church. Nobody goes to church there anymore.”
So this is the story of Mr. Carpio. He said: “We got together. We were nervous. Our
wives got us all ready, ironed our shirts darned our jackets. So we went to see the
priest. He received us; he was nice. He said, “come in, come in!” We said, “we have
very little space, we need more space. Our Italian neighbors say that we should be
talking to you, because they say the church is not used much, maybe you would like to
sell it to us.” With a deadpan face, the priest said, “let me tell you something. Before
you get this church, the Japs will get it!” That was 1944, 1945 something like that. Mr.
Carpio told me this story often. His version would take a half hour or so; he told me
this story many times in the 1970s. He had something in there, deep in his soul that
had not healed.
This is what was happening in North Denver in the 1930s and 1940s. By the 1950s
this type of open racism began to disappear. By the time I came here, there was none
of that. Even though other forms of oppression were present. So Guadalupe was built,
not because of a need, but because of the lack of acceptance in the community and also
by the racism of the Catholic Church.

Throughout his tenure at Our Lady of Guadalupe, Father Lara was instrumental
in developing the public presence of the church in North Denver. Not only did the
fundraising bazaars grow during his tenure, but he also worked hard to tie the church to
the Civil Rights Movement, particularly United Farm Worker demonstrations. In
manifold ways, spanning numerous geographic scales, Our Lady of Guadalupe became
the public face of North Denver Latinos. This Latino presence expanded theatrically, if
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not quantitatively, during Marshall Gourley’s time as pastor. He tells of street festivals
that do a lot more than meekly state “hi, we live here too.” Father Gourley’s events
proudly and loudly publicized culture.
We had a lot of street theater for holy week; we would reenact the Passion of Christ
inside the church. We didn’t just read it. We acted it out, with nails and blood and
screaming, the whole thing! It was just incredible. That’s how it would start. It started
within the Church’s walls. This was just the beginning though. Then, on Good Friday,
we’d hit the streets. The women, the servants of the mother of Jesus, the Dolarosa,
carrying candles would promenade through one area of the neighborhood. Bearing
crosses, the men, would walk through another area of the neighborhood. These were
all candlelit processions; they’d pray at different Stations of the Cross. The whole
process would take a couple of hours. Finally, they’d meet back at the church. They’d
continue this procession for blocks beyond the church. And after parading through
the neighborhood they’d come back around to the Guadalupe. It was a way of using
the neighborhood streets to tie the community together.

These two priests, by extending church ceremonies and events and consequently
Latinos into Highland’s publicly accessible spaces, celebrated and publicized a Latino
community cohered by the bonds of the Church. However, actions of the current
pastor of Our Lady of Guadalupe seem to be fragmenting the Latino community. Not
only has the current pastor, Benito Hernandez, moved Our Lady of Guadalupe back in
line with the current conservatism of the Vatican and away from the openly liberal
directions taken by José Lara and Marshall Gourley, he recently built a wall to block an
interior mural—painted during Father Lara’s tenure by a North Denver Latina—
depicting a Latina as the Virgin Mary. According to many Latinos with whom I spoke,
this wall is also creating a rift between area Chicanos, who tend to be vociferous and
politically active and thus act and speak defiantly against father Hernandez’s actions and
the Mexicanos, who, often nervous about their immigrant status and socially
conservative, try not to attract attention to themselves through acts of protest.
Chapter six focuses on temporary events and explores how diversity disrupts the
comfortable rituals comprising Latino public identity, while reinforcing the public
solidarity of newcomers. Prior to 2000, the rituals, bazaars, and public events coalesced
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Latino identity into a comprehensible and shared Catholic culture. Current street
events, especially farmers markets and the lengthy line in front of Little Man Ice Cream,
exemplify a middle-class notion of livability. As we will see the notion of livable
neighborhoods lauded in real estate brochures and grounded in conspicuous
consumption, remains uncomfortable to many North Denver Latinos.
Parks: First Navajo then Columbus then La Raza then Columbus
The focus of America’s early twentieth century progressive movements was
twofold—acculturating the country’s exploding immigrant population, its “unwashed
masses” (Fisher, 1994) as well as ameliorating their economic suffering. This was
accomplished through settlement houses (Addams, 1910), and political agitating for
humane work and residential conditions (Riis, 1957). Interestingly, much of this
movement’s energy was directed toward public property. Specifically progressives
focused on the construction of city parks and recreation centers, in which poor
uneducated immigrants could learn to comport themselves in civil society and
appreciate a picturesque manicured version of nature (Olmstead, 1870). Since North
Denver served as the catchment basin for Denver’s immigrants, early efforts by
Denver’s progressive movement began here. In 1906, 2.29 acres sited along West 38th
Avenue and Navajo Streets—in Sunnyside just north of Highland—was dedicated as a
small space of greenery with a contingent bathhouse, in which those who lacked
running water in their homes could bathe (Goodstein, 2011). In the years that followed,
Denver’s second official playground was built on this site and it was named Navajo
Park.
During the first decades of the twentieth century, North Denver shifted from an
Irish to an Italian enclave. Many of the Italian residents migrated from southern Italy,
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specifically Sicily. Consequently, North Denver became a mountain region stronghold
of the Sicilian Mafia. Though the actual Italian population has long dissipated, an
Italian character remains tangible in Highland. A concentration of old-school Italian
restaurants and the continuing symbolic importance of the Our Lady of Mount Carmel
Church to Colorado’s Italian community continue lend credence to another of North
Denver’s monikers: Little Italy. In 1931, after the Italian community had established
itself socially and economically, it raised $7,500 to improve Navajo Park (Goodstein,
2011).
Continuing the established out-migration pattern that marked North Denver’s
demographic shifts, persons of Italian decent, although a majority in the 1930s and
1940s, comprised just 12 percent of North Denver’s population in 1950 (Hunt, 1999).
By 1970, Italians made up less than 6 percent of this urban area’s population (ibid.). A
matter of historical paradox, in 1970, Denver’s Italian community, already long absent
from North Denver, convinced the Denver City Council to rename Navajo park
Columbus Park after the famous Italian explorer, Christopher Columbus. Recall, by
1970, the vast majority of North Denver was Latino, many of whom identified
themselves with the Chicano Movement. Furthermore, the Chicanos consider
themselves decedents of the Native American Nations of the Aztecs, the Mayans and
the Anasazi, the very people Columbus “discovered.” Denver’s Latino population
grasped this cruel irony. In fact, when Crusade for Justice, actually and symbolically,
took over the management of Columbus Park they unofficially renamed it la Raza6 Park.
Today the park is officially named Columbus Park, though many in the Latino
community defiantly refer to it as La Raza Park. This controversy serves as an
6

Spanish for “the people” or “the race.”
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important subtext in chapter seven, in which I focus on the late twentieth and early
twenty-first century design and programming changes made to two North Denver
Parks: Berkeley Park and Columbus/la Raza Park.
Streets: “Throwing a Gash”
By the time I moved to North Denver in 2007, cruising there had all but
disappeared. However, well before I began my fieldwork in 2011, neighbors would tell
me stories of the amazing gridlock on Federal Boulevard during Cinco de Mayo in the
early 2000s. Policing the “Cinco Cruise” along Federal Boulevard factors heavily into
chapter eight’s discussion of the public practice of low-rider cruising. In the course of
my research, I had the opportunity to speak with many people who cruised Denver’s
streets nearly every summer weekend night during their teenage years. Chapter eight
tells the story of Denver’s successful efforts to curb cruising, effectively eliminating a
specifically Latino practice from the public right-of-way. Sixteenth Street, as it runs
through the high-rises of downtown Denver is currently a pedestrian mall. However,
before its construction in the early 1980s, 16th Street was where Denver kids cruised. In
fact, 16th Street acted as the focus of a cruising culture that encompassed the entire city.
Each neighborhood had its cruising hangout, often replete with carhops on rollerskates, where neighborhood teens would gather before and after cruising downtown.
Cruisers often broke speed limits; some cars were supped-up to sound obnoxious; the
modifications made to the cars often violated many municipal and state laws; sometimes
alcohol was consumed by minors and by drivers. In a word, the cruisers were generally
rowdy teens, causing mischief on city streets. By means of the following excerpts, taken
directly from my transcriptions of interview scripts, I offer a historical context in sharp
relief to Denver’s cruising “scene” during the 1990s and early 2000s.
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(Latino who cruised in the 1960s)
I think a lot of the activities relative to cruising and to the parks have dissipated. I
don’t know if it’s a sign of the economic times, or of police harassment, or a refocus of
youth culture away from vehicles. When I was a teenager we would cruise 15 th and 16 th
streets downtown then come across the bridges and go to the Scotchman. It was just
part of the lifestyle of teens at that time. Hanging out on 16 th before the mall became
the mall. You’d see kids from all over the city.
(Italian American who cruised in the 1950s and 1960s)
In the 50s and 60s, it was all about friendships and, you know, girls. You did that on a
Friday night. It was about stopping and having a coke or something to eat, dashing
around. You’d go to downtown Denver, which was huge, 16 th street, then it had high
dollar stores—Denver Dry Goods, Joslins, stores like that and loads of movie theaters
and arcades—the main drag was 16 th, you’d meet a lot of people. At the end of 16th,
at LoDo there, you’d go up this ramp to the 16 th Street Viaduct and everybody would
just stand on the accelerator, …and the cops would be watching…(smirks).
(Latino who cruised in the 1950s and 1960s)
Heck I guess I used to cruise in the 50s and 60s. We called it “throwing a gash.”
Everyone would get in their cars and go look for a fight. No one liked the air force
guys, you’d drive downtown and try to beat up some of them. It was bumper to
bumper. On 16 th, before the mall, Denver used to look totally different. There were
about 50 movie houses downtown. The Paramount is the only one left. They used to
be all over. Most of the kids would turn off right before the 16 th Street Bridge. In 58
and 59 I was 17 and 18, I did it a lot. We just did it to see who was out in the streets.
Looking for girls, that kind of stuff. There were also fights between schools, rivalries
you know: “we beat your asses last week!”—that kind of stuff. But mostly it was just
kids out in the streets, kind of like it was in the ‘80s and ‘90s.
(Italian American who cruised in the 1950s and 1960s)
The shift to 38 th to Federal and then Cinco de Mayo, man it was huge. Those kids had
cars with hydraulics and all that. Driving slow, lots of them. I think the police started
the problem with low-rider cruising. The police controlled us too, but it was with a
different mentality. You know what I mean. We used to go out and drink beer, right?
And get a little tipsy. The cops would pull you over, take your beer and make sure you
got home. They didn’t take you to jail. They didn’t slam you on to the hood of your
car; put cuffs on you. They didn’t do anything like that. With low-riders it’s different.
Now they’ve got groups of cops out there, they pull you over, throw you against the
car and put you in jail and impound your car. When we were cruising they were more
concerned with you, making sure your parents knew what you’d been doing; they made
sure you’d get home safely. It was just a different situation for us.

Chapter eight, which focuses on streets as avenues of public identity, explores
how racial profiling is legitimated and normalized and how the obvious corollary, a
diminished public presence of Latinos in North Denver contributed, to neighborhood
change in Highland.
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Restaurant Scene: “Anything Goes” Di Manna
Most longtime residents I interviewed made numerous implicit and explicit
references to the ways they perceive neighborhood change by describing who they see
on Highland’s sidewalks and how this makes them feel less at home where they live. It
follows that a considerable of portion of the people one encounters on neighborhood
sidewalks, especially neighborhoods marked by a mixture of residential and commercial
land uses, is contingent upon the character and tenor of a neighborhood’s commercial
components. The term terroir (Zukin (2010) captures the many factors contributing to
the sought-after authenticity—a component of neighborhood livability—members of
the middle-class use to evaluate and describe restaurant and retails scenes. This sense
of scene, this specific terroir lures a specific public to neighborhoods. As my temporal
mapping (Maps 1-5) of Highland’s two retail corridors shows, the neighborhood terroir
has changed rapidly in recent years. The authenticity of the micro-geography of West
32nd Avenue has shifted from that of a rough-and-tumble urban barrio to a trendy, if
slightly edgy, locale. Just as neighborhood streets do not mysteriously decay into
blighted areas marked by unsavory and incompatible land uses, they also do not
miraculously transform into gentrified and hyper-gentrified corridors marked by highend retail and trendy restaurants. Nonetheless, much literature on gentrification, which
focuses on the displaced old-timers and replaced storefronts and retail entities, fails to
disentangle subtle social and political processes aiding and abetting these types of
neighborhood change processes.
Early in my fieldwork I spoke to many old-timers, who, while waxing nostalgic,
nonetheless painted a rather seedy portrait of Highland. More than a few longtime
residents shared stories of mini-marts closing after one too many burglaries. Some
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markets were not only held up at gunpoint, but armed thieves made off with entire cash
registers. Outside, neighborhood and city park drinking fountains were ripped from
their foundations leaving wretched little spouts of city water in their place. Along West
32nd Avenue and Tejon Street, dive bars like the Mahogany Lounge, Pic’s Corner, The
Dog House, and The Junction were notorious for nightly bar fights that frequently
spilled into the streets. During the 1980s and 1990s, much neighborhood organizing in
Highland was directed at closing down these disreputable establishments. The Highland
community fought for the necessary attention from the City of Denver required to
actually enforce juridical law along with liquor codes, noise ordinances, building
ordinances, and zoning codes these establishments frequently violated.
Moreover, the decay of a neighborhood is not merely a function of the lack of
code enforcement. Rewriting or modifying municipal codes often serves as a major
factor in neighborhood decline. Near the end of my fieldwork, I had the opportunity to
interview Sal Carpio, a man whose name came up in nearly every conversation I had
with Highland old-timers. Having had a long career in city politics, Mr. Carpio served
on City Council and even directed the Denver Department of Parks and Recreation for
a number of years. His insights prove enlightening. Sal Carpio ran against and defeated
then councilman Geno di Manna for the District 9—North Denver—city council seat
in 1972. Geno di Manna, a vestige of North Denver’s Italian power structure, was
instrumental in providing the codified framework, which accelerated the physical
decline that marked North Denver neighborhoods. Junkyards, storage lots, dive bars
and liquor stores don’t just appear in inner-city neighborhoods. Put simply, these
outward signs of neighborhood blight can essentially be codified into place. The zoning
code can be modified or changed; the construction-permitting processes can be
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accelerated; and the wheels of business and liquor licensing procedures can be greased.
During the 1960s, Geno di Manna was instrumental in providing such legal scaffolds for
Highland’s decline. Sal Carpio says:
At the end of his career, he had all these allegations against him, but the biggest issue
was zoning. Geno just came from the “good ‘ol boy era”…they were good old boys,
you know backroom deals, sleight of hand type stuff. Through the years, he really did
a number on the Northside. Say some guy wanted to buy a piece of land and build a
gas station. In those days gas stations were a dime a dozen. It was the same with
storage lots or liquor stores or bars or beer dispensaries. They’d go to Geno and say,
“hey I want to do this thing, whatever, but I can’t because of the zoning”. He’d say,
“no problem. I’ll take care of it. Then, I’ll tell you what to do”. He’d convince
council to change residential zoning to industrial zoning. He’d grease the wheels of the
excise and license to get liquor and cabaret licenses approved. He’d make sure the
legalities were taken care of.

Although the Italian population was completely diluted by the 1950s, its political
efficacy did not fade until 1972, the year that Sal Carpio was elected to Denver’s City
Council. This trenchant political power directly affected the decline of North Denver’s
neighborhoods. According to Sal Carpio, when constituents approached di Manna
about such changes to zoning codes and licensing procedures, he would simply
equivocate.
Shrugging his shoulders, Geno would always say that he couldn’t do anything about the
zoning. People would say, “oh yes you can. It’s not easy but you do have influence in
the other direction” Heck they even opened a topless place on Speer Boulevard a
couple of blocks from the grade school. Things weren’t very transparent then. A new
classy nightclub wanted to open up there. They applied for a cabaret license, which
just said music and dancing, but it allowed topless dancing! That’s a pretty big loophole!
So, I worked to change that code. I separated cabarets from topless. Cabaret one:
music, no dancing. Cabaret two: music and dancing. Cabaret three: topless dancing.
This way the neighborhood would know exactly what type of business was applying for
a license and could oppose or accept it accordingly. The reason things got out of hand
is that the code was complicated and it wasn’t transparent. This worked in Geno’s
favor. Most of the time, the neighbors found out what type of business was going in
up next door, after it had already opened for business, when it was too late to put up
any kind of fight.

During his tenure on city council, not only was Geno di Manna known for
enabling incompatible uses to proliferate in North Denver, after his political career he
owned one of Highland’s most notorious dive bars, Pic’s Corner. Pic’s was infamous as
a location for fights, shootings, underage drinking, and prostitution along with a litany
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of municipal building, zoning, and business code violations. “They sold heroin across
the bar, down there” recalls one long-timer. During the early 1990s, community
activists concentrated on undoing much of di Manna’s damage to Highland. They
closed dive bars, converted a junkyard into an apartment complex, and encouraged
neighborhood context-compatible, economic development projects. One community
activist shared exactly how hard it was working against the “anything goes di’ Manna”
machine. Recalling the process she says:
Funny thing, at the hearings there were Denver police officers arguing that this dive
bar was an asset to the community. You see, di Manna he had family, sons and sons-inlaw, in the Denver Police Department. The same guys that were called nightly to break
up bar fights, investigate prostitution charges, what have you, got up on the stand,
swore to tell the truth, then lied; they just lied. It was amazing! Well, the facts were
pretty indisputable, so we were able to close it [Pic’s Corner] down along with most of
the neighborhood dives. Funny thing: Now the same locations are being reopened as
trendy restaurants and hipster bars.

During the 1990s, neighborhood residents, notably the registered neighborhood
organization Highland United Neighbors Inc. (HUNI), fought hard to close down
disreputable bars; a decade later they were arguing for the issuance of new liquor
licenses to upscale and trendy restaurants. While the rapid growth of restaurants along
this seven block long commercial corridor along West 32nd Avenue remains itself
remarkable, what is perhaps more telling is the tenor of arguments put forth in favor of
these new liquor-serving establishments. By and large, each of the new establishments
was enthusiastically endorsed by HUNI. Perhaps more interesting, reading copies of
transcriptions of the new restaurant’s liquor board hearings, I found that nearly all
testimony sought to establish a neighborhood need for more bars and restaurants that
would, interestingly, draw another public to Highland. Remarkably, the newcomers who
testified at these meetings were essentially advocating for attracting tourists to a
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predominately residential neighborhood. As it stands, on weekend nights, the sidewalks
along Tejon Street and West 32nd Avenue bustle with foodies and urban hipsters.
Ironically, since no new restaurant has been required to provide parking for its guests,
many Highland residents must now compete with this lured public for a parking spot
near their homes.
Throughout this work, I insist, public space is always socially produced by
conflicts between the different cultures that differently appropriate the same publicly
accessible property. Furthermore, tensions or lack thereof between spatial regulations
and cultural norms fuels this production process. With this framework in mind, we
now turn to four components of Highland’s publicly accessible spaces: vacant land,
temporary events, neighborhood parks and city streets. Thinking small and carefully
analyzing the spatial regulations and cultural norms framing public practice, I extend the
historical processes presented in this chapter into the present and provide compelling
evidence that, indeed, changing public space changes neighborhoods.
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FIVE: EMERGENT PUBLIC SPACE
For the purposes of this chapter it is important to recall that Highland resides at
two important nexuses. The first is a topographical juncture between the Rocky
Mountains and the Great Plains. The bluffs upon which Highland is perched are the
initial uplifts from the plains that culminate in the continental divide 80 miles west of
Denver. The second is the confusing joining of Denver’s two street grids (See Maps 15). Importantly, these two nodal interfaces have the same geography—Highland’s
eastern aspect, which overlooks Lower Downtown Denver. At various points along its
eastern border one encounters parcels of land too steep or too oddly shaped to develop.
In addition to these two nexuses, the initial platting of the neighborhood in the late
nineteenth century utilized many carriage-lot blocks7. Hence Highland is replete with a
variety of small open spaces, ranging from pocket parks, community gardens, and
vacant lots to oddly shaped splinters of land and disproportionally wide intersections
where the two street grids meet.
Two of these open spaces caught my attention well before I began my
dissertation research, and in many ways informed my subsequent fieldwork. I found the
first, the “Troy” Chavez Memorial Peace Garden—the Peace Garden hereafter—while
conducting graduate level research on Denver’s urban gardens in 2009. Sited on two
vacant parcels—a street facing parcel and a carriage lot—this garden is perhaps one of
Denver’s most enigmatic spaces. Though it is a community garden, it lacks a gate to
7

A city block subdivided to include a common rectangle area of land in the interior of
the block. During the nineteenth and early twentieth century such spaces were used by
neighbors to house horses and store carriages. As it now stands, many of these spaces,
invisible from the street, remain vacant, some serves as common parking areas; one has
been converted to a community garden.
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protect the fruit and vegetables of the gardeners’ labor. Moreover, the impressive
aesthetic of its landscape architecture is not only of obviously cultural significance but
also thoughtfully articulated. Entering this garden evokes a sense of spiritual reverence
even for those to whom Aztec culture remains a mystery. The crux of the garden’s
enigma is that it is sited on private land, land held by a multinational corporation. The
second space I investigate is City of Denver Park, a pocket park named St. Patrick’s
Neighborhood Park Plaza—St. Patrick’s Park hereafter. At the Corner of West 33rd
Avenue and Pecos, this quaint park sits between the now seldom-used St. Patrick’s
Church and a new restaurant extremely popular with Denver foodies, Root Down. At
the corner of St. Patrick’s Park is a plaque, which reads: Built by the People with Public
Funds for a Better Neighborhood – Dedicated Denver Park 1984. This dedication
caught my attention early in my dissertation fieldwork. Interestingly, though it is
managed by the City of Denver, no one in Denver’s Department of Parks and
Recreation had any idea about the compelling story implied by this cryptic statement.
St. Patrick’s Park the Peace Garden’s stories are foci of this chapter. Both are narratives
of how tenacious communities residing in distressed neighborhoods transformed vacant
and misused parcels of land into public spaces that simultaneously reinforced and
sustained North Denver Latino culture.
The central thrust of this dissertation is cultural sustainability. Succinctly stated,
a sustained culture, one whose norms are expressed and normalized in public practice,
will tend to change a neighborhood to suit its habitus (Bourdieu, 1977), its collective
predispositions. On the other hand, members of cultures whose way-of-being-in-theworld exists in public friction with mainstream social, economically, or politically
normalized public behavior will tend to vacate publicly accessible space. This ceding of
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a former right-to-the-city, the right to comfortably occupy public space, is an important
step in neighborhood dislocation. As I understand Nicholas Blomley (Blomley, 2004),
cultural dislocation, dislocation from neighborhood institutions and organizations,
precedes the eventual residential displacement upon which the much critical thinking
about gentrification is based. I shift the focus of dislocation from institutions to the
dislocation from public space. Furthermore, I expand the notion of cultural
sustainability to capture the dissonance created by what I term the rights-rift. Using the
terminology of my model, the rights-rift widens as disparity between spatial
regulation—the formal regulation of space—and cultural norms—the informal, cultural
regulation of space—increases. When cultural norms and spatial regulations align, when
cultural practices not only comply with social norms but also become codified in spatial
regulations, set into stone as architecture and urban design, and legitimized by police
action, then these practices sustain the culture practicing them.
The argument of this chapter is as follows. The rights-rift or lack thereof
profoundly affects cultural sustainability. In other words, legitimacy matters; cultural
practices legitimated through formal regulations sustain culture. On the other hand,
either by means of regulation or design, the delegitimization of cultural practices
destabilizes the cultures practicing them. Through grappling with the emergence of
these two public spaces in North Denver, we learn how they both, through concerted
community activism and considerable sweat equity, came to be. At the genesis of both
the Peace Garden and St. Patrick’s Park cultural norms were articulated seamlessly
through spatial regulations, including: landscape architecture, spatial programming, and
the regulation of public behavior. The subsequent evolutions of these spaces provide
an entry point for understanding how both public solidarity and public anomie
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contribute to cultural sustainability and cultural instability respectively. St. Patrick’s
Park, though designed and built by the community of Highland in 1984, was irrevocably
altered through a combination of municipal neglect and community-insensitive park
reprogramming. Among other things, this once vibrant neighborhood park essentially
depopulated after its playground was redesigned to meet design standards of the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Therefore, today it serves as little more than a
visual amenity in a rapidly gentrifying section of the neighborhood. On the other hand,
not only was the Peace Garden envisioned and articulated as a cultural project, but it
also continues to serve as a wellspring of Chicano culture and a touchstone of Aztec
historical context to North Denver’s Latinos. Put another way, every facet of the
design, programming, and management of the Peace Garden—its spatial regulations—
allow expression of Chicano cultural norms.
Public Practice
The Peace Garden

Image 1 Un-gated Entrance to the Peace Garden – Photo by Author
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Located just north of Highland along the former low-rider cruising strip of West
38th Avenue in the Sunnyside Neighborhood, lies an unexpected oasis. Framed by plum
trees and blooming trumpet vines, the entrance to this community garden paradoxically
lacks a locked gate; in fact, it does not even have a fence. In and of itself, this is an
overt sign of a unique space. In Denver at least, community gardens tend to be gated
and locked to discourage pilferage and vandalism. As a rule, most community gardens
tend to be spaces in which “dirt-poor” urban residents hunker down and protect their
piece of cultivable turf (Pudup, 2008). The Peace Garden is no normal community
garden. As one enters, it becomes apparent that it is much more than simply a space
where a community of gardeners fiercely protects and tends plots of farmable urban
soil; this is a sacred space. The Peace Garden is named after Troy Chavez, one North
Denver youth out of 108 who lost their lives in Denver’s early 1990 youth gang wars,
specifically the “Summer of Violence” in 1993. A garden with many meanings, it is at
once a memorial to these youths and a living statement, a strident call for peace. The
Peace Garden is concurrently a memorial, a pedagogical space, a public display of
Chicano8/Mexica9 culture, a site for numerous garden-related and culture-driven events
8

Briefly stated the Chicano culture is based in the civil rights movement and in this way
it parallels much of the Black Power Movement. Both derived cultural expression
through zoot culture and both sought to abolish racism and racial discrimination
through revolutionary action. Among many other things, what sets the Chicano
Movement apart from the Black Power Movement is the Chicano cultural affiliation
with the physical geography of Aztlan—the American Southwest and Northern Mexico,
and the identification of Chicanos with both Mexica and Spanish culture. Chicanos see
themselves as a Mestizo (mixed) race, rising from both indigenous American and
colonizing European genetics. Generally speaking, Chicanos identify with and possess
wholly different systems of codes and symbologies than Mexicanos used to represent
their relationship to the United States of America and to Mexico.
9
Mexica (pronounced Meshica), from which the term Mexico is bastardized, refers to
the native American tribes that inhabited the American Southwest and present day
Mexico, an area referred to as Aztlan by Chicanos, and include the Aztec, Anasazi, and
Mayan tribes.
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and a finally community garden. In the final analysis, the Peace Garden is a rather
peculiar space; it is the site of more varied activity than most public pocket parks and it
occupies private property, owned by Leprino Foods 10.

St. Patrick’s Park

Image 2 St. Patrick's Park with St. Patrick's Church in Background – Photo by Author

The primary reason for my interest in the story told on the plaque at the
entrance to this Highland park, is the fact that, despite its picturesque design, which
utilizes the façade of St. Patrick’s Church as an aesthetic background it is typically bereft
of people. This, despite the fact that Root Down, a restaurant serving hundreds of
customers a day, many of whom must wait for a table, lies directly across the street. I
did not have the opportunity nor the funding required to systematically observe the
park through time-lapse photography; nonetheless, I made it a point to observe the park
10

Listed on the S&P 500 and as a Fortune 500 company, Leprino Foods, founded in
North Denver by Italian immigrants in the early twentieth century as a small familyowned market and cheese producer, has grown into the world’s largest manufacturer of
mozzarella cheese.
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each time I was anywhere in its vicinity and noted only one person using it during my
entire summer of fieldwork. My observations were corroborated with conversations I
had with neighborhood residents, who had either never heard of the park, or saw no
reason to spend time there, or rarely saw anyone else using it. While it is a quaint
ellipsis in the built environment and a tiny green oasis located two blocks from the roar
of Interstate 25, it is empty. This park’s story begins with the activation of vacant land
as public space and ends with the vacation of people from public property.
Sustaining Chicano Culture
In many ways the Peace Garden is a cultural space and can be understood in
terms of a space that heals the wounds of displacement (Winterbottom, 2007).
Heirloom gardens can preserve the material culture of various immigrant groups (Mares
& Pena, 2010), for example, the red, drooping seed heads of amaranth—an Aztec
grain—the gourds that grow along a curving trellis and will eventually be used in the
performance of ritual ceremonies and even “Mexica Jam Sessions,” and wild plum trees
that frame the entrance to the garden are all examples of such cultivations of material
culture. Community gardens have been shown to be instrumental in mobilizing social
capital (Glover, Parry, & Shinew, 2005). Some scholars claim community gardens foster
unrealized potential in achieving social change (Hou, Johnson, & Lawson, 2009).
During the 1940s and 1950s as rural families of Spanish-speaking descent—
families who had lived in the American Southwest for hundreds of years—migrated to
Denver, where they faced patent racial discrimination. Not only were hate-crimes
perpetrated on these families, such as arson and assault, grounded in a trenchantly racist
credo, they were based in a false belief that all Spanish-speaking persons were
automatically illegal Mexican immigrants. Sadly, this misrepresentation continues today.
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In fact, Latinos moving to Denver to find work during the mid-twentieth century rarely
crossed a national border; rather the border crossed their ancestors. In effect,
Americans of Spanish-speaking descent were, and in many ways remain, a conquered
people (McWilliams, 1968). The longue durée (Braudel, 1972) of this structural racism
continues to affect trajectories of neighborhood change in North Denver. It provided
impetus for the rise of zoot-suit phenomenon, a cultural expression in response to
being simultaneously outside and embedded in mainstream American society (Alvarez,
2008). Zoot-suit culture remains important in understanding the rise of Latino gangs.
Perfunctorily stated, the zoot influence on early youth gangs and subsequent social
development of gang culture (Duran, 2011) and the politically charged Chicano
movement (R. Gonzales, 2001) emerged from this lived experience of conflicted
histories and nostalgias. As I develop in subsequent chapters, zoot-suit culture
influenced the cultural trajectories of both low-rider cruising and Latino youth gangs.
Though occupying a fixed geography, the Peace Garden began as a mobilization
of sorrow; its genesis lies in erstwhile candlelight vigils for individual victims of Latino
gang violence that slowly morphed into peace marches along West 38th Avenue.
Pointing out the institutional racism that frames life in the barrio, Ana Chavez says,
“Experts don’t come to the barrio to help children grieve. They go to Columbine11;
they think that we want to live lives of pain and violence.” Through peace marches
along public streets, the neighborhood began healing its own wounds. Streets are
unique and ubiquitous public spaces; they and other conduits, like sidewalks, can be
considered as spaces of ritualized interaction (Goffman, 1967), as places for public
Here Ana Chavez refers to the Columbine High School Massacre of 1999, in which
two armed students stormed Columbine High School in Littleton Colorado (one of
Denver’s outlying suburbs) during school hours killing twelve students, one teacher and
injuring 28 others before committing a double suicide.
11
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performance (Sennett, 1976) or, in terms of a functioning democracy, the public forum
par excellence (Mitchell, 2003b). However, peace marches must be reflected upon in
different terms; they are spontaneous (Franck & Paxson, 2007), albeit mobile,
memorials and spatialized demands for reconciliation and peace. Yet they seem to be
more; at once, they offer a medium for grieving loss and a framework for collectively
imagining community change. The carrying of candles and crosses down streets in
mourning, both acts wrought with spiritual significance, and the publicizing of a
community’s demand for an end to youth violence narrated not only a grim story of loss
but a hopeful one of positive change. Though begun as spontaneous acts of mourning
by neighborhood youth, they were expanded by community activists like Louisa Vigil,
who worked to broaden the impact of the marches in order to reach a wider audience
than the micro-geographies affected by singular victims of gang violence.
My idea was to have peace marches every Friday night from 38 th to the Our Lady of
Guadalupe Church in Highland. And it was amazing. When we got the word out, we
had 300 to 400 people there, from all walks of life, even gang members. Seeing this
success, I decided to get a group of well-known poets involved; once we got to the
church, the poets would recite poetry. 38 th became an avenue of poetry, of peace, of
saying enough!

Taking note of the ameliorative and conciliatory effects the peace marches were
having, neighborhood parents, notably Troy Chavez’s parents, Ana and Jim Chavez, and
other neighborhood activists decided they needed to find a permanent home for this
positive community-healing energy. On a whim, they decided to approach Leprino
Foods about a vacant lot the company owned across West 38th Avenue from its main
facility. To their surprise, Leprino agreed to lease the land for a nominal fee. Building
off of the momentum of the peace marches, these selfsame activists sought the
gardening and financial expertise of Denver Urban Gardens (DUG). Not only did
DUG provide the necessary landscape-architectural design of the garden, they also
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secured funds for the financing of the construction and initial start-up costs of the
Peace Garden. The design of the garden continues the story of culture and healing
begun with the peace marches; it spatializes a community’s narration of an important
story to itself (c.f. Geertz, 1973). In its essence, this story celebrates the positive and
peaceful aspects of Aztec culture 12 that remain overlooked in mainstream histories. In
multiple ways the physical space of the Peace Garden concretizes not only loss of life
but also cultural hope. Immediately upon entering the garden we see a vertically
articulated stone carving of Quezalcoatl, the Aztec God of the West. As we walk past
this monolith we enter a space inspired by an Aztec ball-court—essentially two
rectangular spaces connected by a narrow passage. One of the many ball games played
in actual Aztec ball-courts was Pok-to-Pok—a game symbolizing the constant and
necessary struggle between good and evil, between war and peace.

Much of what is conveyed in grade and high school textbooks of Aztec culture, while
acknowledging the engineering marvels of the pyramids and the accuracy of the Mayan
calendar, focuses on its violent aspects. In fact any casual Internet search of the words
Aztec and culture turn up pages with the phrase “human sacrifice” near the beginning of
the text. Warfare was a grounding, stabilizing, and mobilizing force of Aztec culture.
Even Aztec sports are reputed to have been extraordinarily violent, often ending in the
death or later sacrifice of the losing opponents. My conversations with Cisco Gallardo,
a former Northside Mafia gang member and current director of GRASP (Gang Rescue
and Support Project), confirmed Ana’s claim that many of the disenfranchised youth of
Denver’s Northside, lacking positive role models in under- and unemployed parental
figures, find their cultural heroes in gangs founded on the Aztec warrior ethos.
12
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Image 3 Tiles painted by friends and family of victims of North Denver gang violence –
Photo by Author

Close inspection of the flagstone lining the ball-court reveals a multitude of
individually painted tiles. Produced by family members and friends of victims of gang
violence, these tiles are highly personal expressions of loss and artful attempts to
reconcile a continued life without a loved one. A few steps further into the space we
view a large mural—painted by North Denver graffiti artists—representing not only
familial grief over gang violence, but also Tonantzin—the Aztec Mother Earth—
expressing disbelief and displeasure in youth killing youth. The Peace Garden is also a
garden; therefore, much of its symbolism revolves around plants. In addition to
specific types of Aztec grains, culturally significant gourd varieties and a Mexican chili
pepper garden, we find a healing herb garden and a butterfly garden.13

According to Ana Chavez, much of the historical literature on Aztec culture
misrepresents it as only violent. According to Ana, the greatest Aztec warriors were
servants, not destroyers, of their community. In line with the inherent peaceful nature
of the Aztec warrior, she insists that according to Aztec lore, unadulterated by the
interpretations of the European authors of Mexica history, the greatest warriors were
granted eternal life as butterflies. So cultivating plants that attract butterflies serves as a
method to thank these fallen warriors for their service to community.
13
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Unlike more generalized notions of public space that attempt to reflect
multiculturalism as oft confused pastiche, every aspect of the Peace Garden was
intended to be an expression of Mexica culture. An extended quote from Ana Chavez
best captures the logic behind this design philosophy:
We saw many problems with the gangs in our community. A lot of the kids named
their gangs after our ancient ancestors. We feel that they need to be proud of their
culture rather than just thinking of them as just destructive forces. The schools tend to
teach only the negative part of our culture, not the beautiful part of our culture. We
wanted to bring different things to the garden to show them the positive part. For
example, the Aztec had about 2,000 medicinal trees and plants and they knew how to
work those medicines to heal their community. So we wanted to teach the children
this. The front area of the garden is a healing garden. We have mostly herbs and
medicines that we work up there. We want to teach them to become the healers of
their community not the destroyers of their community. We are trying to teach them
positive things. Another example, we have Quezalcoatl in the front, he is the spirit of
the west. When he offered his prayers to the creator, he only offered sage, tobacco,
fruits, he never put the blood of a human being on his altar. We have Quezalcoatl in
the front of the garden, because of his positive image. We’re trying to give them more
positive teachings about their culture. Teaching them how today’s ball games are
influenced by some of the ancient Aztec ball games. We’re trying to convey what our
contribution to society is, rather than always giving them the ugly parts, saying they just
made human sacrifice. That is the big issue of our culture. We were so much more
than that, so much more than that. Everybody has a history that they’re not very
proud of, dreadful things their ancestors did. The European settlers burned witches,
for example.

The Peace Garden is more than a static space, more than a staid memorial; it is a
continual process of healing a neighborhood’s and its families’ wounds. The focus of
the garden has always been neighborhood youth, youth both as victims and perpetrators
of violence. The Peace Garden was envisioned and continues to be therapeutic and
pedagogical space for these youth. As we saw above, it allows for multifaceted avenues
of mourning, memorializing and reconciliation. Moreover, the Peace Garden augments
and rounds cultural awareness, according to Jim Chavez “the garden and gardening
teaches youth how to make a dollar from a dime, through honest work.” Community
gardens have been criticized as efforts to inculcate neo-liberal ideals of individual
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responsibility (Pudup, 2008); however, following Jim Chavez, such engagement can
build community among neighborhood teens. At its inception, the garden was
envisioned as a means to teach the discipline required to become and remain employed
instead of falling into the easy yet dangerous money offered by area gangs. As such, the
Peace Garden was envisioned as a means to engage youth in gardening through a
stipend program. In the course of a summer’s work in the garden, area teens would
earn 600 dollars. After seven years applying for and managing the various grants
necessary to run the stipend program, Ana realized that her time was better spent
volunteering in the garden, and, in so doing, serving as a living example of community
service. According to Ana Chavez, “The youth need to learn about community service
these ways. They need to learn that, ultimately, it’s our responsibility to better our
community.”
More than a memorial, the Peace Garden is also a community garden.
Neighborhood residents tend individual plots; however, students from the Escuela
Tlatelolco, a North Denver Chicano charter school founded by civil rights activist
Corky Gonzales, tend the bulk of the garden, thus sustaining Chicano culture.
Gardening remains an effective way to transmit culture (Mares & Pena, 2010;
Winterbottom, 2007). Former Tlatelolco students tell of finally comprehending the
totality of the Aztec myth of the three sisters by simply cultivating their garden plots
and learning to prepare Native American and Mexican recipes utilizing the “three
sisters.” Metaphorically similar to how different people comprise a cohesive
community, the three sisters of maize, beans and squash thrive in symbiotic
relationships. The cornstalks provide a structure for the beans to climb; the beans
enrich the surrounding soil with nitrogen; and the low-lying squash leaves create a
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microclimate that retains soil moisture. Not only do the sisters flourish as a vegetal
community, they also form the basis of Native American nutrition and cuisine. Since
maize lacks two essential amino acids found in beans, together they constitute a
balanced diet. Moreover, in skillful combination they form the basis of the diverse
cuisines of the American Southwest, the food of Aztlan. What is more, harvesting
produce and using it in food preparation connected many of my informants to their
families and to their culture. For example, one Latina shared how “roasting chilies
grown from seeds you put in the ground completes your soul” and how learning the
traditional methods of tending the Peace Garden’s chokecherry bush and preparing
chokecherry jelly cemented her adult relationship with her mother.
As we have seen, although the Peace Garden’s design and social articulation of
its design elements root in basic singularities—compensation for work, volunteerism,
peaceful aspects of Aztec culture, mourning—its use tends to epitomize the multivalent
space lauded by apologists of diverse public spaces (Amin, 2008; Margret Crawford,
2008; Sennett, 2001; Watson, 2006; Zukin, 2010). As it stands, an intentional and
continued incorporation of diversity into the Peace Garden is vital to its existence as a
public space. First and foremost, the Peace Garden spatializes not only ancient Aztec
culture but ongoing Mexica cultural festivals such as Cinco de Mayo, Dieciséis de Septiembre,
Dia de los Muertos, and the Ceremonia Tonantzin. Spatially improvised public festivals and
religious celebrations such as these ground the exceedingly public North American
Latino culture (Rojas, 2010). Public events held at the Peace Garden are not only
rooted in Mexica festivals but also reach beyond Latin American Culture to include a
“Peace Jam” held during the summer of 1996 with 1992 Nobel Peace Prize Laureate
Rigoberta Menchú. Furthermore, the Peace Garden’s lack of a fence and a gate allow
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all interested, from gang members to curious newcomers, to use the garden as a space
of reflection and respite. In addition to the yearly Urban Farmers Market organized to
sell the produced cultivated by area youth, chefs from new restaurants located in North
Denver have begun to hold organic farming and cooking demonstrations in the garden.

Image 4 Max Mackissock, Chef at a popular North Denver Restaurant, gives a talk in the
Peace Garden – Photo by Author

Destabilizing Latino Culture
St. Patrick’s Park serves, in many ways, as a textbook manifestation of the
Alinsky model of community activism. According to his model, not only should
communities seek the help of other institutions, they should start small and work
toward larger neighborhood change that can eventually lead to social change (Alinsky,
1971). As such, the conversion of a vacant lot into St. Patrick’s Park lies on a
continuum of community activism that began with sidewalk improvements and tree
planting and eventually led to the formation of DEFEND, the ad hoc neighborhood
group that successfully thwarted rebuilding the 20th Street Viaduct in such a way that
would have decimated a swath of the Highland neighborhood. I concentrate here on St.
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Patrick’s Park—the result of a six-year community-driven land acquisition, landscape
design, construction and ongoing maintenance process. This protracted activism
produced a public park on a vacant lot of compacted soil that was once extra parking
for St. Patrick’s Church.
As we explored in chapter four, during the late 1970s and early 1980s Highland
was an archetypical urban ghetto. According to the Highland Neighborhood Plan,
prepared in 1986, it boasted a mere 0.0003 acres of open space per person compared to
the Denver average of 0.085 acres per person. This abstract figure crystallizes when we
consider this average as a function of park acreage, walking distance, and population
density. Simply stated, large extended families tend to drive up the population of city
blocks considerably thereby lowering the available park acreage per person. As far as
physical conditions are concerned, descriptions many of my informants shared with me
of North Denver’s Highland and Sunnyside neighborhoods fit commonplace notions of
the urban ghetto: unreliable trash removal, police harassment in lieu of police presence,
a bar or a liquor store on almost every corner, junkyards replete with junk yard dogs,
and vacant lots strewn with hypodermic needles and empty liquor bottles.
Unlike the story of the Peace Garden, which began with a community seeking
support from various institutions, St. Patrick’s Park began with an institution—the
Center for Community Development and Design (CCDD), a now defunct community
outreach project of the College of Architecture and Planning at the University of
Colorado Denver. The CCDD, alongside neighborhood resident and Vista volunteer
Martha (Marty) Roberts, began by involving students in right-of-way improvements that
went beyond merely producing streetscape drawings. Trees were planted and sidewalks
repaired. Utilizing this momentum, the CCDD assisted the neighborhood with not only
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conceptual drawings of St. Patrick’s Park, but also with applying for Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) monies to fund it, and in the labor to see its
fruition. In line with Alinsky’s model, this small step coalesced the neighborhood
around a doable project and steepened the community activism learning curve. Nascent
community leaders learned how to apply for grant money, how to engage residents in
meaningful dialogue about the future of their neighborhood, and importantly, how to
deal with often momentum-robbing city regulations and requirements.
With this success under their belt, the Northside community, now organized as
the Pecos Plaza Neighbors, and the CCDD began to plan neighborhood improvements
that were in alignment with the Central Platte River Greenway project. This project
envisaged tying North Denver neighborhoods to the emerging open-space and
recreation system in the Central Platte Valley by means of bike/pedestrian under- and
overpasses crossing Interstate 25. Again in perfect alignment with the Alinsky model,
which encourages weaving activism into larger social and political movements (Alinsky,
1971), the Pecos Plaza Neighbors articulated goals both modest and grand. According
to the language of the CDBG grant application, the Greenway project would: (1) make
the Central Platte Valley accessible to lower Highland; (2) serve as a tenable form of
community revitalization; (3) create a positive visual opening to the neighborhood,
bolstering and complimenting neighborhood churches’ efforts to improve their
facilities; and (4) importantly, help prevent the City of Denver’s preferred redesign of
the 32nd Avenue interchange of the 20th Street Viaduct, a redesign which would have
quadrupled the volume of traffic through Highland from Downtown Denver to outlying
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suburbs. Through the work of Pecos Plaza Neighbors, St. Patrick’s Park became a
component of the Greenway Plan.14
Since the vacant lot proposed as the site of St. Patrick’s Park was owned by the
archdiocese of Denver and the City of Denver Charter prohibits the use of municipal
funds to improve private land, the CCDD first needed to help broker a land deal
between the church and the city. Unlike the Peace Garden, which is located on
publicized yet privately held property, St. Patrick’s Park began as public land project.
Marty Roberts, then president of Pecos Plaza Neighbors, and the students and faculty
comprising the CCDD set about designing the park. Adamant that the park be not only
designed for the community but by them, Marty insisted that a neighborhood survey be
used first to assess neighborhood need for certain design elements such as: benches,
pre-school play equipment, school-age play equipment, shade features, gathering areas,
and so forth. Armed with this information, the CCDD and landscape architect Steve
Wagley set about designing a neighborhood park, one that included a culturally relevant,
if diminutive, plaza, echoing similar plazas ubiquitous in Mexican and Spanish-American
urban design (Low, 2000; Richardson, 1982), as its central and anchoring design
element. Plan iterations then circulated by means of neighborhood meetings in Marty’s
kitchen and after, sometimes during, Sunday Mass at St. Patrick’s Church. After
agreeing on a plan, the hard work of procuring construction funds and the actual
14

The Greenway Plan, drawn up by the CCDD, complimented the ongoing
development of much of the South Platte Valley. During the 1980s, the portion just
east of I-25 was being developed into a system of parks, including: Commons Park,
Confluence Park, Centennial Park, City of Cuernavaca Park, and Fishback Park. Today,
these parks, sited along the South Platte River, serve as a vital component in the flood
control of the flood-prone South Platte River. They are connected by Denver’s
extensive system of bike paths and bike lanes. The Greenway Plan connected this park
development to Highland via a bike path and various pocket parks. St. Patrick’s Park
was one of these pocket parks.
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construction of the park began. In all, it took six years, from the initial idea in 1978 to
the dedication15 of the park in 1984, to realize this public space. Marty Roberts tells of
the endurance required of this type of community organizing:
Getting the community to buy in, preparing, conducting, and analyzing the survey,
drawing up the plans, getting the community to comment, going to the city for money,
there’s a lot to it! It takes a long time. We needed to always make sure that it was
community driven. Then the construction took three years, because the neighbors did
a lot of the work. We had to go in three times for money. There were about 50 of us
or so. We went down to the City and County Building, did our presentation, filled out
all the paper work…it took us three times to get approval.

Image 5 St. Patrick's Park in 1988—Note playground, People, and Shade Tree – Marty
Roberts Archive

All evidence points to the fact that during the late 1980s and early 1990s St.
Patrick’s Park was a well-used and much-loved neighborhood park. In January 1988,
Councilwomen Debbie Ortega penned a letter to Denver’s Community Development
Organization citing the frequent use of the park by neighborhood children and the
parents supervising their play. In 1988, Our Lady of Guadalupe’s pastor, Marshal

15

According to the Charter of the City of Denver, once a parcel of land has been
dedicated as a city park its land use cannot be changed from open space, but for a ballot
referendum and consequent majority vote. In other words, in Denver, once an official
park, always an official park.
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Gourley wrote a letter to Mayor Peña’s Advisory Council lauding not only the dramatic
improvement to the erstwhile bleak intersection by an “oasis of green,” but also the
park’s role in anchoring community cohesion through providing a social space, a play
space, and communicative space anchored by the park’s oft-used bulletin board. People
congregated in the park to learn of neighborhood and church events and, importantly,
to learn about the city’s plans to expand the 20th Street Viaduct, and ultimately to
organize DEFEND. Later the same year, Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS)
wrote a letter to the mayor, citing not only that the park was well-used for recreation,
but that it was in fact used as a space to protest the proposal to expand the 20th Street
Viaduct. Measured according to multiple scales of publicness, St. Patrick’s Park, at this
time, was a resounding success.
Throughout the late 1980s and early 1990s, though revitalized to a substantial
degree by neighborhood streetscape efforts and St. Patrick’s Park, Highland remained
an economically and politically disadvantaged neighborhood, affected by the same gang
activity and violence that gave genesis to the Peace Garden. As such, municipal
maintenance funds and neighborhood volunteer maintenance work proved insufficient
to maintain the park at anything but substandard levels. Grass browned; trees died;
weeds proliferated; someone even stole the drinking fountain. Pecos Plaza Neighbors
and other neighborhood and housing groups wrote numerous letters requesting
maintenance and upkeep of the park. Finally, in 1999, the City of Denver, using an
American with Disabilities Act (ADA) grant, was able to direct finances toward the
repair and redesign of St. Patrick’s Park. By all accounts, what resulted was an abject
failure. A once well-used park was rendered essentially unusable.
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The redesign, this time not informed by neighborhood needs and desires, was
instead based primarily in meeting ADA requirements. As such, the vintage swing set,
albeit in need of replacement, was replaced with a plastic play-set, designed to
accommodate the needs of pre-school children with disabilities. According to longtimers, pre-school children without disabilities and school-age children quickly became
bored with the new equipment. Predictably the park depopulated of children-at-play as
well as adults supervising them. One neighborhood need however was met through the
redesign. Citing the decrease in public safety, Pecos Plaza Neighbors requested a light
in the park. Denver Parks and Recreation obliged by placing a decorative street light
directly in the center of the park. This ill-considered location, instead of increasing park
use by casting light on illicit and dangerous nighttime activities, in fact, diminished park
use. According to neighborhood youth, its central location rendered ballgames too
difficult to play. Adding insult to injury, citing budget cuts and wage-increases for
construction employees, Denver’s Parks and Recreation Department cut funding for a
neighborhood-designed mural ground game16 as well as repairs to the bulletin board,
which needed to be weather-proofed and required new cork-board. Consequently, two
activating features, neighborhood communication and child’s play were left on the
drawing board. Even as recently as 2010, Denver Parks and Recreation removed an
ailanthus tree (Image 5) that had provided shade to the Northwest corner of the park
16

A proposed art installation that, if funded, would have been installed on the concrete
portion of St. Patrick’s Plaza during the 1990 improvement of the park. Essentially,
what was proposed was a neighborhood art project used to produce colored tiles that
could then be arrayed on the plaza floor in such a way as to engender a large scale
playing of various board games, such as chess, checkers, backgammon, etc., by park
visitors in the plaza. Since the mural ground game was never more than a proposal, the
type of game and exactly how it would have animated St. Patrick’s remains mere
speculation. However, the fact that it was not funded, and therefore not articulated in
space, surely did not help to animate this, by the early 90s, decaying public property.
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since the park’s inception. Male ailanthus trees tend to be frowned upon by urban
foresters, since their flowers emit a strong odor redolent of cat urine. Consequently,
cities regularly remove these trees from parks and public rights-of-way. This particular
ailanthus, however, was female and therefore inoffensive. In Denver’s rarified
atmosphere, this mature ailanthus provided welcomed shade from the intense summer
sun. The City actually ignored repeated requests by a neighborhood landscape architect
to not remove the tree. Predictably, the area behind the bulletin board where the tree
once stood and the bulletin board itself now see less use than before the tree’s removal.
By all accounts of the interim 11 years and my frequent observation, it is rarely used and
therefore decidedly not public, at least if we insist that the production of public space
requires people.

Image 6 St. Patrick’s Park’s Unused Bulletin Board—note intricate iron work — Photo by
Author
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Discussion
The Peace Garden: Cultural Sustainability

Figure 5 The Production of Public Space on Private Property

In 2012, the Peace Garden provides a small, but not insignificant, bulwark
against ethno-racial neighborhood change in North Denver. As we have seen, this
actively acculturated space sustains Latino culture by providing a living link between
Chicanos living in North Denver and the Aztec roots of their culture. Whether it is
through working the soil while working out the allegorical significance of the three
sisters to Mexica culture or completing one’s soul through the season-long process of
cultivating then roasting chili peppers, the garden connects people to their culture.
Furthermore, the design of the entrance as a spatial homage to the Aztec ball court
combined with the incorporation of an Aztec herb garden and a warrior-butterfly
garden into the spatial program deftly use landscape and design elements to further
concretize such cultural connections. Finally, the many cultural events and holidays
celebrated at the garden root in celebrations of culture.
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When cultural practices do not need to be practiced in the privacy of homes,
churches, or even as part of an online community, when they can be publicly presented
to, and interact with other cultures, they have a chance to evolve. Remember cultural
sustainability is the evolution of culture not its preservation. Museums catalogue and
preserve cultures; public spaces posses the capacity to cultivate them. Referring to
Figure 5 above, notice there are no red arrows. As I model it, red arrows indicate how,
through structure, appropriation or the rights-rift, spatial production can be
undermined. In the Peace Garden, cultural norms are expressed through spatial
regulations and manifest as diverse space, as public practice. Because many cultures—
Chicano, gardening, foodie, and so forth—interact within the garden it is a diverse
space and consequently the only truly diverse public space I encountered during my
fieldwork. As I develop in subsequent chapters, other production processes produce
enclavic spaces—livable or barrio spaces.
During my time in the field, I made a point to find out where both longtime
Northsiders and residents new to Highland felt the North Denver’s public spaces were
located. Most everyone mentioned the neighborhood’s larger parks such as Hirshorn or
Highland Park and the linear system of parks including Confluence Park and Commons
Park in LoDo. Many people mentioned quasi-public spaces such as the Gallop Café,
the local coffee shop at the corner of Zuni and West 32nd Avenue, or the Little Man Ice
Cream stand located in the former Olinger Mortuary’s courtyard. A substantial number
of Latino residents mentioned the Peace Garden, which, considering its role in
sustaining Chicano Culture in North Denver, is unsurprising. However, a handful of
newcomers mentioned the Peace Garden, referring to it as a “special place” or a
“hidden treasure.” Interesting here, and the antipode of the cultural spaces we will
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explore in the next chapter, is that the Peace Garden is not a site of flâneurie, not a place
where people go to surreptitiously gaze at cultural practices foreign to their own.
Entering the peace garden, for me, and for other people I have spoken to about the
garden, is an experience that requires engaged human presence. We come to
understand the sanctity of the space while contemplating the expansive mural as well as
the minute expressions of love and loss rendered on the hand-painted tiles.
St. Patrick’s Park: Park Programming and Public Anomie

Figure 6 St. Patrick's Park and the Production of Livability

As depicted in Figure 6 above, both structure—the redesign of the park—and
the rights-rift—if we agree that access to safe play is indeed a right—contributed to
changing St. Patrick’s Park from a space important to and well-used by the Latino
community into a visual amenity. Put another way, this reprogramming changed St.
Patrick’s Park from a space used by long-timers to practice their culture into component
of Highland’s livability now adopted by real estate brokers rather than residents.
According to Marty Roberts, who still lives two doors down from St. Patrick’s Park and
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Steve Wagley, who also lives in North Denver, as soon as the park was redesigned, its
use by neighborhood residents decreased precipitously. This is important. Recall that
according to the 2000 Census, Highland’s demographics had not yet shifted from
Hispanic to Non-Hispanic. In other words, middle-class newcomers had not yet
displaced the Latino residents who previously used the park; rather they were dislocated
from public property by fundamental changes in the design of the park. Both Roberts
and Wagley insist that the reason the park saw a drop in use was the fact that the playset was boring to all but toddlers and children with disabilities. Therefore, parents
stopped taking kids there to play; kids stopped playing without direct parental
supervision. According to Roberts, before the redesign neighborhood kids knew there
would usually be someone there to play with, so they just came and played, “often
loudly,” she remarked. Furthermore, the poorly placed light fixture made spontaneous
games like catch and soccer more difficult.
Before the design changes, St. Patrick’s Park was a highly active space.
DEFEND protests took place on the park’s plaza; many residents learned of
neighborhood cultural and political events and concerts and even deals offered at local
restaurants simply by walking by the park in order to read the bulletin board. For many
Latinos, it was the placita—little place—or the zócalo—social place—in which they
would congregate and trade community gossip after church. In many ways, this tiny
park was an archetypical diverse public space, a space in which many things were
happening, from political to social, from cultural to economic. In containing such
diversity, it sustained Latino culture in this corner of Highland. Today, it is bereft of
activity. However, some newcomers commented that they make sure to walk by the
“cute park” with their dogs to the Railyard Dog Park just over the 20th Street Viaduct or
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with their kids to Confluence Park across the Highland Pedestrian Bridge. Interestingly,
St. Patrick’s Park changed from a diverse public space to an aesthetic amenity. As such,
one would not be surprised to find it mentioned in a real estate brochure highlighting
Highland’s livability. Ironically, longtime residents produced a public space and
newcomers benefit from the park’s current status as a pleasant, visual amenity.
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SIX: ZÓCALO VERSUS LIVABILITY
For many minorities public space is something predictable
that has been consecrated
by the community as a place where they can be themselves
(Former Our Lady of Guadalupe Pastor Jose Lara)
It is important to recognize that public spaces take many different forms,
the more visible and documented space of the mall or town square, the park or piazza,
though important, are only part of the story (Watson, 2006, p. 170)

Walking the streets and exploring the alleys of Highland, it became apparent to
me that there is a manifest difference between how Latino long-timers and middle-class
newcomers use the significant amount of space dedicated to public right-of-way. In
fact, the streets, alleys, and sidewalks—the often considered merely connective spaces—
comprise a significant portion of a neighborhood publicly accessible space, and
consequently a considerable portion of its livable space (Appleyard, 1981; Borchert,
1980; Martin, 2002; Wolch et al., 2010). Latino parents tend to gather on front porches
while their children play on the sidewalks and in the streets. White folks tend to walk
through the neighborhood, often with a dog leash in one hand and a baby carriage in
the other. Middle-class parents walk or drive their children to playgrounds. Yards and
sidewalks fronting the homes of Latino residents tend to be strewn with toys—I even
noted a communal street corner basketball hoop in a Latino section of Highland.
Walking down gentrified blocks, I noted manicured lawns and clean sidewalks bereft of
signs of children. Walking through alleys coursing their way through long-timer blocks,
I frequently stumbled upon artistically rendered street art. In socioeconomically and
ethno-racially mixed sections, such graffiti would soon disappear under a coat of white
paint applied by the Metro Area Graffiti Task Force. In solidly Latino sections, such art
remained in place throughout my fieldwork. What became clear was that while white
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folks travel through the public right-of-way, Latinos use it as an extension of front and
back yards, as play-space and as space for artistic expression and the appreciation of the
colorful statements made by street artists.
Much of the literature on gentrification that touches on public space makes
mention of how conflicts over housing—the conflict which undergirds the academic
definition of gentrification—manifest in public space as battles over neighborhood
micro-geographies. In efforts to clean up the streets, urban pioneers call the police to
cruise by groups of black men socializing on a Harlem corner (Freeman, 2006). Black
middle-class gentrifiers moving into predominantly Black neighborhoods learn to bring
a radio out to the front stoop instead of listening to music in private (Pattillo, 2007).
Puerto Rican youth living in Chicago’s Logan Square neighborhood learn to accept
being targeted and harassed by police as they walk down sidewalks, drive to work, or
hang out in parks, as part of the new social order brought about by the increased real
estate interest in this erstwhile barrio (Pérez, 2004). My research revealed many similar
incidents. Men who used to work on their cars in the streets in front of their homes or
in the alleys abutting their back yards—a public action wrought with masculine boasting
and public performance of identity—started doing their work in garages, “to avoid the
hassle with the neighbors.” During Denver’s oil-shale bust recession, some of these
men would supplement their income by changing oil, tuning up engines, replacing
brakes, and even doing bodywork in unlicensed back alley mechanic shops. By the early
2000s, each of these back-alley auto shops had been closed down by the City, alerted to
their presence by new neighbors unhappy with the noise and smells they produced.
Such mechanisms were also afoot in social displays of culture. For example,
after members of the mainstream middle-class started moving in to Highland, Latinos
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gathering in the Scottish Plaza parking lot socializing after church, at their placita—little
place, their zócalo—social center—found they increasingly needed to explain their
“loitering” to Denver police officers. During the mid-1990s, Highland’s streets had a
Jekyll and Hyde quality; filled with playing kids by day, they often staged gang fights by
night. Though there is an obvious difference between play and crime, as middle-class
folks started moving in, the police were called to deal with both public practices. One
long-timer put it best, asking “who calls the cops in on kids playing on the sidewalk?”
Though of interest to gentrification scholars and points of passionate contention
for many of my informants, it proved difficult to locate the sources of this type of
articulation of public space from stories and anecdotes such as these. Yes, the everyday
public life, la vida pública, of Latinos was being displaced by more private notions of
recreation, of play, and of legitimate work. Yes, there are definitely mechanisms,
marked by profound cultural differences, undergirding such conflicts over the
publicness of public rights-of-way. But I, like Freeman, like Patillo, like Peréz, only
seem to have collected disconnected stories of a generalized disenfranchisement felt by
long-timers as they experience the profound socioeconomic changes neighborhood
gentrification engenders.
There was a story here; I just couldn’t seem to articulate it. Finally, after
reviewing original field notes, scanning photographs, rereading un-coded interview
transcripts, and, importantly, reengaging with the gentrification literature, I noticed a
pattern. Needing to widen my purview from the everyday while remaining focused on
the public right-of-way, I stumbled into the obvious, twice. First, instead of
concentrating on the exoteric, quotidian ways residents of Highland use the public
right-of-way, I honed in on the organized and temporary appropriations of sections of
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the street network for events. Second, I considered public space not as a zone of
conflict, but in terms of the urbane diversity lauded by scholars like Richard Sennett,
Margaret Crawford, Lyn Lofland, and Ash Amin.
Diversity proved an effective wedge. What does diversity look like in publicly
accessible space? Whose diversity? Who benefits and who loses from diverse public
space? Thus repositioned, I was able to distill the following pattern, which weaves this
chapter into a cohesive whole. Latinos congregate in placitas, in zócalos, which are
often located in the public right-of-way, on streets, and along sidewalks. On the other
hand, middle-class folks move along public thoroughfares between amenities. Concisely
stated this chapter’s core argument is as follows. For Latinos, both informal gatherings
like placitas after church as well as sanctioned church bazaars coalesce culture, making it
okay for long-timers to feel comfortable congregating on public property. Newcomers,
on the other hand, tend to move through instead of occupy publicly accessible spaces.
For members of the middle-class “cultural” events like these, as well as farmers markets
and holiday parades, serve as amenities, legitimizing the authenticity of urban living.
This profound dissonance is articulated by newcomers, who benefit both socially,
recreationally, and economically—through rising property values—from Highland’s
diverse and urbanely hip environment. Conversely, long-timers see public events that
once cohered their culture into a comprehensible whole, diluted by the diversity
brought about by middle-class flâneurs. What is more, events organized by members of
the middle-class, like farmers markets, Halloween Haunts, and notably the LoHi White
Tablecloth Dinner, which took place on September 13, 2011, concomitantly parade
mainstream middle-class culture and suppress Latino ways of occupying the right-ofway.
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Image 7 The LoHi White Tablecloth Dinner 2011 – Photo by Author

Engaged newcomers told me of their frustration with the lack of interaction
between members of the in-moving middle class and Highland’s Latino long-timers.
Many puzzled as to how to build bridges, a sense of community, between middle- and
upper-class newcomers and the longtime, middle- and working-class Latino contingent
of the neighborhood. Envisioned as “the whole community coming together for this
beautiful dinner on a lovely summer evening,” as one of its organizers shared with me,
the LoHi White Tablecloth Dinner was intended to use a meal shared in common space
to build common ground for the entire neighborhood. Moreover, the event appealed to
a middle-class predisposition towards environmental stewardship. As such, no paper
plates or disposable utensils were allowed. The invitation to the LoHi Community
Block Party White Tablecloth Dinner asked that each attendee to bring “dinner and
drinks for your family, a dessert to share, plates cups, utensils, and a family candle.”
This way the dinner would feature different candles lighting the faces of diverse people
at the table.
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Figure 7 Temporary Events and the Production of Livability

As represented in Figure 7, in terms of producing neighborhood livability for
newcomers the event was a success. Succinctly put, the norms of culturally dominant
middle-class were easily transmuted through the permitting process into an anticipated
and temporally delimited experience. Since the right to practice one’s culture was easily
facilitated through the permitting processes, no rights-rift existed. No police discipline,
design element, or clunky bureaucratic logic prevented this assertive space from
manifesting in publicly accessible space. In this manner a component of middle-class
livability was produced. The night was beautiful; all enjoyed the food and the company,
and the setting was unique—a white tablecloth stretching down a stately street in the
historic Potter Highlands. Of note, this event not only publicized newcomer culture it
was generally ill-thought of by long-timers who tend to disassociate themselves from
anything to do with the LoHi nickname and generally thought of the event as “too
fancy” or “too sophisticated.” In effect, the LoHi White Tablecloth Dinner
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undergirded the public solidarity of newcomers while contributing to the public anomie
experienced by Highland’s Latino population.
The Diversity Paradox
There seems to be a disconnect in the literature between Father José Lara’s
description of the need for those on society’s margins for a consecrated, predictable
space in which they can be themselves and a notion held widely in the academy that
“diversity is good for us” (Lofland, 1998). Urbanists of all ilk and politics laud
diversity. Why the paradox? Advocating for urban diversity, breaking down the walls
of urban fortresses, shattering the glass ceiling, ameliorating concentrated poverty,
writing policies like Moving to Opportunity and Empowerment Zones, planning for
commercially and residentially mixed-use neighborhoods all form the leading edge of
scholarly and practical efforts to countervail racist regimes of urban policy and urban
land economics that concentrated minorities in ghettos and barrios of abject poverty in
the first place. What is wrong with attending to the injustices inherent in social
balkanization? If socioeconomic isolation is bad, isn’t social and economic
diversification good? Ultimately, the paradox remains. Perhaps introducing diversity to
homogeneous neighborhoods is, in effect, gentrification by stealth (Bridge, Butler, & Lees,
2012)?
Generally speaking, diversity is the vital ingredient of the greatest of all human
artifacts, the city, whether in economic (Jacobs, 1969), socio-cultural (Sennett, 1990), or
political (I. Young, 1990) terms. Cities collect and focus human effort. Without the
synergistic capacities of large, dense, and diverse human settlements human knowledge,
whether scientific, practical, theoretical, or even theological, could not have advanced
(Soja, 2008). Moreover, one remarkable attribute of cities is public space. Throughout
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recorded history public spaces have been where commerce, culture, and politics take
place. Absolutely central to consider is that public space cannot, in fact, be public if it
is not to some degree diverse, whether in terms of age, or gender, ethnicity,
socioeconomic class, or in terms of the spatial practices occurring therein.
Many gentrifiers, especially social preservationists (Brown-Saracino, 2009a), attend
and participate in cultural fairs and festivals, enthuse over street art and authentic
streetscapes, and decry the encroachment of corporate consumerist culture. Not only
do such gentrifiers seek out and move into diverse neighborhoods, their very
presence—a presence marked by socioeconomic and ethno-racial difference—increases
the diversity of its social landscape. Most of the newcomers I interviewed used terms
like “cross-pollination” and “cultural exchange” to legitimate their presence in the
diverse social landscape of North Denver. In a word, cultural diversity matters to many
newcomers and they do what they can to maintain and even increase it.
Referring to large city parks, Low and colleagues (2005) argue that diversity and
the conflict it often engenders undergirds cultural change, a vital component in cultural
sustainability. Seen this way, we understand that not all conflict is violent or even
counterproductive. In fact, productive conflict between cultures is an integral
component of both cultural evolution (Low et al., 2005) and the democratic process
(Harvey, 2009). An important benefit of diversity, then, is the sustaining of a
multiplicity of cultures in terms of one another and in terms of themselves. Ulf
Hannerz (1996) identifies seven arguments for diversity: (1) the moral right to one’s
culture and the identity it reproduces; (2) the ecological advantage of different
orientations and ways of being in the world; (3) diverse populations are less likely to
succumb to political and economic domination by elites and are better able to
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counteract relations of dependency; (4) in an aesthetic sense, there is an inherent
pleasure with learning about and experiencing different world views; (5) confrontation
between cultures has great potential for producing new cultural processes; (6) difference
is a source of creativity; and finally, (7) diversity is an often untapped fund of
knowledge about ways of going about things, sharing resources, resolving conflicts, and
so forth. To this list Low and colleagues add expanded citizenship, which implies a
greater involvement of all residents and workers in the governance of their
neighborhoods and workplaces, respectfully (Low et al., 2005).
So, it seems that cultural diversity results in more democratic processes and
practices and more peaceful relationships between people in public space. Newcomers
to Highland have, on many fronts, attempted to increase the diversity of public space
and institutions by inserting themselves into these spaces, not only as spectators and
participants, but also as organizers. For example, Highland Neighbors United Inc.
(HUNI) Highland’s current registered neighborhood organization, publishes its
newsletter in English and Spanish, reaches out to the Latino community by participating
in fund-raising church bazaars, and through events like the HUNI Farmers Market, the
White Table Cloth Dinner, and even a First Sunday Stroll.17 HUNI tries to publicize its
presence in the neighborhood, all in the effort to increase the diversity of neighborhood
organizations and proliferate the ethno-racial and socioeconomic diversity of everyday
17

The First Sunday Stroll, intended to take place on the first Sunday of every Spring,
Summer and Fall month, was intended to get as many people out walking the streets of
Highland as possible, meeting and chatting with neighbors, introducing children to
potential playmates, and importantly mixing Latinos and whites on the same streets at
the same time doing the same thing. Understanding the tension that their presence in
Highland was causing with longtime residents, its organizers puzzled as to how to come
together and have some interaction. By all accounts, this monthly event, which started
and ended in the summer of 2010, was a failure. Not many people showed up; those
that did simply sat on their front porches waiting for people to walk by; and no longtimer Latinos took part.
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public spaces. If these events have increased the public diversity in Highland, they have
done so in one direction. They have made long-timer Latino events more diverse.
Church events often marked by heart-felt episodes of religiosity, become sites of
spectacle. Neighborhood streets once animated by the daily noise of children playing,
parents gossiping, and teens courting, become the setting for a white-clothed table
stretching the down the middle of Bryant Street for the length of an entire block
between West 32nd and West 33rd Avenues.
Using a more topical and appropriate term, the geographer Loretta Lees claims
that gentrification does not cause social mixing (Lees, 2008). Here, social mixing refers
to efforts by policy makers, planners, developers, and community activists to diversify
homogeneous neighborhoods (Bridge et al., 2012). Social mixing, through mixed-use
zoning, Section 8 housing policy, and mandating mixed-income housing during the
approval of urban development projects, should result in diversity. However, longtime
residents and gentrifiers move in different spaces (Lees, 2008). They work at different
jobs in different economic sectors and in different locations. They often use different
modes of transportation. Any decent market researcher knows they eat in different
restaurants and shop in different stores. Therefore gentrification, which, at least in its
early stages mixes different people occupying different classes, races, and ethnicities in
neighborhoods, has little chance of increasing social mixing, of working toward cultural
diversity. What is more, in their social lives, gentrifiers seek out people with similar
cultural and political values attuned to what inner-city life has to offer (Butler, 1997).
Lees argues that social mixing polices fail to demonstrate how mixing diverse cultures is
to be achieved (Lees, 2008). Furthermore, she insists the claim that an upturn in social
mixing increases social capital and social cohesion of inner-city communities, remains
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wholly unsubstantiated (ibid). Inching toward the focus of my inquiry, Cheshire (2006)
suggests that efforts to improve social equity would be more effective if directed at the
people themselves rather than moving people around to mix neighborhoods. I
concentrate on ethno-racial mixing in public space.
Diversity and social mixing are vital to urbanity. Democratic governance
presupposes a diverse public that remains civil in debating its collective future. In fact,
without civility towards diversity, urban life would likely decay into a Hobbesian
nightmare of eternal conflict. So cities, diversity, and tolerance seem to be linked in
important ways (Lofland, 1998). Engaging in public, non-intimate, non-communal
relationships teaches us how to accept difference in others just as others accept our
differences. Dealing with diversity teaches us that we do not need to share common
bonds to share common ground. On grand and humble levels diversity underpins
tolerance. Sennett writes, “the ethics of difference, the moral exposure to others, the
creative act of disorientation recall the experience of sympathy, as it was championed in
the Enlightenment” (Sennett, 1990, p. 226).
Absolutely vital to understand when thinking about diversity in terms of innercity neighborhoods, is that they are often incredibly diverse in terms of age, gender, and
activity; however, they tend to be uniform in terms of residents’ position in the
economy, and importantly, in terms of ethno-racial composition. David Diaz (2005)
writes that on weekends and warm evenings, “…barrios are a social kaleidoscope of
mini-festivals and celebrations” (p. 145). As my time in the field revealed, densely
populated housing leads to a copious use of the interstitial space of the public right-ofway for unstructured play, socializing, and sports. Longtime Latino residents shared
many stories of the “crazy places” that marked their barrio. During the 80s and 90s on
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weekends, four blocks on West 32nd Avenue between Zuni and Clay streets would
transform in to a cultural carnival, replete with aromas of burritos con carne asada and tacos
con chicharrón and deep-fried gorditas; with grandmas buying food for family gatherings at
the back doors of taquerías; where gangsters, who protected the neighborhood and
therefore earned its residents’ respect, showed off their stuff in “tricked-out” Mercedes.
Teenagers often courted and socialized along sidewalks. Street musicians played
mariachi standards. Children played. Parents gossiped. Lovers quarreled. Today, this
type of wildly diverse public space is concentrated six blocks north on West 38th
Avenue, particularly around Chubby’s, the archetypal local taquería replete with “all
sorts of people doing all sorts of things,” explains a Latina long-time North Denver
resident. Important to consider here is that diversity is defined not ethno-racially or
socioeconomically but through age, gender, and activity. Essentially, during such
kaleidoscopic events, Latino culture envelops publicly accessible space—physically,
aurally, visually, and aromatically—spilling from manifold public practices, each
deriving from the same culture. Recall how in the 1980s Marshal Gourley’s Stations of
the Cross Masses spilled from the church into the neighborhood. From time to time,
Aztec dancing festivals, due to enormous drums and the shells strapped to the dancers’
ankles, temporarily yet with a perseverating rhythm, shape the sonic qualities of the
neighborhood’s character.
Members of the middle-class, on the other hand, tend to delimit their public
experience. Events are things one goes to, that one finds. One Highland newcomer
said in amazement, how “Mexican events seem to always be bursting at the seams. For
example, we went to the Guadalupe bazaar this summer. We thought it was going to be
at the church. They took over blocks and blocks of the neighborhood. It was great to
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see all that culture, everywhere.” Though he was excited to see the expansive nature of
this cultural event, the surprise in his voice aligned with other informants, who were not
all together pleased to find that cultural events expand from spatial and temporal
boundaries. Some newcomers incline to take a tourist view of events in their
neighborhood. Familiar with other cultures through travel, they tend to be interested in
checking attending experiences off of some kind of “been there done that list”
(Chambers, 2000), adopting an interested, yet disengaged tourist gaze (Urry, 2002) while
visiting discrete cultural events. For the most part, they tend to have an entirely
different opinion of cultural events outside their front door. To many newcomers,
culture is something one travels to, even if it’s just up the street, to see, to experience.
It is not necessarily something one wants to live with day in and day out, on the front
stoop.
There is an obvious dissonance here between mainstream middle-class and
Latino concepts of practicing culture. A middle-class Latina informant, who grew up
and still lives in North Denver, counterpoises the distanced tourist gaze of many
newcomers with the concept called zócalo. She uses the term in the abstract sense, not
to refer to the Plaza de la Constitution in Mexico City. To her and to her community
zócalo is the diverse public space lauded in the literature. To her:
It’s logical, it’s linear, it has history, and it has nature. It’s not just a place, it’s a state
of mind, the community’s mind. It’s where everything happens; it’s where weddings
happen; it can be a park, a plaza, or a market; it’s where quince años	
  h appens; it’s where
the locals fight, because they’re out of the bar; it’s where the grandma goes to see the
new babies in the neighborhood. I believe that some of these cultural traits are innate.
You don’t have to be told, ‘do this,’ you just know. These traits are very tangible
meanings to survive by.

In the following quote another long-timer points out the difference between Latino
concepts of public space and those of the mainstream middle class. In a word, whereas
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Latinos welcome and rely upon diversity in public space, members of the American
middle-class tend to be comfortable in predictable, regulated spaces. To him:
Unlike with yuppies, in our community to see large groups hanging out in the street, in
public areas, is totally normal. It goes back, it’s part of our history. I mean, if you go
to any Mexican town, there’s plazas on every corner man! People really like that; they
need it. But here in the United States, it’s totally different. You don’t have the same
spaces. If you do, they’re very restricted. They’re not even functional! Just look at a
plaza versus a park. A park has grass, right? A plaza, even though it might have parkareas, it’s got lots of seating. It has vendors, it encourages small business…you can sell
anything you want, see lots of people; you know what I mean? It can be used in
religious ways, in community ways, all kinds of ways.

These quotes encapsulate what diversity means to Latinos in North Denver.
Diverse spaces are ephemeral; they are everywhere and nowhere. They stage important
cultural events, like weddings and girls’ fifteenth birthday parties—Quince Años. They
are also part and parcel of the quotidian everyday. They can be both violent and tender
spaces. Importantly, they constitute both than a habitus (Bourdieu, 1977), and a means
of survival. Such spaces, whether grounding a festival or daily interaction rituals that
reproduce culture, nurture not only a Latino way of being in the world (c.f. Richardson,
1982), but also provide a means of coping with the rampant, blatant, and unending
discrimination they face in the greater world. Diverse they are; socio-economically and
ethno-racially diverse they are not.
The practice of culture has self-sustaining qualities. It is the unquestioned ways
of being in the world, of solving problems, of interpreting and reacting to various
environments both noxious and saccharine. Practicing a culture in public often
engenders conflicts between cultures occupying the same space. A brief example of such
a conflict in Highland suffices. On September 14, 1997 the Avenida Trente y Dos
Comerciantes y Residentes Union, then under the direction of Arturo Jimenez, hosted the
second fiesta for Mexican Independence day. Arturo Jimenez planned and organized
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the event to be family-oriented; therefore no alcohol was served. In other words, event
organizers did not apply for a temporary liquor license. The focus of the event was
Latino, specifically Mexican culture. As such, the street festival, which stretched four
blocks of West 32nd Avenue between Clay and Zuni Streets, was anchored at each end
by a dance troupe. Aztec dancers arrayed in traditional feathered headdresses festooned
with anklets made of conch shells danced rhythmic war dances to pulsing beats
hammered onto large drums. Further west, at Clay Street, mariachi musicians played
trumpets, violins, and strummed guitars while dancers twirled colorful petticoat skirts.
Venders offered traditional gorditas, tortas, burittos and tacos. The aroma of scorched corn
and wheat tortillas and roasted chili salsas wafted down the street. This small event
expressed the Mestizo component of Aztlan; it publicly presented the diverse elements
of Mexican culture, defined by its Aztec roots as much as it is by centuries of
oppression and manipulation by the colonizing Spanish. However, not all Highland
residents were taken with this public display of cultural history. Many white neighbors
openly boycotted the festival, asking why Mexican Independence Day should be
celebrated in the USA. Brought to the brink by the weekly, “crazy” zócalo, literally
taking place along the same mixed-use, residential and commercial street, one family even
barricaded themselves behind a makeshift fence and covered their stone wall with dog
feces (Hunt, 1999), an act that can be considered do-it-yourself sadistic urbanism (c.f.
Davis, 1992).
Fifteen, perhaps twenty, years after the first urban pioneers began to move into
and renovate the many inexpensive Victorians and Denver Squares in Highland, there
are no such public festivals other than church bazaars and permitted events in North
Denver parks. By 1997, conflicts were playing out in public space between mainstream
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middle-class and Latino ways of being in public and ways of practicing a public culture.
Newcomers fought this festival’s permitting process, arguing, “We live here too.” By
1998, the festival had been cancelled entirely, due the size of the event, large crowds,
and the public safety issues raised by newcomers. Planned Latino cultural events
moved back to Highland’s Our Lady of Guadalupe Church. Unplanned after-church
placitas and promenades moved a couple of blocks south to the Scottish Plaza, located at
Caithness and Zuni Streets, where participants would soon have to explain their
“loitering” to police. This forced migration goes toward answering my research
question, by revealing that, indeed, dominant classes articulate public space in order to
change neighborhoods.
Put succinctly, a livable neighborhood and who is doing the “living” are
inextricably linked. In the current knowledge-based economy, livability is conceived of
and planned for in terms of building neighborhoods capable of harmoniously
supporting a blend of incomes, cultures, age groups, and lifestyles (Lees, 2008). Richard
Florida (2004), argues that cities should implement housing and economic development
polices to entice the creative class—artists, software engineers, biotech scientists, and so
forth—to move to distressed communities and add their diverse sets of social and
economic capital to processes of its revitalization. Circling, we have arrived back at the
diversity argument. Diverse peoples bring music, food, cultural systems, and religious
expressions together (Anthony, 2008). It matters, though, where we find diversity.
When it occupies the public right-of-way, forcing alternate routes through one’s
neighborhood, when it is too loud and too colorful and too close to home, diversity is
derided.
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The mainstream middle-class ideal of residential contentment simply does not
comport with the loud and extemporaneously public practice of Latino culture.
Members of the middle-class may appreciate culture; however they seem to prefer it
when it is spatially and temporally packaged. That is, Highland newcomers travel to
experience culture; they do not appreciate it to the same extent if it is practiced on their
street.
Since the City of Denver does not regulate the public right-of-way to offset or
redirect neighborhood change pressure, I feel what we are seeing is an interesting
movement from public to enclavic space by ethno-racial minorities as public property is
more often used by socially and economically dominant classes. In the process,
Highland is becoming less diverse, fragmented into robustly entrenched, economically
viable gentrified areas, and splintered into tenuously positioned ethnic enclaves.
Perhaps by finding ways to manage the public right-of-way in such ways as to have it
serve as a fuzzy boundary (I. Young, 1990) between disparate cultures, rather than to
serve a dominant culture, cities could allow cross-pollination between cultures,
ultimately sustaining them both. Better aware of what diversity does, community
organizers, neighborhood planners, and urban designers could work toward the
revitalization of distressed neighborhoods without dislocating long-timer cultures from
their public practices.
In the next section of this chapter I take a close look at two separate micro
geographies in Highland. Each geography is anchored by a permanent institution;
however, each space I consider is ephemeral, lasting at most a weekend, often just a few
hours at a time. I deconstruct the public practices and cultural norms of temporary
events sited at the Our Lady of Guadalupe Church and at the Little Man Ice Cream
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stand in the former Olinger Mortuary complex. As Bourdieu reminds us the practice of
culture knits together structure and action, meaning and material conditions, rendering
abstract systems of norms concrete in everyday life (Bourdieu, 1977). Different sets of
concretized norms expressed in the same space work to define the diversity lauded in
public space literature. However, socioeconomically dominant cultures tend to
foreground the authenticity of their ways of being in the world while subordinating
marginal notions of authentic practice as strange, as Other, as exotic. This is one of the
subtle ways that temporary space is articulated to change neighborhoods. Dominant
public practices normalize dominant culture while eroticizing peripheral cultures.
Because each of the temporary spaces are just that, temporary, and considering that
Denver’s permitting process for closing streets is relatively straightforward and
streamlined, I focus only limited attention on the spatial regulations. Instead, I show
how public space is articulated through cultural norms. Better, I show how conflicts
between different cultures manifest in temporary spaces, and how, mostly
unintentionally, practicing a public culture or seeking diverse experiences in publicly
accessible space serve as mechanisms of neighborhood change. It remains important to
recognize that diversity, though a vital if not the most important condition of public
space, is only part of the story; the type of diversity matters a great deal.
Cultural Norms and Public Practice
Our Lady of Guadalupe
Tucked into the upper east corner of Highland, bounded by West 38th Avenue to
the north and the inward curving elbow of Interstate 25 to the east, nestled in the
shadow of the highway’s noise wall sits Our Lady of Guadalupe Church (see Maps 1 -5).
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The interstate curves into the neighborhood just north of the church and carves a
diagonal path for four further blocks south, effectively disconnecting Our Lady of
Guadalupe and its surrounding housing stock from the rest of Highland. Compellingly,
this infrastructural incursion often isolates this section of the neighborhood from the
mental maps of newcomers. Many of my informants shared stories of stumbling across
this unexpectedly quaint church while wandering through their new neighborhood. For
them, finding this unexpected concentration of culture, an enchanting surprise for
many, legitimates their decision to move to an inner-city neighborhood. On the other
hand, for the longtime residents, particularly the Mexicanos, it is a place they can be
comfortable practicing their culture in public. On summer weekends vendors take
advantage of this isolation by setting up ostensibly unlicensed taco stands serving the
many hundreds of Mexicanos and Chicanos attending one of the 12 weekend masses
held at this popular church. Vendors serving visitors to large events like Ceremonia
Tonantzin, however, legally ply their trade.

Image 8 Barrio Space—Ceremonia Tonantzin 2011 – Photo by Author

Though it was a chilly December day, throngs of people filled Kalamath Street
as I walked toward the primal sound of drums driving Aztec dancers. I arrived at the
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Ceremonia Tonantzin between Aztec dance routines. Consequently, many feather crownfestooned dancers were walking to their cars to rest and to spend time with their
families after the gruelingly long performances. Just past the dancers in the parking lot
behind the church, the street fair begins. The diversity of the crowd is profound in
terms of age, gender, and even ethnicity. The one commonality is the sound of Spanish
being spoken. Nonetheless, there were infants, teenagers, young couples, and middleaged people, parents, and grandparents. Some attendees of the ceremony wore cowboy
hats and shiny belt buckles, a clear indication of their Mexicano status; a few Chicanos
presented themselves in fedoras and ray-bans.

Image 9 Aztec Dancers Performing at Ceremonia Tonantzin 2011 – Photo by Author

The Ceremonia Tonantzin is yet another example of Mestizo public practice.
Recall Mestizo implies of mixed Spanish and Native American heritage. This ceremony
implies a mixture; it is a product of the combination of Aztec and European cultures.
The relatively quick Spanish military conquest of the Aztecs was followed by centuries
of cultural assimilation. In Mexico, Catholic priests were able to slowly convert Native
Americans to Christianity by incorporating the Aztec religious pantheon with the
Roman Catholic saints and allowing the continuation of Aztec religious practices as long
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as Catholic saints were substituted for Aztec gods in celebrations, poems, and songs. In
this manner, the Aztec Goddess Tonantzin, goddess of sustenance or simply Mother
Earth, was syncretized18 and Christianized as Our Lady of Guadalupe. Even today, the
iconic image of Our Lady of Guadalupe undergirds the practice of the ceremony
celebrating the Aztec Goddess Tonantzin.

Image 10 Our Lady of Guadalupe Bazaar 2011 – Photo by Author

The annual fund-raising bazaar at Out Lady of Guadalupe, traditionally held in
late July, showcases the diversity inherent in Latino Culture (Image 10). The live music
is a cornucopia ranging from Mariachi standards played by well-groomed musicians in
traditional sequined white suits replete with wide-brimmed sombreros, to folk music
played by men and women in traditional, colorful ponchos, to rap and hip-hop
performed by MCs wearing baggy jeans and baseball caps. The attendees, each
presenting themselves in public (c.f. Goffman, 1959), showcase the breadth of Latino
fashion including: urban hip, gangster-seeming cholos; the fedora-wearing pachucos
acknowledging their zoot-suit heritage; Mexicanos wearing cowboy hats and spitpolished cowboy boots; and Latinos dressed according to the fashion norms of the
18

The combination of different beliefs, often while melding practices of various schools
of thought
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American middle-class. In this space, grandmothers see new babies; teens flirt; old
friends catch up; old enemies argue. As one young Latina informant succinctly stated
pointing to the diverse scene, “This is our culture!” Within this culture, we find conflict,
specifically between the conservative Mexicanos, many of whom, nervous about their
immigration status, tend to shy away from agitating for their housing and worker rights,
and the Chicanos, who tend to align with the vociferous political left. There also exists
a schism between Spanish-speaking Mexicanos who raise large families and Chicanos
who often do not speak Spanish and, being acculturated to the American ideal of the
nuclear family, tend to come from and subsequently raise small families.
For Latinos, experiencing the diversity of events such as church bazaars,
Ceremonia Tonantzin, and el Dia de los Muertos—the day of the dead ones, reproduces their
culture; it is a way that maps of meaning are passed between generations, sustaining
linguistic, ritualistic, and religious elements of their collective habitus, their shared
means of survival. For newcomers stumbling upon these events, the experience of
culture is entirely different. Such experiences amount to magical voyeuristic moments.
One middle-class Highland newcomer mentioned that while just strolling along the
streets in the northeastern corner of the neighborhood she ran into “this street fair.”
She continued, “I felt like something magical happened, like I was in a dream.” Other
newcomers used phrases like “it’s like walking back in time” or “it’s like walking down a
street in Mexico” or “all you hear around is Spanish being spoken, it’s definitely a
different type of experience.” For these people, cultural festivals are things one visits,
experiences one has; individually construed, they do not sustain a sense of community.
The authentic practice of culture for newcomers who attended these festivals reassures
them that they indeed moved to a cool, hip, and culturally diverse neighborhood.
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Watching “cute little kids dressed up in traditional Mexican costumes, dancing and
running around” reinforced one couple’s decision to move to Highland. On the other
hand, some Highland newcomers feel cultural events like these that “make you feel like
you live in Mexico” and “blare awful Mariachi music at all hours of the night” should be
expunged from the neighborhood. For some, those not taken with cultural diversity,
events like these show, as one newcomer paradoxically and without a touch of sarcasm
put it, “Mexicans have no respect for the local neighborhood.”
What is vital here is precisely a dissonance in perception of the importance of
the public display of culture. Parading their culture and practicing traditional music and
social rituals is life sustaining for Latinos. Public display is, after all, a fundamental
component of their culture. Conversely, white folks in general and newcomers in
particular tend to experience such displays from a socio-cultural distance as either an
amenity or as a nuisance. Consequently, Latino diversity, since it is external to middleclass notions of public culture, can be easily regulated as depersonalized public
behaviors rather than as human rights, such as the right to practice one’s culture.
Interestingly, the rights-rift need not only manifest between cultural norms and spatial
regulations. Here we see it emerging in conflicts between the cultural norms of
members of the mainstream middle-class and Latinos. Since Latino cultural events do
not sustain middle-class culture they tend to be eliminated, like the after-church placitas,
when police are called to deal with “loitering Mexicans” or, like the cultural fairs along
West 32nd Avenue, by working through the official permitting process. Or, more subtly,
we see it emerge ion the predisposition for white folks to voyeuristically consume
Latino cultural events.
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The Little Man Line
The Little Man Ice Cream stand is an unlikely phenomenon. Though located on
the former loading dock of a repurposed mortuary, it was the public space newcomers
mentioned most frequently when I asked them where they consider public space in
Highland to be located. Its commonly long and slow-moving line, for many Highland
newcomers, is the place to see and be seen on warm summer evenings. Quite a few
factors make this space, though similar in publicness, widely divergent from Our Lady
of Guadalupe. First, the topography changes markedly as we travel southwest from
Our Lady of Guadalupe to Little Man. Though both within one block of the stilldiagonally coursing interstate, whereas Our Lady of Guadalupe sits in the shadow of
noise walls, the Olinger Mortuary sits halfway up the steep bluffs above the highway.
From the church one looks up at a wall; from Little Man, one looks over the highway
straight through to Denver’s downtown skyline.
The success of Little Man belies the fact that the enormous Olinger Mortuary
sign, easily visible from lower downtown Denver, has not been removed (Figure 11).
This success has much to do with the fact that this repurposed building houses three
trendy restaurants, a salon, a coffee shop, a wedding dress boutique, and a yoga studio.
The Olinger redevelopment was the brainchild the real estate developer Paul
Tamburello, who saw potential not only in Highland but also in an abandoned
mortuary. Tamburello leased the first restaurant space to LoLa, a modern coastal
Mexican restaurant that in Tamburello’s words “captures the spirituality of death,” in
2005, shortly before the pedestrian bridge over Interstate 25, connecting the Central
Platte Valley and LoDo, was completed. LoLa owner Jamey Fader, says “I want LoLa
to feel like a Mexican grandmother’s house; when you walk in, it’s modern and hip, with
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a reverence for the sacred.” Linger, the latest restaurant to open in the mortuary
building, also plays off of the building’s rather unsavory history. Linger is, after all,
spelled with one less letter than Olinger. At night the neon blue Olinger sign is lit,
without the O of course.

Image 11 The Olinger Mortuary Building with the Little Man Ice Cream Can – Photo by
Author

For many Highland newcomers, as well as people residing outside the
neighborhood, waiting in the Little Man line, which can stretch halfway up the block,
after enjoying the tableside-prepared guacamole at LoLa or sampling the “world’s street
food-inspired menu” at Linger is the epitome of being in public. “There’s always such
great energy there,” remarked one young white female informant who moved to
Highland in 2010. Paul Tamburello, paying homage to Highland’s, and his own, Italian
heritage, often shows old black and white Italian films in the open space formed in the
L-shape of the Olinger structure. “How could you not be happy with an ice cream and
film under the stars?” remarked one Highland newcomer. Asking people to describe
the Little Man scene I often heard phrases like: “it’s got such a good vibe”; “the energy
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is amazing”; and “so fun and yummy too.” For many newcomers, Little Man anchors
the neighborhood’s social geography. “It serves as a great equalizer” said a visually
impaired women, who had been living in Highland for five years, adding, “who can’t
afford an ice cream cone?” Many people don’t even buy a cone; they just make sure to
walk the dog by on weekend nights to see who’s there, to catch a bit of the of film
being shown, to check out what’s going on.
While newcomers appreciate the Little Man vibe, the presence of Highland’s
Latinos is however noticeably thin. Earlier in this chapter I mentioned HUNI’s attempt
to initiate First Sunday Strolls, an effort to build social bridges between Highland’s
longtime and newcomer residents. Important here, the anchor point of the stroll was
Little Man. As we have seen, the strolls petered out due to lack of success in bridging
this cultural divide by means of strolling and talking together. This is not to say that no
Latinos are to be found in the Little Man line. Middle-class Chicanos are aware of and
enjoy this scene from time to time. According to one young Latino, those at risk of
displacement, working-class Latinos and Mexicanos, simply do not feel comfortable
waiting in line with a bunch of “hipsters and yuppies.”
During my fieldwork, Tamburello was in the process of redesigning the Lshaped open space into a “public” plaza. Essentially, the design does away with the
extant straight wall between the two Olinger buildings, forming instead, in Tamburello’s
words, a “curved, fun, funky wall.” The plaza, taking advantage of the slope of the
bluffs, will be constituted by multi-layers of steps suitable for sitting and will lead to a
stage-like area “which can be used to show movies, for skateboard demonstrations,
nutrition seminars, whatever,” says Tamburello. The other corner will have a kiosk for
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cooking demonstrations, kids selling t-shirts, promoting neighborhood events, and so
forth. Tamburello envisions a space literally bursting at the seams with activity:
My thought is this: I want people all over. There’s going to be people on the rooftop,
in Linger looking down on the plaza, windows open looking onto it. Then there’s the
lower plaza with the kiosk. We’re even looking to do seating for the restaurant on the
roof of this building. I would love to do seating for Little Man on the roof of that
little building where you can just see the tile. The fence will come out, and the whole
thing opens up as a little plaza.

Maintaining control over the plaza, Tamburello plans to institute a minimal fee
structure for groups who want to use the plaza to perform skateboard tricks, play music,
show movies, demonstrate cooking techniques, sell cookbooks, etc. According to
Tamburello, who is highly critical of urban designs that are aesthetically pleasing yet
bereft of people, public space is “animated space”; he envisions tapping into the
community event-like atmosphere of the Little Man line, further animating it into a
destination, for Highland residents and people from well outside North Denver. Of
interest is that while the line may be a “destination,” people standing in it still slowly
move through the right-of-way in order to consume an ice cream cone.
.
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Discussion

Figure 8 The Production of Barrio Enclaves

Following the red lines on Figure 8 we see that the right to practice one’s culture in
North Denver is both structured into barrio enclaves and sometimes, as in the case of
the impromptu placitas after church, Latinos will simply appropriate space to practice
culture. Consequently, both the delimiting of cultural practice into barrio enclaves and
the enforcement of loitering ordinances to clear groups of socializing Latinos from
publicly accessible space work to produce livable neighborhoods. Here middle-class
livability includes an ethnically diverse yet predictable neighborhood. That is, through
the articulation of dominant cultural norms, the assertive spaces of Latino celebrations
become sequestered in tucked-away corners of Highland. Consequently, newcomers
assert their own culture the public right-of-way and experience exotic culture on their
terms, without having to confront it in their everyday lives; in a sense, experiencing
culture becomes a tantamount to a touristic experience.
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As we have seen, temporary use of public property tends to work toward the
public solidarity of newcomers. Paying close attention, we notice that newcomers tend
to consume rather than partake in Latino cultural events. And well-heeled members of
the middle-class tend to articulate their culture for community outreach. To illustrate, a
collective philanthropic spirit undergirded the invitation of food-bank recipients to the
LoHi White Tablecloth Dinner. Inviting the entire neighborhood, including longtime
residents, one HUNI member told me with no apparent irony, “we’re trying to tell
them: it’s your neighborhood too.” As a cohesive bloc, newcomers use public events as
well as their presence at Latino public events as efforts to “be accepted in the
neighborhood,” as a former president of HUNI shared with me. Perhaps seeking
acceptance in their new neighborhood, newcomers are easing their guilt of displacing
long-timers.
Ironically, new Highland residents tend to see their neighborhood as Denver’s
newest “hip, happening place” and want to share this energy with longtime residents.
However, such concerted effort to be accepted in the neighborhood remains, to many
long-timers, reminiscent of the Spanish colonization their ancestors experienced. Just
as newcomers attempt to be accepted in Highland, so too did the Spanish settlers seek
acceptance in the American Southwest and made concerted efforts, frequently invoking
the Catholic Church, to syncretize pagan and Christian practices, to diversify Aztec
culture by mixing in European practices. “It’s odd,” said one former Chicano activist,
“it feels like we’re being colonized, again.” Though terms like revanchist and invasion
appear often in the academic literature on gentrification, my research shows that it is
rarely a violent process. Its mechanisms work more subtly than swords and canons. Its
outcomes are rarely immediate displacement and homelessness. Cultural colonization
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works in slower, more insidious ways. What is more, as I have shown, much of the
process of ethno-racial neighborhood change takes place in publicly accessible space.
Latino culture hangs together, in large measure, through public practice. Interestingly,
middle-class culture coheres by means of planned events, like the LoHi White
Tablecloth Dinner, and by voyeuristically attending Latino public events, thereby
shifting the notion of authenticity from one centered on the reproduction of culture to
one revolving around its commodification. Many Highland newcomers, collectively
intent upon seeking cross-pollination and integration, unintentionally undermine the
public solidarity of long-time residents.
Public anomie is a complex condition. Essentially it distills to a collective state
in which an ethno-racial group no longer feels natural publicly practicing their culture.
It is a suspicion that you and those like you do not belong on public property. I put
forth that this is what we feel when, as tourists in an exotic land, we stumble into an
event to which we do not belong. We simply do not understand the nuance, the reason,
or the expected outcomes of unfamiliar rituals.
It must be regarded as tragic when public anomie becomes a factor in one’s own
neighborhood. Though I did not have the opportunity to track down those who had
been displaced from Highland (c.f. Slater, 2006) or chose to move because North
Denver was seeming less and less like home, many long-timers shared that they were
feeling increasingly out-of-place (c.f. Cresswell, 1996) where they grew up. Through
formal and informal regulation, the public solidarity bolstering zócalo has been
diminished. This happens in two directions: hip flâneurs looking to experience culture,
and urban pioneers decrying “all this Mexican culture on the streets.” Perhaps
community organizers need to pay more heed to what diversity does. Diversity is not
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merely a state; it is a process and therefore has consequences. As we have seen,
diversity can lead to both public anomie and public solidarity. It can result in public
practices that produce spaces to be oneself and spaces to experience other cultures. It
can also be a fuzzy boundary that sustains culture on both sides of the cultural divide.
That is, articulating difference can lead to the cross-pollination many hope for;
however, it can also completely subordinate marginal cultures by objectifying them as
exotic, touristic experiences to be consumed at one’s leisure.
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SEVEN: THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER
No other single public property in North Denver better captures the dynamics
of cultural change than Columbus—aka la Raza—Park. Not only the naming
controversy19 that still underlines a grand importance that belies its small size, but the
specific changes made to its management and programming have also dramatically
affected the trajectories of socioeconomic and ethno-racial change of its contiguous
neighborhoods—Sunnyside and Highland.
Due in no small measure to its significance in the history of North Denver, I
dedicate a major portion of this chapter to la Raza Park.20 Until the removal of the
swimming pool in 1982, this neighborhood park grounded both recreational and
political publicness in North Denver. Though 30 years has passed since it was
effectively reprogrammed from a Chicano cultural and political nexus in North Denver
to visual amenity, this profound change continues to impact these two neighborhoods.
For many of my informants, la Raza defined the Northside; it was a place where people
went to hang out, to flirt, to push social and teenage/adult boundaries, to grow up, to
learn how to be a parent, to learn how to be a grandparent, and to maintain friendships
and acquaintances. Its pool and high-dive gave neighborhood youth something to do

19

A Denver Parks and Recreation employee puts it best: “Since ‘95, the sign used to get
defaced constantly. It still said Columbus Park even though they agreed to call it
Columbus/la Raza. The sign only said Columbus on it. It was a regular clean off the
graffiti deal. Sometimes there were bullet holes in the sign. It was not a well-liked sign!
This continued through the 1990s well into the 2000s. I don’t know if they’ve accepted
it or what. It seems really strange to me. I mean there’re hardly any Italians left in
North Denver. The Italian influence has totally disappeared. There are a few Italian
restaurants, but the people that live there…it’s all Hispanic. And now the area is
becoming more gentrified.”
20
Though officially named Columbus Park, I will refer to this park as la Raza Park. I
choose to do this because this is the moniker used by the vast majority of old-timer and
Latino “Northsiders” who spoke to me so passionately about their neighborhood.
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during the long hot and dry days that mark Denver’s summers. What is more, it was
where people agitated for their rights through public discourse, cultural events, and not
altogether rare protests. Importantly, though denuded of material significance the idea
of the park still has capacity to incite emotion in North Denver.
As I will show, la Raza was de-publicized by means of a series of pointed and
rationally grounded decisions, each framed by specific spatial regulations.
Concentrating on rational park planning and programming processes, I also weave the
conversion of a soccer field to an off-leash dog park in Berkeley Park, a large North
Denver park, into the momentum of my argument. By paying close attention to the
changes made to these two parks as well as the reactions to these changes by area
residents, not only do I show that efforts to engender and sustain the public presence of
newcomers undermines the cultural sustainability of old-timer residents, I also argue
that the combination of these stabilizing and destabilizing forces impacted
neighborhood change in North Denver.
Using the model that frames my ethnography, I deconstruct the public practice,
the spatial regulations and the cultural norms that produced spaces livable to the
mainstream middle-class in North Denver’s la Raza and Berkeley parks. I conclude by
arguing that intentional changes made to the spatial regulations, notably park design and
park programming, produced both intended and unintended neighborhood change.
Concisely stated, this chapter’s core argument is as follows. Parks are used and
appreciated differently by newcomers than by Latino long-timers. Therefore, rational
city governance, which leads to the programming and policing of park space to meet the
purviews of the mainstream middle-class, while either eliminating programming that
attends to or even delegitimizes the very needs of Latinos, sustains middle-class culture
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while destabilizing the public presence of a notably public Latino culture.
Consequently, parks shift from grounding long-standing social networks of Latino
residents to serving as amenities for in-moving members of the middle-class, who often
realize exchange value benefits due the proximity of their residences to well-maintained
city parks. Over time and due in no small measure to rational park planning decisions,
North Denver Latinos became increasingly uncomfortable in their neighborhood parks.
Consequently, they felt gradually less at home in their neighborhood. Put another way,
changes to these two parks made it easier for middle-class newcomers to feel at home in
North Denver and harder for Latino long-timers remain comfortable there. It is not
too extreme an extension of this logic to assume that people decided to move into and
from North Denver as a consequence of how they felt while visiting its parks. My
research design did not include finding and interviewing people who decided to move
from Highland. However, the newcomers I spoke with all indicated that the area parks,
as they are currently programmed and managed, factored into their decisions to move to
Highland.
In what follows, I discuss how public practices connected to cultural norms
through compatible spatial regulations contribute to the cultural sustainability of
middle-class newcomers. Conversely, I show how the inverse also holds: spatial
regulations that either frustrate or run counter to how a culture is practiced, tend to
destabilize the public presence of this culture, thereby contributing to its instability by
delegitimizing its authenticity in publicly accessible space. Using my model I explore
the public practices, the spatial regulations, and the cultural norms regulating a section
of Berkeley Park; specifically, I disentangle the planning process that led to the
reprogramming of the soccer fields, which once occupied its northwest corner, to an
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off-leash dog park. Also interspersed within this analytical frame, I deconstruct the
social and regulatory environments that gave momentum to the eventual removal of la
Raza Park’s popular pool. Concisely, the removal of la Raza’s pool undermined Latino
cultural norms and the conversion of the Berkeley soccer fields to an off-leash dog park
allowed mainstream middle-class cultural norms to usurp Latino public practices in
North Denver public parks. And both policy maneuvers impacted trajectories of
neighborhood change.

Image 12 Columbus Park aka la Raza as it currently stands, green and empty – Photo by
Tom Noel

Public Practice
Berkeley Park
Old-timer informants consistently complained about the all-too apparent
propensity for the City of Denver to direct Department of Parks and Recreation funds
away from the maintenance and management of North Denver parks and towards other
parks, such as Washington Park, in South Denver. In this way Denver is no different
than most cities, which show a history of underfunding inner-city parks (Diaz, 2005).
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Unlike la Raza Park, most North Denver parks disintegrated; grass and trees died as
dysfunctional irrigation systems went unrepaired for decades; other facilities, such as
restrooms and tennis courts, the targets of much vandalism through the years, began to
crumble. Despite the compromised physical condition of the parks and contrary to
accepted logic, these parks, notably the soccer fields at Berkeley Park, were heavily used,
especially by area youth.
Though infrequently used for official games, which require a park permit, these
fields were used throughout the year, since Denver’s intense sun normally melts snow
from exposed ground a day or two after mild snowstorms. Although the grass was long
dead and the soccer fields little more than patches of dirt, Northside youth, often in the
company of the adults who shuttled them there, would gather at Berkeley Park to play
soccer. This adaptation of space, using soccer fields to play soccer, engendered the ire
of the City’s Parks and Recreation Department, who, with limited funds, were charged
with maintaining the park’s appearance. Put simply, hundreds of soccer games did
much damage to the fields. One, to me nonsensical, policy implemented by Denver
Parks and Recreation in the early 2000s to limit damage to the fields, was to move the
heavy goal posts to the side of the fields and chain them together, rendering the out-ofseason use of these soccer fields as soccer fields nearly impossible. A former Parks and
Recreation employee explains the logic underpinning this change in policy:
Our problem was that people were playing soccer 12 months a year. Basically playing
and playing and playing in the same spot. Parks and Rec used to have, throughout the
park system, permanent goal posts for soccer. So you’d get all these teams, kind of,
players, would form, they would informally use the field. And because the goal posts
were permanent, you could never close them off. The posts were there and the people
would just play. They’d wear the fields out, down to nothing. So we decided to
change to movable goal posts. We could actually take them out and store them, or just
tie them together, do things so that people can’t use them all year long. What we do is
either move them, they are heavy though, or tie them together, or put them in the
middle of the field, in order to thwart any kind of play. That has been very successful
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in limiting and controlling the use of those fields, so that kids don’t just destroy them.
As a result [of this change], we have a lot better control of when and how soccer is
played. We can close the fields off—without the goalposts they don’t get used as
much.

Why did kids playing soccer on soccer fields pose a nearly insurmountable
problem for parks and recreation managers? Furthermore, why remove the possibility
of a social safety valve, one that is proven to reduce both gang membership and gang
violence, while simultaneously directing additional funds to the policing of
neighborhoods? Denver policy makers and city employees inadvertently fostered the
very same wicked problems they later faced. Instead of spending money to improve
parks and recreation facilities in efforts to limit gang violence, Denver reduced its
capacity to focus youth energy in socially-positive directions and subsequently provided
a justification for increasing the police department’s, especially the gang unit’s, budget.
In other words, City funds were directed toward eliminating gang violence, yet little was
spent preventing it. If there is a loser in this vicious circle, it certainly is Latino youth.
During the 1990s, as Denver and particularly North Denver was recovering from
financial and social repercussions of the bursting of the oil-shale fueled land-speculation
bubble. Berkeley’s under-maintained soccer fields provided a portion of North Denver
Latino youth with an outlet for juvenile energies. As I discuss in detail in the spatial
regulations section, at the turn of the century, the City of Denver directed planning and
managerial energies as well as city funds toward Berkeley Park, not, however, to repair
the irrigation system and improve the soccer fields, but to reprogram this compacted
corner of the park into an off-leash dog park.
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La Raza Park
The takeover of Columbus Park and its “renaming” as la Raza park serves as an
archetype of assertive space (Rios, 2010). This chapter is not the place for a detailed
history of the Chicano movement in North Denver; however, since the Crusade for
Justice and its outspoken leader Corky Gonzales impacted and continue to impact the
North Denver Latino community, a few words laying a socio-historical foundation are
necessary. This history is intended to move toward amending a tremendous lacuna in
the planning literature. In fact, ignoring the history of the barrio-oriented social
movements of the 1970s and 1980s destabilizes current planning practice and
scholarship related to inner-city urban policy (c.f. Diaz, 2005). The Chicano Movement,
of which the Crusade for Justice was a Denver outgrowth, roots in two ideas.
First, the Latino communities of the American Southwest and Northwestern
Mexico, an area or better a homeland referred to as Aztlan, are in fact a colonized
people, over whom a border moved. In fact, the Anasazi, the Aztecs, and the Mayans
had continuously inhabited Aztlan for 4,000 years (Otero). The 1848 treaty of Hildago
between Mexico and the US not only ended the Mexican-American War and drew
national boundaries as they exist today, but also stripped all indigenous persons living
north of Mexico of any rights to the property their ancestors had occupied for
thousands of years. Native Americans living in the American Southwest were
immediately transformed into indigent American citizens (Diaz, 2005). Simply stated,
Chicanos see their movement as an effort to regain rights to a territory that belonged to
their ancestors.
Second, the idea grounding the Chicano Movement aligns with the Civil Rights
Movement as articulated by its more radical leader Malcolm X. That is, dominant white
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classes have been the sole benefactors of the labor of people of color for far too long
and it will take a revolution to rectify this injustice. In the end, Chicanos sought both
environmental justice, in terms of the reacquisition of land, and social justice, in terms
of a fair distribution of wealth among people of all races.
It is important to understand the takeover of la Raza Park as a symbolic taking
back of a small piece of Aztlan. Throughout the Southwest Chicano community,
activists confronted city governments over the use of public parks and public facilities
(Diaz, 2005). In North Denver, la Raza Park was re-appropriated by means of a splashin orchestrated by the Crusade for Justice. During the early summer weeks of 1971,
large groups of Latino kids would invade the park’s pool without paying, get in the
water and begin taunting white teenage lifeguards. Most of the white suburban kids
employed by Denver Parks and Recreation as lifeguards were unable to control or even
comprehend these splash-ins and simply quit (Vigil, 1999). Getting these white
teenagers to quit was part of Corky Gonzales’ strategy. In the months leading up to the
takeover, Latino youth trained to be lifeguards. When the suburban kids quit, barrio
kids simply applied for and filled these vacated positions. Through the lifeguards, now
replaced with Northside Latinos, la Raza gained the attention of the City of Denver.
After the park closed on more than one occasion, throngs of local youth tore down the
fence, jumped in the pool and challenged the police called to the scene to enter the
water and make arrests. This bit of theater eventually garnered the attention of local
newspapers. Consequent of media coverage and the increasing political pressure placed
upon Parks and Recreation by North Denver Councilmen, la Raza Park and pool
management positions were shifted to Latinos, sensitive to the needs and idiosyncrasies
of the Northside.
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Along with the efforts of José Lara at Our Lady of Guadalupe, the takeover of la
Raza Park ignited a political transformation of North Denver, culminating in 1972 with
the election of Latino and former Chicano activist, Sal Carpio to city council
representing North Denver. Specific to the everyday experiences of North Denver
Latinos, this takeover proved a watershed. La Raza Park became not only a symbolic
piece of Aztlan, it served as the center of social justice activism and politicking. La
Raza Park, by all accounts animated by recreation and by political and social events, also
grounded the cultural side of the Chicano Movement. For example, the first
performances of Su Teatro, a Denver-based, nationally recognized theater group whose
productions speak to the history and experience of Chicanos, were held at la Raza Park.
Cultural Norms
Berkeley Park
Judging from both field notes and transcripts of interviews with new and
established Highland residents, dogs matter. Speaking in generalities, there is a manifest
difference between how members of the American middle-class and Latinos view and
own dogs. Again, in general terms, Latinos tend to view dogs as components of
residential security. As such they are usually well cared for, but spend most of their
lives indoors and in backyards barking at threatening noises and potential intruders.
Members of the middle-class tend to view a dog as a near-human companion, and
therefore often exercise them in publicly accessible space, along sidewalks, parks, and
dedicated dog parks. One new resident in her mid-twenties says, “I like exploring the
deeper parts of the neighborhood, just me and my dog.” This type of cultural practice
does not go unnoticed by long-timers. Many Latino Northsiders I interviewed
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mentioned the increasing presence of leashed dogs being “paraded” down residential
streets as a perceivable index for the intensifying neighborhood change in North
Denver. Dogs have always been present in North Denver, but they were guard dogs,
not companion dogs. This brief discussion reveals a clear difference between the
cultural norms of North Denver’s middle-class newcomers and Latino long-timers.
Most dog-owning newcomers with whom I spoke, whether by means of a
recorded interview or a casual conversation in publicly accessible space, indicated that
one of the reasons they moved to Highland was its proximity between the Berkeley Park
off-leash dog area and the Railyard dog park in Lower Downtown Denver. Even
newcomers who do not currently own a dog indicated that the presence of dogs on the
street and in dedicated dog parks adds to the charm of the area. Mainstream middleclass notions of livability, then, can also be considered in canine terms. Put another
way, newcomers consider a neighborhood filled with other dogs for their dogs to play
with a highly desirable amenity. On the other hand, Latinos tend to see Highland
“going to the dogs” in a literal sense. Both my unobtrusive observations, in which I
recorded multiple derisive facial expressions and gestures by Latino long-timers toward
dog-owning newcomers, and long-timer interviewee statements indicating a general
displeasure with the increasing canine population of Highland, indicated that as a group
Latinos tend to be displeased with the public display of dogs, and the subsequent dog
waste littering their neighborhood. Regarding this shift in terms of cultural
sustainability, we see that walking the dog stabilizes an American middle-class notion of
urban living, while simultaneously destabilizing Latino public practice.
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La Raza Park
As indicated above, during the 1970s la Raza Park played a significant role in
sustaining Latino culture in North Denver. There were countless formal and informal
events at the park, such as cultural fairs and family gatherings. Area youth could escape
the dry heat of Denver’s long summers and burn off excess energy diving and
swimming in the Olympic-sized pool. The park and the varied activities therein
grounded an insurgent pride in ethnic heritage. Corky Gonzalez and the Crusade for
Justice, by articulating la Raza Park as a nexus of cultural pride, changed how North
Denver youth perceived themselves. “Who are we?” asks José Lara, “We are Mexican!
We are Chicano! Corky made this possible.” In a national and metropolitan
environment marked by structural and institutional racism, la Raza Park grounded a
public solidarity that engendered a collectively held positive image of being Latino. An
old time resident speaks of “finding pride in our history, in our culture. Where did we
find it?—in the Crusade, in la Raza Park.” Instead of seeing themselves as minority
outsiders in American culture, many North Denver youth, by simply hanging out in la
Raza Park or becoming involved with the Crusade for Justice, learned to appreciate
their history and their culture. An extended quote from Ana Chavez, the mother of
Troy Chavez and caretaker of North Denver’s Peace Garden captures this
transformation:
The kids needed an identity. Back then especially, kids were looking for something to
identify with. We grew up with lot of racism and prejudice. It was everywhere. We
were always told, “Go back to your country, to where you came from, where you
belong!” After being involved with the Crusade for Justice, we learned about Aztlan,
that this country is part of who I am. My ancestors journeyed here many years ago.
Hundreds of years ago they might have settled in Mexico. They might have settled in
Colorado. But I am where I belong. When you discover that, you’re looking for
something to be connected to. In many ways, La Raza Park made this transformation
to being proud of who you are and where you live possible .
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La Raza Park, in significant ways, contributed to not only a manifest cultural
pride, but also a collective courage necessary to publicize culture through cultural events
and even blatant defiance of dominant regulatory regimes. However, this small
neighborhood park also played a significant role in destabilizing North Denver Chicano
culture. Crusade for Justice activists would often instigate conflicts with the Denver
Police department by openly defying the citywide 11:00 p.m. curfew enforced in city
parks. According to José Lara, pastor at Our Lady of Guadalupe Church, which is
located two blocks south of la Raza Park, the Crusade for Justice would convince youth
to defy the curfew as a statement of Chicano Power, an assertion that “this is Aztlan!”
Often the police would call Father Lara before they moved in to enforce the curfew, so
that he could try to convince the kids that they should leave the neighbors, who called
the police in the first place, in peace. Often though the police would “just zoom in,
sirens blaring, tires screeching, and cite as many youth they could catch with violating
the curfew,” remarked Lara. During the 1970s there were numerous incidents involving
police in riot gear, tear gas and subsequent arrests. By no means was North Denver
united behind the radicalized wing of the Crusade for Justice. As such, instead of
collaborating to create a united voice, the Latino community began to splinter into
conservative, moderate and extreme factions. This fragmentation worked toward
destabilizing Latino culture.
Spatial Regulation
Berkeley Park
In the case of Berkeley Park, two components of formal regulations rise to the
surface—bureaucratic logic and urban design. First, the rational planning processes
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leading to the decision to site an off-leash dog park in Berkeley Park were grounded not
in an overwhelming neighborhood need for this type of park programming but in a citywide support of the idea of dedicated off-leash dog parks within a handful of Denver
parks. As we will see, this somewhat context-ignorant perspective continued to drive
the planning process, from site selection to program monitoring. Second, the siting and
design of the Berkeley Park off-leash area was based almost solely on the fact that the
soccer fields were in such terrible condition ironically due to Denver Parks and
Recreation’s neglect of park maintenance.
Deconstructing a survey presented to the Denver City Council in 2001 serves to
highlight profound disconnects between urban governance and everyday urbanism.
First, a 2001 survey ascertaining the need for off-leash dog parks was distributed to a
random sample of Denver residents well before the locations of the dog parks were
known. This survey showed that a majority of Denverites supported Denver’s leash law
and the idea of off-leash areas in Denver Parks. However, the survey was context-free;
respondents were not asked if they supported off-leash areas in their neighborhood, but
if they supported off-leash parks in the city of Denver. The same survey reveals
another dissonance. According to the tallied results of additional questions, Latino and
Black park users were not only more likely to use recreational facilities than white
respondents. Moreover, they were significantly less satisfied than whites with the
condition of these recreational areas. Considering the state of the Berkeley soccer
fields, this comes as no surprise. To me, and the few Highland residents with whom I
shared these results, the subtext here is clear. Minority opinions, whether voiced by a
demographic minority or the 28 percent of Denverites who did not support the idea of
off-leash dog areas, simply do not count.
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In 2002, the planning process legitimated by the preceding survey proceeded.
Following standard planning procedure (c.f. Forester, 2009), the next steps included
bringing all the stakeholders to the table. However, since specific sites, and
consequently the neighborhoods in which these sites are located, had not been selected,
the stakeholders included only large players: Denver Parks and Recreation, Denver
Animal Control, area dog trainers and veterinarians, DenFidos (a Denver dog park
advocacy group), the Dumb Friends League, Purina, and Pet Smart. Arguments put
forth in favor of off-leash parks during these meetings included: the advantages of
socializing dogs in a protected environment, the established fact that socialized dogs are
less likely to develop behavioral problems, and paradoxically that dog parks will displace
unsavory or illicit park use like crime and loitering because dog owners will supervise
the parks. Aside from the faulty logic embedded in this conclusion, I query, what is the
definition of loitering in a park? After the need was established, Denver Animal
Control and Denver Parks and Recreation evaluated all 397 of Denver’s urban parks in
terms of their feasibility for accommodating an off-leash area. This process identified
five parks, one in each quadrant of the city and one in the extreme northeastern region
of Denver. Only after this two-year process was Berkeley Park selected as the site for
Denver’s northwestern quadrant. By this time all subsequent discussions had been
framed in terms of planning for where the dog park should be sited within Berkeley
Park, how it should be managed, and how rules should be written and enforced.
According to Parks and Recreation data, in each quadrant the neighborhood meetings
were attended by an overwhelming majority (96 percent) of dog owners. The Latinos I
interviewed had never heard about the meetings; they were simply astounded to see
construction of the dog park begin. The reasons for their ignorance are likely manifold;
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however, we cannot discount the fact that they were simply framed out of a discussion
revolving around planning the management details, not the locations, of the off-leash
areas. The decision to site the off-leash area in Berkeley Park had already been made.
The items discussed during these public meetings included: the siting and design of the
off-leash area within the park; writing dog park rules along with developing strategies
for their enforcement; safety in terms of canine-canine and canine-human interaction;
and general maintenance issues.
Dog owners are not the only underserved population in Denver Parks.
According to the Denver Soccer Club, the city of Denver has half as many soccer fields
as necessary to meet the “official” demand. Games and practices are scheduled to take
advantage of every moment of sunshine. The club fields daily complaints about
practices that start almost as soon as the school day ends and linger past dark, taxing
families trying to squeeze in homework, dinner, and adequate rest for children who
need to be in class early the next morning. This oversight fits in neatly with Low and
colleagues’ (2005) conclusions that vernacular recreational use escapes official notice.
The research conducted by Denver Parks and Recreation about dog parks not only
avoided directly addressing issues of race, ethnicity or social class, it was non-contextual,
it did not address the needs or desires of individual neighborhoods directly, even
though the parks chosen for off-leash areas were, by all accounts, neighborhood parks.
The off-leash area in Berkeley Park is well used; many long-timers ponder at what cost.
The selection of Berkeley Park as the Denver’s northwest quadrant off-leash
area was based on context-free reasoning. What is more, its design and siting were
based in large measure on the deteriorating condition of the soccer fields in the
northwest corner of the park. The fields were bereft of grass and the soils compacted.
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The irrigation had not been functioning for years. Furthermore, since the soccer games
were not being permitted, in other words, since most of the “irreparable” damage done
to the field was done by kids who had not pulled a permit, there was no “officially
recognized use being displaced,” in the words of a Parks and Recreation employee.
Removing the soccer fields, an obviously well-used public facility, aligns with
Flyvbjerg’s notion that, “Rationalizing presented as rationality is a principle strategy in
the exercise of power” (Flyvbjerg, 1998). Any concerted effort to ascertain the level of
use or community need for these soccer fields seems to have been deemed too
expensive and time-consuming. The justification of the displacement of soccer-playing
youth from the park was rationalized by means of circular logic. Therefore power, the
power of municipal governance through design and programming of space, was
exercised to the benefit of an in-moving middle-class and to the detriment of the
cultural sustainability of the Northside Latino community. By and large, the Latino
population clearly perceives this uneven articulation of space. Says one long-time
Northside Latina, “Yeah great! The city is fixing up our parks and rec centers. It’s so
obvious that these changes are not directed at us, but to get yuppies to move here.”
There is another insidious component to this story, one that I develop more
fully in the next chapter on streets and cruising. Following David Diaz (2005),
“Antisocial behavior—such as drug use and gang activity—is a byproduct of municipal
neglect of parks” (p. 147). What is more, the relationship between antisocial behavior
and municipal neglect legitimates police use of force, intimidation, and even harassment
and profiling. The vicious circle of neglect, anti-social behavior, and increased policing
and profiling, which engender anti-social behavior, could be avoided if city planners and
managers paid more attention to what is actually happening in public parks.
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La Raza Park
In this section, I deconstruct four components of spatial regulation: police,
media constructions of deviance, urban design, and bureaucratic logic. Most of the
local knowledge of the regulation of la Raza Park centers on police actions that sparked
the la Raza Park Riot on Sunday June 28, 1981. However, tensions between police and
the Chicano Movement flared up often during the 1970s. We have already considered
how defiance and subsequent regulation of the citywide 11:00 p.m. curfew impacted
both users of the park, its residential neighbors and Northside community activists.
The curfew was not the only regulation that was flouted by the community then
enforced by the police. For example, the pool often closed at 6:00 p.m. on hot summer
evenings, even though during the height of summer in Denver, the sun does not set
until as late as 9:00 p.m. Seeing that water literally cooled tensions, the lifeguards would
surreptitiously reopen the pool. Often, the police would dutifully cite those in the pool
for trespassing on public property and for using a closed public facility.

Image 13 Flyer advertising the ill-fated July 28th Fete – Source Corky Gonzales Archive
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Image 14 Press referred to the Fete as a Carnival: Source Rocky Mountain News July 29th
1981 – Source Corky Gonzales Archive

The la Raza Park Riot21 began as a cultural festival dubbed the Eleventh Annual
Grand Opening, a yearly celebration of the 1971 “takeover” of the park. This annual
grand opening however was to be dramatically different than the preceding ten. By
11:30 a.m. police began gathering in Sunnyside and Highland near the park. Once the
festivities were well underway, at about 3:00 p.m., police shouted into bullhorns
declaring the gathering unlawful and gave the hundreds of revelers five minutes to
vacate the park before they used tear gas to clear it. According to Corky Gonzales,
“There was—you have to visualize this park, [it’s small, one city block]—maybe a
couple of thousand, maybe 1,500 people in this park, and suddenly these 1,500 people
are standing around the park, or a portion of them, you know, on the sidewalks in front
of houses.” Obviously there was no way to clear so many people from such a small area
in five minutes, so, while, people panicked, while parents tried to find their children,

21

This section is based upon legal depositions given by Corky and Nita Gonzales,
archived at the Denver Public Library.
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many of whom22 were still in the pool, the police began to fire tear gas canisters into the
park. This action engendered an all too predictable response from many of the
attendees. A riot began first with stones hurled at police officers, then through
windows of commercial properties along West 38th Avenue. Well into the evening,
police roamed sidewalks, backstreets and alleys with dogs and assault rifles, in an
attempt to restore the peace that their incommensurate actions had clearly shattered.
The police justified their initial action because the event was indeed unlawful.
For groups in excess of 24 persons, in order to legally gather in any preplanned manner
in a City of Denver park, the people or organization planning to do so must pull a
permit with the Department of Parks and Recreation. Its codified reality
notwithstanding, according to Corky Gonzales, who organized the previous ten “grand
openings” as well as many other events in la Raza Park, this regulation had never
previously been enforced let alone pointed out by the City of Denver. According to
news reporting at the time, the neighborhood was appalled with the level of police
violence directed at a peaceful, if energetic, event. Nonetheless, the property damage
caused by the riot legitimized the eventual closure of the la Raza Park pool.
The process of legitimizing the eventual redesign of la Raza Park from a wellused and well-liked community asset into a quasi-monumental performance space
requires close attention. A concerted public relations campaign followed the
paramilitary actions of Denver’s Police Department. Police Captain Gebhart organized
a public meeting. Analyzing the discourse, it becomes clear this meeting was organized
to villainize the Crusade for Justice. Gebhart framed the meeting (c.f. Dreier & Martin,
2010); he set the agenda, he decided what would be and would not be discussed, and he
22

One of my key informants and later gang outreach activist Cisco Gallardo was one of
these kids.
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determined the vocabulary to be used. In so doing, he exercised an invisible form of
power; he compelled people to think a certain way by eliminating options of thinking
another way (Searle, 2001, 2007, 2010). Opening the meeting, Gebhart pointed out the
history of “curfew problems” in the park from the police’s—not necessarily the
neighborhoods’—perspective. According to news reporting of the time, many
neighbors had no problems with the curfew, only the raucous noise caused by the
arrival of the police enforcing the curfew. Furthermore, geographically delineating
morality (c.f. Modan, 2007), Gebhart stated that “[m]any political activists came from
“outside” the community. Upon close inspection, his argument falls apart when we
understand both the difference between social communities and physical neighborhoods
and that few current Northsiders and surely fewer in the early 1980s, thought of
themselves as inhabiting the micro-geographies of official city neighborhoods, but
North Denver or, better, Aztlan. Finally, by indexing la Raza Park as a “militant
stronghold” and using tactical terminology such as “splinter groups roaming the
neighborhood,” Gebhart set the police and their actions on an unquestioned plane of
moral authority and the celebrants-turned-rioters on the shaky ground of revolutionary
and antisocial deviance. In a word, he fueled a moral panic caused by police
constructions of folk devils (c.f. Cohen, 2002) and thereby legitimated the
incommensurate response of literally sending a SWAT team to enforce a park permit
violation.
In no small degree justified by the riots and the fact that it was in dire need of
repair, in 1982 the pool was filled with concrete. While funds to police the park were
available, funds to repair it remained unavailable. This unsubtle move essentially
destroyed the park’s publicness. Without the pool the park simply depopulated. What
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is more, use of the park was further curtailed by innocuous-seeming implementation of
restrictive parking regulations. During evenings and weekends, for many years after the
riot, street parking was not allowed on the perimeter of the park. A quote from the
then-pastor of Our Lady of Guadalupe Church, Father Marshall Gourley, well states
how nearly invisible spatial regulations can be articulated to change public space:
Shortly after the riot, the police went around to all the neighbors and had them sign a
petition to call for a no parking zone around the park. Imagine a park without parking!
I have great sympathy for neighbors who had to deal with noise and trash, but this noparking zone rendered a public space no longer public.

In 1988 District 9 Councilwoman Debbie Ortega proposed the official
renaming of Columbus Park to la Raza Park. A highly contentious debate ensued. In
the end, City Council voted seven to six against changing the Columbus Park’s name.
Unsuccessful name change notwithstanding, and in large degree due to the growing
Latino presence on City Council, funds were directed toward the park. Seven years
after the pool was filled with concrete it was replaced with an Aztec inspired “La Raza”
gazebo-like structure. A design that honors the cultural legacy and architectural mastery
of the Mexica peoples, the la Raza kiosk is mainly used for performances. It remains
however uncomfortable for daily or impromptu use because its basic design is a raised
rectangular platform shaded from the elements. All who stand upon it are quite literally
on stage. This structure now dominates the park; community activists use it often for
Aztec dancing events, concerts and political events. Nevertheless, it is rarely used
otherwise. As one Northsider said, “The stage is great for events like the Aztec
Summer Solstice or el Dia de los Muertos, but who wants to hang out on stage, you
know what I mean?”
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Image 15 The la Raza Pool—Graffiti Reads "Aztlan Love it or Leave it" –
Source Corky Gonzales Library Archive

Image 16 The la Raza Structure that replaced the pool—Source Steve Wagely Archive
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Discussion
Berkeley Park

Figure 9 Dog Parks and the Production of Livability

Figure 9 shows how cultural norms of newcomers were seamlessly articulated
through the planning and regulation of Berkeley Park’s off-leash dog park. As my
research shows, this resulted in changing Berkeley Park’s erstwhile soccer field from a
space adopted by Latino youth to recreate to a space adopted by newcomers to exercise
and socialize their dogs. This process produces livability for middle-class newcomers.
These people, especially those with dogs, look favorably upon the presence of an offleash dog park in North Denver. Not one newcomer to whom I spoke knew that the
dog park is currently sited on a former soccer field. To them, it is simply a place where
people go to exercise their dogs and to socialize with other dog owners. For example,
breed-specific meet-ups are quite popular in the park. During my fieldwork in Berkeley
Park I encountered a Boxer meet-up, a Great Dane meet-up and even a Chihuahua
meet-up. Succinctly, the dog park contributes to a public solidarity for newcomers, a
way to feel at home in North Denver, by doing things in public in North Denver. A
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component of neighborhood livability, the dog park is one of a litany of amenities,
including trendy restaurants and shops, improving schools, and proximity to lower
downtown (LoDo), available to people moving to North Denver.
To long-timers, parks and recreation facilities are more than amenities; they are
necessities. José Lara, who as a priest had countless conversations with and heard
confessions of and otherwise advised two generations of Northside Latinos, puts it best
when he describes the Latino need for public space as something other than the diverse
space of flâneurie often lauded in the literature of public space, as less than a place to
encounter the Other and more a space to be comfortable with oneself. Lara says:
For people who are not secure, not secure in their job, in their house, even in their
citizenship, it’s not the same. People who are struggling lack a comfort zone. They
require a different type of public space; they require something to make them feel
secure.

By replacing the soccer fields with a dog park and not providing replacement fields
elsewhere in the park or in a nearby park, the City of Denver robbed Northside Latinos
of this culturally sustaining necessity.
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La Raza Park

Figure 10 Park Programing and the Production of Livability

Figure 10 depicts how curtailing of Latino rights to express cultural norms in
public along with specific spatial regulations and design elements contributed to the
changing of la Raza park from a Latino plaza—a kaleidoscope of culture—to a visual
amenity in North Denver. Put another way, the park’s history of spatial regulation
changed this North Denver park from a space wherein Latinos asserted their culture to
an adoptive space, replete with what newcomers expect in a city park—green grass, a few
places to sit, and verdant tranquility. The removal of the swimming pool as well as
decades of police harassment reconstituted la Raza Park into a visual amenity. Finding
connections elsewhere, some Latino youth appropriated publicly accessible space by
joining gangs. The increase in gang membership legitimated increased police presence
in North Denver. Ironically, both the redesign of the park into a visual amenity and the
increased perceptions of public safety led to the production of middle-class livability in
North Denver.
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Corky Gonzales closes his deposition about the la Raza Park Riot saying that he
laments the fear that was created in the community by the brutal police action. My
interviews with people who remember the riot reveal that this fear manifested in
unexpected ways. Thirty years have passed since the riot, so it is impossible to ascertain
exactly how people felt at the time. Nonetheless, people who lived through it lament
the fact that they lost an important space, a place where they could be spontaneously
Chicano, where they could connect formally and informally with their culture. They
lost a place that formed the very core of their coming to grips with their ancestry. The
removal the pool, and thereby the decrease in the usability of the entire park,
irrevocably changed how Latinos, specifically those who identify as Chicanos, felt while
in public in their neighborhood. Using the phrase I heard quite often, they felt “less
and less at home in the Northside.” This is rather astounding, when we consider that
manifest ethno-racial change in Highland did not begin for another 20 years. As I more
fully develop in the next chapter, the legitimation of racial profiling and the frequent
excessive use of police force continued to contribute to the public anomie experienced
by Northside Latinos. On the other hand, the increased police presence contributed to
the public solidarity of the urban pioneers and the newcomers who followed, making
them feel safer and more at home while walking along North Denver sidewalks or
visiting its parks.
Not only did the closing of the pool and subsequent changes to parking
regulations and the later redesign of the park affect the publicness of La Raza Park, it
contributed to neighborhood change in two significant ways. First, the elimination of
the park contributed to the destabilization of the Chicano Movement in North Denver.
Lacking the vibrancy of the park, there was no piece of Aztlan from which the Crusade
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for Justice could organize. Consequently, lacking both recreational opportunity and the
cultural cohesion the Crusade offered, many youths joined or formed gangs. Many of
my informants said that lacking the park and the pool, youth found connection in other
places; some got into cars and joined low-rider cruising clubs, some tried to assimilate
into mainstream middle-class culture by listening to popular music and dressing like
“white people.” Many boys, however, joined gangs. The rise of Denver gangs is
significantly associated with the decline of the Crusade for Justice Movement (Vigil,
1999). Simply stated, North Denver became a more dangerous place after the police
intervened to enforce a minor code violation. What is more, the gang problem
legitimated a decades-long policing of North Denver marked by police harassment and
racial profiling.
Being white, there is no way I can comprehend what it feels like to be racially
profiled. Yet every single Latino with whom I talked mentioned the nearly continual
profiling they endure. One Latina told me of recently being pulled over by a Denver
Police officer concerned that there was a group of young Latino men in her car. She
was driving her children to school. Another Latino in his mid-thirties said that he was
pulled over the other day. The officer said his brake light looked broken. It was not.
An extended quote from Marshal Gourley paints a picture of how racial profiling
contributes to a general animosity of Latino youth toward authority, especially police
authority:
In 1993 a couple of kids, cholos, you know Latino kids wearing plaid shirts, kakis, and
edgy urban attitudes, asked me to come up to la Raza park to talk to their friends. I
went up there; I was sitting on the bench with them talking about politics and sports.
All of a sudden a police cruiser pulls up along the southern side of the park, along 38 th.
We were sitting in the center, by the kiosk. One of the kids says, ‘Just watch, they’re
going to come and harass us!’ The kid nailed it! You know, especially during the
1990s stuff like this happened all the time. The cops drove around the block. And
then they drove up the lawn. They drove across the lawn, came right up to us! We
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were just sitting on the bench. The cops wanted to know what they were doing.
‘What’s up?’ they asked, demanded actually. These kids were not doing anything that
should cause such concern or such an extreme show of bravado and force, except
being a group four brown kids talking to a white priest.

How does racial profiling impact cultural sustainability and subsequently redirect
trajectories of neighborhood change? As with removing recreational spaces and other
publicly accessible spaces where Latinos can literally be comfortable in their own skins
and in practicing their own culture, racial profiling makes going outside akin to what
one old-timer said was like “putting on an itchy wool sweater when its cold. You know
you have to do it, to get to work, to meet friends, to go shopping; it’s uncomfortable all
the same.” So while newcomers are made more comfortable in public spaces, pointed
changes to how public spaces are managed, designed, and policed, make Latino longtimers feel less “at home” in their neighborhood. Moreover, racial profiling insidiously
fuels the very problem it is intended to solve. The late twentieth century rise in gang
culture is drawn from a suite of urban problems including: a lack of recreation and
open space; inadequate housing, poor education; and constant police harassment (Diaz, 2005
- my emphasis). Youth internalize the insensitivity and brutality of public officials and
openly defy laws, vandalize property, and engage in myriad other antisocial behavior
and public practices. Completing the vicious circle, these practices and public behaviors
legitimate the very profiling and harassment they cause (Geis, 2002; Howell, 1998).
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EIGHT: CURBING CRUISING

Cruising wasn’t really a big deal
it was just a congregation of Hispanic kids in parking lots, in parks and on the streets
Sal Carpio
I think that it is important to h a v e a p l a c e where young people can gather. A place they can call their home. That’s
what we were trying to do at Guadalupe. A couple of times, during our summer Bazaar, we invited a low rider club.
Everything we were trying to do centered on making people feel that Guadalupe was their home
Marshal Gourley

The subtexts connecting the previous three chapters deconstructing components
of publicly accessible space were: public performance and its role in sustaining a
culture; and dominant ethno-racial and socioeconomic reactions to such presentations
of culture, which include outright elimination, diversity-seeking flâneurie,
commodification of culture, and the sequestration of cultural practices in discrete ethnic
enclaves. This chapter extends the latter subtext, deconstructing the process of the
sequestration of the highly public and often contentious public practice of low-rider
cruising. The practice of low-rider cruising is strongly associated with Latino,
specifically Chicano and Mexicano culture; it comprises distinctive public performance
and idiosyncratic mobilities. In the pages that follow, we will come to understand the
cultural significance of low-rider cruising to Latino communities; we will unpack media
constructions of the low-rider folk-devil; and we will explore exactly how dominant
cultures articulate public space to delegitimize Latino public practice while legitimizing
mainstream middle-class cultural norms.
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Image 17 A low-rider tilting and bouncing—Source Louise Aguilar The Detroit Times

Image 18 Custom paint job on a 1964 Impala—Photo by Author

Low-riders are highly customized cars, featuring custom paint jobs and
significantly modified suspension systems. Though popularized by recent movies like
Boulevard Nights, Boyz in the Hood, Machete, and la Mission, low-rider cruising finds roots
deep within the Mexican-American experience, specifically zoot-suit subculture, which
arose during the 1930s and 1940s as a response to the age and racial discrimination
experienced by Latino and Black youth. A low-rider is a very specific type of
customized car, with suspension systems that have often been entirely rebuilt to sit
quite low to the pavement; hence the term. Many low-riders have complex hydraulic
systems, allowing drivers to raise, tilt, and bounce their rides. Low-rider enthusiasts
often spend years and many thousands of dollars customizing their cars; as such, many
low-riders are considered family heirlooms handed down from father to son, uncle to
nephew, and so forth. Personalized multi-layered paint jobs, modified interiors, shiny,
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often gold-plated rims, and booming stereos are part and parcel of the low-rider
package of public display. Occupying space, low-riders assert race- and class-associated
symbols, inscribing the site as a “barrio place” (Chappell, 2010, p. 27). What is more,
low-rider cruising asserts control over the public right-of-way by practicing a specific
type of mobility. Low-rider cruisers like it “low and slow,” meaning that the
impromptu parades of low-slung cars move down city streets well below the posted
speed limit. Cruising transgresses both public decorum and personal experiential
boundaries. As one longtime cruiser commented, “Cruising, yeah, the city goes by, like
a slow dream.” An act that is not against the law, low-rider cruising is simply
unexpected to anyone travelling in a normal vehicle at somewhere near the posted speed
limit. Ostentatiously outfitted cars bouncing and tilting at stop lights, pulling en mass
into empty parking lots, playing Latino and hip-hop music, interacting with each other
and with bystanders, who are out to see the show, imprint a mobile barrio onto city
streets.
Thus publicly performed on the streets of North Denver, the mobile barrio
raised considerable ire in non-cruising, and specifically non-Latino communities of
North Denver. Impromptu parades of low-slung, slowly rolling culture tend to disrupt
urban life in innumerable ways. To some this disruption represented the epitome of the
diverse vibrancy comprising urban living; to others it was a nuisance, making
neighborhoods essentially unlivable. An extended quote from a white man who moved
into his house on West 32nd Avenue in 1983 and who has been involved in
neighborhood events and community activism since then, bests paints this picture:
The neighborhood has changed a lot, culturally. In the 80s and 90s, weekend stuff was
cruising. Cruising on Sundays got to be untenable along 32 nd. It became little Mexico
for a day. During the week it was pretty quiet, no big deal. But Sundays everybody
would leave church and come to 32 nd Avenue and start cruising. It got to where you
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couldn’t drive through the neighborhood. So yeah, residents were concerned about it.
It was noisy. You ended up working your schedule around cruising. You didn’t invite
guests over on Sunday afternoon. It wasn’t going to work. It got tiresome. It’s noisy
and all that. On the other hand, it was pretty interesting to have this whole other
culture rolling ever so slowly past your house. Pretty interesting stuff, I found it
fascinating. Aside from the supped-up cars there were a lot of people without
particularly fancy rides, just cruising, saying hi to their friends.

While some residents appreciated this slowly rolling culture, most did not. As
such, in the early 1990s HUNI initiated a letter writing campaign, in which letters urging
city council to write enforceable laws on the books that would make the legal practice
of cruising illegal. Others took matters into their own hands. One Highland resident
tells of a neighbor who on Sunday afternoons would park his car perpendicularly along
West 32nd Avenue and pop his hood, in an effort to block all traffic along this important
corridor through Highland. Apparently, he wanted to inconvenience the low-riders to
the point that they would simply find somewhere else to cruise.
Like the preceding analyses, which were structured by my model, this chapter
unpacks the history of efforts to curb cruising in Denver by first examining the public
practice of low-rider cruising, and then the cultural norms and spatial regulations that
essentially regulated it out of existence in North Denver. Since this method proves
rather atemporal, first setting the events into a temporal sequence assists in grappling
with the subsequent spatial analysis. By all accounts, between the 1950s and early
1980s, Denver’s cruising culture was a multicultural event, with rides and cruisers of all
ilk concentrating along downtown streets, specifically 15 th and 16th Streets. In 1982,
Denver’s Downtown 16th Street pedestrian mall was inaugurated. Pedestrianizing this
traditional cruising strip forced cruisers to find strips in their own neighborhoods. In
North Denver, this strip was West 38th Avenue. La Raza Park anchored one end of the
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cruising strip and Elitch Gardens,23 an amusement park 2.6 miles West of la Raza Park,
anchored the other. Recall, after the riots, the La Raza swimming pool was also
coincidentally closed in 1982. Consequences of these events rippled through North
Denver. Youth who sought connection through the Crusade for Justice and though
competitive and recreational swimming, found it, often in car clubs, sometimes in
gangs. By the mid 1990s, the enforcement of a noise ordinance, written specifically to
curb cruising, and heavy-handed police tactics, made cruising along West 38th Avenue
essentially untenable. Consequently, in North Denver, cruising changed in two
profound ways. First, it dislocated from large avenues and moved into neighborhoods
and into large parks with ample parking and cruisable street patterns. Second, cruising
became associated with Cinco de Mayo celebrations along Federal Boulevard, a major
metro-area-serving arterial running along Highland’s east border (See Maps 1-5). In so
doing, the number of participants and the indignation they caused increased by orders
of magnitude. In 1997 a gang-related shooting death of a 17-year-old Latino during,
but notably not related to, the Cinco de Mayo cruising justified a considerable uptick in
the use of police force. Between 1998 and 2006, police managed the Cinco Cruise by
means of both micro-managing cruising behavior, citing every enforceable moving
violation including “smell good” tags hung from rearview mirrors. By 2006, the anticruising redesign of Sloan’s Lake Park was completed, which eliminated cruising from
this popular Northside hangout. As it currently stands in North Denver, cruising is a
minor event along Federal Boulevard during Cinco de Mayo; aside from this May
23

In 1995 Elitch Gardens relocated to its present location in the Central Platte Valley.
Interestingly, this relocation may have had as much to do with curbing of cruising on
West 38th Avenue as the increased policing of low-rider mobilites and the noise
ordinance discussed below. After all, Elitch Gardens was an anchor point, a zócalo,
along the 38th Avenue loop.
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weekend, one sees a rare low-rider on the street. To many of my informants, the
cultural practice has been denuded to the point that it seems a relic of North Denver’s
past. To others the absence of low-riders symbolizes a Latino loss of an important
cultural battle over North Denver. Of course, middle-class newcomers, appreciate the
walkable and livable environs of North Denver, which do not include Latino culture
publicized through low-rider cruising.
Concisely stated, this chapter’s argument is as follows. Low-rider cruising
epitomizes Latinos taking place. It is a public practice rich in cultural history and ethnoracial nuance. On the other hand, low-rider cruising remains antithetical to orderly
urban governance, effective right-of-way management, and mainstream middle-class
notions of urban living. Since low-rider cruising is not an illegal activity per se, anticruising interests mobilized city council to write laws rendering its practice in violation
of enforceable ordinances and laws. Furthermore, the policing and surveillance of
cruising ran the gamut from controlling behavior reminiscent of schoolteachers
maintaining an orderly classroom—through close surveillance and the micromanaging
of behavior—to the frequently brutal harassment of cruisers. Put another way, this
chapter reveals a clash of cultural norms. Cruising, while considered an authentic
cultural practice, one that supports the public solidarity of Latino culture, is considered
invasive, improper, out of place, or just patently wrong within the cultural norm
structures undergirding mainstream uses of public property. Furthermore, since both
cruising and gang activity are part and parcel of urban Latino youth culture, even if
there is little real-life connection between cruising and gangs, news media, popular
culture and police policy conflated them into the same construction of a folk devil
(Cohen, 2002). This social cum media construction portrayed Latino youth as a singular
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deviant threat to the moral order of society, thereby legitimating the incommensurate
responses that all but eliminated extemporaneous cruising from the streets of Denver.
As such, low-riding was relegated to organized car shows, disabling its potential of
being both a social and a public practice. Moreover, eliminating cruising from the
streets of North Denver delegitimized a central component of barrio urbanism. In no
small way, the elimination of cruising along the avenues and side streets and in the parks
of northwest Denver dislocated Latino culture from the “Northside” and enabled rapid
neighborhood change in Highland. Real estate agents showing property to middle-class
clients highlight the neighborhood’s quality housing stock, its proximity to downtown
Denver, and its enclaves of Mexican and Italian culture; by the early 2000s agents selling
homes in Highland to white middle-class families did not need to explain or equivocate
“…this whole other culture rolling ever so slowly past your [potential] house.” This
chapter will show how sometimes subtly, often brutally, changing the public practices
along the public rights-of-way throughout North Denver contributed to the profound
changes in the socioeconomic and ethno-racial structure of Highland.
Public Practice
When I was a kid, me and my friends would cruise with our bikes, cruiser bikes; they’re
heavy, hard to ride up hill. So one of our friend’s dad or an uncle, whoever would
drive us up 38 th to Tennyson, where Elitch’s used to be. We’d hang out there for a
while, then ride down to Chubby’s to have a coke or a taco. After a while he’d pick us
up again, drive us back up. I was little when we were doing that, little. You see,
cruising was just a part of the public culture, part of life. Now I’m a grown man, but
I’ve still got low-rider Hot Wheels, you know those little mini-toy cars! I’ve got a ‘52
Merc and a ‘72 Monte Carlo! Cruising is a part of our culture. When I see a low-rider,
cruising down the street, I like it, bang! Even as an adult. A lot of people don’t
understand this. A lot of people think that low-riders are gangsters. But it’s just part
of the community, part of being Chicano, you know.

The extended quote above from Cisco Gallardo, program director of Denver’s
Gang Rescue and Support Project (GRASP), establishes the central role of cruising in
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the reproduction of familial and extra-familial relations, the significance of cruising as a
part of the Latino experience and the geography of the route, from one hang-out—
Elitch Gardens—to another Chubby’s—an iconic North Denver taco stand located
down the street from the by-then depopulated la Raza Park. Cruising is not only a
Chicano public practice. “Mexicans like to show off their pickups and their cowboy
boots,” says a second generation Mexican American. For many of my informants,
cruising the streets of North Denver, either in a low-rider or in “your grandma’s
jalopy,” was simply an extension of Latino courtship rites practiced in the plazas of
Mexico, in which the boys, decked out in their finest, walk in one direction and,
similarly dressed up girls walk in the opposite direction around the plaza. Not
coincidentally, the public practice of cruising is inextricably linked to the concept of
zócalo. The anchor points of the 38th Avenue cruising were where young an old
congregated to check out the cars, to see the new babies, to gossip and argue, and
sometimes to fight. Through cruising, many Latinos found comfort in being in Aztlan,
spending time on familiar streets, participating in their culture on warm summer
evenings.
As I pointed out, modifying a low-rider is a long, expensive process of
modifying, tinkering, painting, and tuning an automobile. In the barrio, much of this
work took place in the public right-of-way, on streets, and in alleys. In keeping with
publicized Latino culture, this was partly out of necessity—most people did not have a
garage of their own—and partly out of culturally specific masculine display. Much of
this chapter focuses on efforts to curb cruising, that is to say, efforts to stop the actual
driving of low-riders down city streets. Nonetheless, the public practice of fixing and
fixing up cars was also slowly, culturally regulated out of existence. Young men tired of
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the disparaging looks from new neighbors and weary from explaining to police officers
that they were “cleaning the carburetor,” simply found other places to work on their
cars. Many just got involved in other hobbies or outgrew their passion for cars. The
salient point here is that slowly the public practice of low-rider cruising, once a
fundamental part of the culture of North Denver, dissipated to a shadow of its former
self. The next two sections explore how social and official regulations precipitated this
demise of an important public practice.
Cultural Norms
Though low-rider cruisers run the gamut from little kids on low-rider bikes to
middle-aged men cruising in a 1945 Fleetliner wearing a stingy brimmed fedora, linked
as it is to the bravado and swagger of youth and with courtship, cruising is associated
with youth culture. Consequently, in large part because teens are generally ill thought of
in and often regulated or removed from public property, cruising tends to be associated
with other disquieting teen activities, such as loitering, menacing behavior, general
mischief, and sometimes violence. In the inner city, teen violence is usually associated
with gang violence. Tough-on-crime mayors and city police use the presence of gang
violence to justify all manner of gender-, race- and age-based profiling tactics. In fact, it
is not altogether uncommon for municipalities to pass city ordinances that render being
in public for Black or Latino juveniles essentially illegal. In illustration, Chicago’s 1992
Gang Congregation Ordinance, which in 1999 the US Supreme Court declared
unconstitutional, essentially outlawed any public activity for groups of inner-city men,
including playing basketball, hanging out, or even talking (Geis, 2002).
As I have made clear in previous chapters, the Northside is an important place
in Chicano culture. The takeover of the la Raza pool, the rise of Crusade for Justice,
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and the feeling that this inner-city neighborhood was a part of Aztlan all served as a
magnet for Latinos who did not live in North Denver. One Latina informant, who
grew up in a predominantly white neighborhood in one of Denver’s outlying suburbs,
sheds light on why on weekend nights the streets became crowded with cruisers. She
said,
Where did I want to be when I wanted to socialize, but on 38 th? That’s where I felt
comfortable. I was a brown girl. I knew the white boys in my school were not
interested in me. They clearly said that. I had had enough rejection. So I cruised 38 th
with my friends and flirted, and had fun.

West 38th Avenue was indeed a cultural kaleidoscope, with Mexicanos cruising their new
Ford 150s, and “old-school” Chicanos in their Fleetliners they call bombas. There were
classic low-rider “rides” from the 1960s and 1970s. There were teens flirting and
people just sitting on their front porches or hanging out at Elitch’s contributing to the
performance, to the collective public practice of culture. Because gang members were a
part of the community (c.f. Venkatesh, 2006), they were there too. Vitally important to
consider here is that cruising, especially if thousands of dollars had been invested in the
“ride,” was a family affair, a way to socialize as a family with other families. As one
informant put it, “the gang was there, but cruising’s not a gang thing. It’s girls talking
to guys, showing off, getting people to look at you, looking pretty. That’s what cruising
is all about.”
This family affair and cultural kaleidoscope is absolutely normal in Latino
culture and regulated as such by means of culturally emergent cultural norms.
According to Cisco Gallardo:
Gang members are members of the Northside community. Are they part of the
cruising community? No! That’s where the rest of the population makes a mistake.
That’s where it becomes a cultural difference. We share the cruising, but I think there
are three different types of cruisers. There’s the actual legitimate cruisers who really
take care of their cars: the hydraulics and all that business. And then there’s kids who
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cruise their mom’s car, their grandma’s car. For them, it’s more of a social interaction.
And then there’s the gang members who use that social interaction to flex, to do their
whole this is my territory business.

Even though it is a cultural performance only tangentially related to the presence
of gang members, not gang violence per se, gradually dominant social forces asserted
their presence by means of “police with high-intensity lights and bullhorns, and tow
trucks with city contracts waiting for certain business when police separate youths from
their cars” (Kreck, 2000). One longtime North Denver resident laments “It’s just the
way we do things. In our community you see large groups of people hanging out on the
sidewalk, cruising, having parties in parks. We just can’t do these things anymore, at
least without the cops showing up.”
By 1990, cruising had become a problem deemed worthy of considerable police
surveillance and discipline. As we have seen, for the most part cruising was a nuisance
only peripherally related to gang violence. How does a dominant culture come to justify
the brutal removal of legal activities of a marginal culture from publicly accessible
space? My work exposes two mechanisms of change, one a component of dominant
cultural norms, the other a component of spatial regulation. Concentrating first on the
latter, recall that I understand media constructions of reality to be part and parcel of
spatial regulation. Simply put, mainstream news media reinforce dominant cultural
norms. Throughout the twentieth century, news reports linking behavior of people of
Mexican descent with crime became a common tool used by police, politicians, and
property developers to gain support from otherwise non-racist white individuals for
essentially racist policies (Duran, 2011). Media reporting of the “facts,” even when the
facts themselves were suspect, aided and abetted the process of criminalizing cruising.
To use a related example, the social construction of criminal alien is accomplished
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through a deft manipulation of statistics. Any Mexican immigrant who has been
convicted of a crime in Mexico even if he served time or paid a fine, is counted as an
immigrant felon by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) (Warner, 2005). In
other words, these immigrants are essentially paying twice for one crime. Simply
reporting this statistic fuels racist fires in conservative camps. Moreover, increasingly
brutal violence in news media and entertainment create a dissonance between actual
crime and the fear of crime (Romer, Jamieson, & Aday, 2003). Constant exposure to
skewed statistics and hyperbolic reporting insidiously legitimates words like illegal,
denoting a person who may or may not have immigrated illegally and gangbanger, used to
describe any Latino youth who dresses, acts, speaks, or gesticulates in culturally specific
manners. As we will see, the creation of the folk devil through such media-influenced
stereotyping is an important component in the cultural norms that contributed to the
elimination of cruising in North Denver.
Close reading of an op-ed column published in the Denver Post on May 8, 1996,
entitled “Hooligans Don’t Know Culture” (Green, 1996) shows how unsubtle racism
and outright cultural imperialism (I. Young, 1990) work in tandem to vilify cultural
practices of Latinos. Green opens his tirade with the following quote:
I didn’t know that ‘cruising’ was a Latino cultural thing. I thought it was a 1950s
American thing. Now it turns out to be a part of Mexican
American/Hispanic/Chicano/Latino history.

To Green cruising was a part of his history, specifically white, mainstream middle-class
history. Furthermore, he not only denies Latinos their own history, he implies they
stole his. For Green cruising was:
Lookin’ cool, being seen, chasin’ girls. Night after night, month after month, we’d be
bitchin’ our ‘57 Chevies or ‘61 Cudas or ‘65 Mustangs. You’d see all your friends a few
of your rivals. It was a ritual.
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It should be clear that during his elegy for white cruising, Green describes cruising
precisely as Latinos practiced it. Substitute ‘45 Fleetliners, ’64 Impalas, and ‘70 Monte
Carlos, and we would have a quote fitting Latino low-rider cruising to a tee. During the
1950s, night after night, month after month, neighbors had to deal with the nuisance of
large groups of youth cruising the streets of Denver. Nevertheless, after describing
essentially the same behaviors that Latino youth perform, but in low-riders, he
concludes that low-riding “ain’t cruisin’; it’s hooliganism.” Vilifying otherwise normal
behavior of a minority public proves another example of how the rights-rift is widened.
It creates a gap between people and their actions, rendering racial profiling and
stereotyping legitimate acts. For example, a white, longtime North Denver resident
welcomed the police response to the cruising along West 38th Avenue, saying, “we have
lived in this neighborhood long enough that we are not willing to give it up to certain
elements” (J. Smith, 1990). In a subtle yet important discursive move, white cruisers
remain human components of mainstream middle-class nostalgia for simpler times and
Latino cruisers become certain elements, gang bangers, and hooligans.
In its essence, what I have exposed above reduces to an authenticity conflict
between dominant and Latino cultural norms. To members of the middle-class cruising
remains either a part of American nostalgia, associated with movies like American Graffiti
or with criminality and hooliganism. Latinos, on the other hand, see cruising as a valid
part of their culture, which is, as we have seen, extraordinarily public in practice.
Dominant regimes, backed by police surveillance, police discipline and police violence,
justified the removal of cruising from city streets. This was legitimated through citing
both problems with gridlock and a rise in anti-social cum criminal behavior.
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According to newspaper articles written during the 1990s and early 2000s as well
as stories shared by my informants, gridlock became a problem after the police showed
up and after street barriers—designed to concentrate all cruising along West 38th
Avenue and force it across municipal boundaries—were installed. The Latino
community perceived police actions not as efforts toward guaranteeing public safety,
but as attempts to harass and brutalize Chicano youth. One Latino informant
commented on the persistence of the cruisers in light of the increased police harassment
by stating, “I was filled with pride that our Chicano youths so loved who they are that
they didn’t hesitate to express it to the world in one big spontaneous show of ethnic
pride.” During the cultural battles for the streets of North Denver, Latino parents
distributed fliers insisting that “cruzin’ is not a crime,” and quoting Benito Juarez,
“respect for the rights of others is peace” (Nicholson, 1996). These efforts are clear
attempts to justify the validity of Latino ways of being in the world. Put another way,
they attempted to legitimize Latino cultural norms. Neighborhood/Chicano activist
Nita Gonzales puts it best, insisting, “Our culture is communal, and cruising
demonstrates the quality inherent in our culture that embraces community” (N.
Gonzales, 2001).
Whereas Latino, pro-cruising, arguments rooted in statements of cultural pride
and the celebration of diversity as well as efforts to censure racist policing of the public
right-of-way, arguments put forward by middle-class activists were rooted in well-worn
tropes of deviance, economic viability, and public decorum. Angry neighborhood
residents drew parallels with Dionysian deviance instead of high-browed culture, saying
low-rider cruising “has more in common with spring break partying than culture”
(Keith, 2001). Longtime Highland residents comment on the burden placed on
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businesses by the added congestion through commercial corridors. Turning the culture
argument on its head, one anti-cruising advocate insisted, “[r]esidents of the affected
neighborhoods often hear the assertion that they must show respect for culture. Respect
is a two-way street. The desire to spend a quiet weekend at home is no less respectable
than the desire to show off cars, flirt, see friends, have fun, etc.” (Keith, 2001).
Interestingly, explicit in this statement is the central thrust of middle-class street culture
we explored earlier in this chapter. Namely, members of the mainstream middle class
regard streets as components of neighborhood livability, as sites of civil ritualized
interaction, not public performance (Sennett, 1976).
Spatial Regulation
Up to this point I have only alluded to police responses, anti-cruising codes, and
changes to urban design. This section unpacks the spatial regulations that comprise
these three components. Police action was initially intended to move the cruising to
other locations, preferably further west to bordering municipalities like Westminster,
Lakewood and Arvada. The police strategy was clear: “eliminat[e] cruising on West 38th
Avenue” (Miniclier, 1991). Efforts began with the establishment of a cruising task
force, including motorcycle cops and traffic engineers. An important component of
this strategy was a noise ordinance written specifically to target cruising. Further
components of the strategy included: the installation of barriers blocking side-streets,
which prevented cruisers from turning off of West 38th Avenue until they reached the
city of Westminster, and the micromanaging of public behavior through strict
enforcement of all moving, parking, loitering, and trespass violations during weekend
nights along this cruising strip. This combined effort was justified as a response to gang
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activity and the likelihood that “half” of the cruisers did not live in North Denver
(Miniclier, 1991).
As a quick response to the announcement of this new strategy, car clubs
proposed new cruising rules including: no stopping, no cruising during certain hours,
and no drugs or alcohol in vehicles (Scandale, 1991). Put another way, cruisers sought
to modify the cultural norms regulating cruising so that they better comported with
changes in the spatial regulations ordering movement along Denver’s streets and
avenues. Consequently, social cruising shifted from a five-lane arterial—West 38th
Avenue—into the surrounding neighborhood streets and into neighborhood parks, into
places where anti-cruising rhetoric gained even more traction. Eventually, cruising in
Denver shifted from an extemporaneous summer-long weekend-concentrated public
performance, to a once a year mega-event during Cinco de Mayo celebrations along
Federal Boulevard. Enormous crowds drawn to this event justified a substantial
increase in police presence. Frequently, this presence spawned police violence.
Let’s return to cruising-specific municipal ordinances. During the 1990s,
Colorado legislators attempted to pass three separate bills specifically aimed at cruising.
Recall that cruising, though often associated with various moving violations, drinking
while driving, and gang activity, is not, in and of itself, illegal. As HUNI’s letter-writing
campaigns made clear, disgruntled residents sought to enact codes that would render
the act of cruising illegal. The noise ordinance, the enforcement of which was
mentioned above, was written specifically as a component of the general disturbing-thepeace code. Under this code police are given power to cite drivers whose stereos can be
measured at 55 decibels at a distance of 25 feet (B. Briggs, 1990b). In November 1990,
Denver City Council voted 13-0 to amend the disturbing-the-peace ordinance by adding
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the car-radio noise rider. Drafted specifically to “curb the cruising problem” (B. Briggs,
1990a), this rider stipulates that in order to play car stereos at a louder than 55 decibel
volume drivers need to obtain a ten dollar permit or pay a 50 dollar fine if cited for this
violation.
Though aimed at cruising, the car radio-noise rider was difficult to implement,
since the city owned only two noise meters with which to enforce it. As we have seen,
throughout the 1990s, North Denver streets remained contested ground. Mid-decade
efforts to curb cruising were based in outright racial profiling as well as temporary and
permanent urban design and traffic calming/control measures. Pointed efforts to
render cruising illegal continued through articulations of municipal code. In 1998,
Colorado’s state legislature debated the merits of two bills intended to eliminate cruising
(R. Young, 1998). House Bill 1027 intended to ban the behavior outright and thus
made driving past the same location more than twice in any two-hour period between
7:00 p.m. and 3:30 a.m. illegal. Senate Bill 34 was designed to ban low-riders from all
Colorado streets. Its language rendered any raised or lowered suspension systems that
could pose a danger to other vehicles, illegal.
The arguments for and against these proposed changes to the Colorado Traffic
Code render mainstream middle-class and Latino cultural norms visible. Arguments for
the bills centered on the orderly management of traffic flow, emergency vehicle access,
and the inappropriateness of subjecting others to public displays of one’s culture. The
bill’s author insisted that, “neighborhood residents have the right to peace and quite and
the right of access to their homes.” Police forces argued that the new ordinances would
be “additional tools to help enforce traffic violations.” Arguments against the bill
centered on their implicit racism, saying that the bills criminalized a particular type of
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person engaging in a culturally specific activity. American Civil Liberties Union lawyers
argued that these bills “leave too much room for a police officer to define unnecessary
driving or legitimate purposes and open too many possibilities for discrimination.” As
it stands, both House and Senate bills were killed in committee. At least in light of the
failure these extreme attempts to curb the practice of culture, the right-to-the-city
remains both a right to rational movement and to a right cultural expression.
Though the dominant cultural norms were not codified, their articulation
manifested through another salient component of spatial regulation, namely racially
discriminatory policing. Interestingly, a systemic failure of police accountability, for
disproportionately brutal police tactics and racial profiling, can be traced to a Black
Denver mayor. Wellington Webb, Denver’s mayor between 1993 and 2001, was
notoriously hard on crime; effects of his stance rippled through the city’s Black and
Latino neighborhoods. According to Chicano activists, during Webb’s mayoralty the
Denver Police Department did not fear accountability” (Hermon, 2004, p. 150). In no
small manner this was based in Webb’s gang list, the equivalent of an FBI “most wanted
list” which contained a majority, two-thirds, of all Denver’s Black males between the
ages of 12 and 20. In all, 97 percent of the individuals on this list were either Black or
Hispanic (Hermon, 2004). This is a clear example using statistics to foment folk devil
hysteria and activate latent racism in the general population. Not only is it politically
motivated, since conservative white voters found they need not fear a Black mayor who
is tough on crime and approaches the problem in ways that reflect their own thinking
and orientation, it also justifies often extreme cases of racial profiling and
neighborhood-specific police harassment. Put another way, even though North Denver
and Chicano activists cited ample evidence of police harassment and racial profiling, as
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one informant states “you can’t go anywhere if you’re young and brown and there’s
more than two of you,” ethno-racial discrimination, normalized in dominant cultural
norms, became legitimated through the dubious use of statistical data and media
constructions of reality, and essentially codified in police protocols (c.f. Brimberg,
1992).
Given credence by mayoral politics and police protocol, disproportional
responses to a public nuisance were thus justified. A primary component of the police
anti-cruising strategy was the use of barricades to control traffic. Police policy was
articulated to ensure that once drivers were on West 38th Avenue, they could not get off;
they would be trapped until they drove into neighboring Westminster (R. Jackson,
1991). Most Northsiders felt the effects of this broadly implemented policy. For
example, over one May weekend in 1991, in addition to using barricades to hem in all
traffic along West 38th Avenue, Denver police issued 296 tickets for various moving
violations committed overwhelmingly by Latinos driving low-riders (A. Gottlieb, 1991).
Irrespective of continued pressure from the Latino community that the crackdown on
Latino youth was not only unfair, but also importantly violated their civil rights, police
insisted that perceived lopsided traffic control protocols were necessary to reduce the
probability of violent crime. Substantiation of legitimized racial profiling continued
through the decade. To illustrate, during weekend nights in 1996, along the 2.6 mile
cruising strip of West 38th Avenue, one would find over 80 police cruisers, various
tactical command posts, foot officers donning full riot gear, barricades, helicopter
patrols, and motorcycle units (Nicholson, 1996). Interestingly, though justifying this
remarkable show of paramilitary force through anti-gang tropes, the overwhelming
majority of citations and arrests made were for moving violations. Importantly, low222

riders were not cited for driving that endangered public safety, such as running red
lights or speeding, but for minor infractions including: obstructing an intersection,
obstructing traffic, driving without headlights, illegal lane changes, illegal turns, sitting
on cars in motion, hanging out of cars, hanging objects or body parts out of moving
vehicles, failing to signal, hanging objects such as a rosary from rearview mirrors, not
coming to a complete stop, stopping in the pedestrian strip, broken taillights, etc.
(Callahan, 1996).
Like any cultural practice, low-rider cruising is reproduced in public practice (c.f.
Calhoun & Sennett, 2007). Over decades, practicing culture through low-riding in
North Denver became untenable for an entire generation of Latino youth. Put another
way, an entire generation of Latinos was singled out and vilified for practicing their
culture along North Denver streets. By the turn of the century, responding to North
Denver community activists, the Denver Police Department had backed off of its zerotolerance policy and began to only cite infractions posing a “defensible threat to public
safety” (Auge, 2000). However, this change in police policy may have had just as much
to do with the fact that the number of cruisers had been steadily falling for years. My
longtime North Denver informants seemed to think that cruising faded because kids
simply tired of the hassle of dealing with ostentatious police presence, getting ticketed
or arrested, and having their cars impounded, weekend after weekend, year after year.
Succinctly stated, a decade of racial profiling and police harassment played a significant
role in eliminating the public practice of low-rider cruising from the streets of North
Denver. Though Cinco de Mayo cruising continues through today, its intensity as a
spontaneous show of ethnic pride remains a shadow of its former self.
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Thus far we have explored two components of the spatial regulations impacting
cruising: traffic code and police policy. There is one more element of spatial regulation
that requires our attention, namely the articulation of urban design to regulate behavior.
Recall that low-rider cruising comprises both people driving “low and slow” along with
both cruisers and bystanders congregating along cruising routes, especially at
turnaround points. Along West 38th Avenue the two anchor points were the courtyard
space at the entrance to Elitch Gardens and the parking lot at Chubby’s. The latter
appreciated low-rider traffic as it increased business. Apparently, Elitch’s did not. As a
response to the increased activity at its front gate, the management of the amusement
park installed spikes along flowerbed walls. Simply put, it is less comfortable to
congregate, to hang out, if there is nowhere to sit. This type of draconian spatial
control is a common tactic used by cities and businesses to control and discipline public
behavior (Davis, 1992, 1998).
Though many businesses slightly modified the design and management policy of
their parking lots to encourage or discourage the congregation of cruisers, the City of
Denver redesigned an entire park to curb cruising. Ironically, in the 1950s North
Denver’s Sloan’s Lake Park was designed to facilitate driving within its boundaries. As
such, it featured internal roads connected to the surrounding street grid and was dotted
with parking lots. Car culture notwithstanding, according to a Denver Parks and
Recreation employee by the late 80s and early 90s “cruising was becoming a real
problem, a nightmare in fact.” The city initially responded to cruising by barricading
the entrances to the internal roads during weekend nights. Once bond monies became
available, the entire park circulation system was redesigned and reconstructed to
eliminate cruising. The internal roads were replaced with a system of walking and
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cycling trails. The language and intent of the Sloan’s Lake Master Plan best
encapsulates the persistence of Denver’s zero-tolerance policy toward cruising (DPR,
2002). Parking lots were a major problem, contributing to the presence of noise, litter
and in the words of the Master Plan, “unsavory activities associated with certain parking
lot users.” Most of the design efforts were directed towards the internal traffic patterns.
Naming cruising as highly disruptive to other park activities the plan clearly calls for
specific design measures to eliminate its practice in the park including: one-way traffic
flow, on-street parking used as a traffic-calming device, the installation of a bike lane,
and raised crosswalks. The most significant attempt to remove cruising from the park
was the removal of the south internal street-loop in its entirety, the very loop that had
been barricaded every weekend night during the 1990s.
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Image 19 The south loop of Sloan's Lake Park as a 'cruisable' strip—Source Denver Parks
and Recreation Archive

Image 20 The redesigned south loop as a walking path—Source Denver Parks and
Recreation Archive

Reconfiguring the park, urban designers transformed the internal road system’s
south loop by incorporating it into a lake-encircling walking path. Important to
consider here is that the recent re-programming of this large North Denver Park
facilitated activities, namely walking, jogging, and cycling, normalized in middle-class
cultural norms and incontrovertibly frustrated low-rider cruising, an activity
authenticated and legitimized in Latino cultural norms. Just as Berkeley and la Raza
Parks were reprogrammed to comport with newcomer cultural norms, so too was
Sloan’s Lake Park drastically altered to make it easier for members of the middle-class
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to use public parks. Though a complex process, this is how mainstream middle-class
livability is produced.

Discussion

Figure 11 Streets and the Production of Livability

Figure 11 shows how the right to one’s culture, if this culture happens to revolve
around zoot-suit braggadocio or low-rider cruising, is curtailed by dominant cultures
interested in predictably navigable neighborhoods. Cultural norms legitimate behavior;
spatial regulations codify dominant notions of legitimacy and reinforce them with police
surveillance and violence. This chapter deconstructed how this process denuded Latino
public culture and in so doing changed North Denver’s streets from spaces wherein
Latinos asserted their culture to adoptive spaces centered on predictable mobilities and
sedate streetscapes. That is, this chapter unpacked a slow yet manifest change from
Latino kaleidoscopes of cultural expression, loud music, and spontaneous interaction to
public practices more in tune with middle-class notions of decorum and ritualized
interaction. Much of this process centered on a specific dissonance between
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mainstream middle-class and Latino cultural norms. Furthermore, an important
mechanism here is the spurious conflation of zoot-suit inspired low-rider specific
fashion, vernacular, and public performance with gang tropes. Although such
association runs counter to a fundamental principle of tort law, namely the incongruity
of guilt by association (Cohen, 2002), its practice is usually lost in the minutiae of
everyday urban governance and obfuscated by mainstream cultural norms. Though
attempts to declare gangs a public nuisance, such as California’s Street Cleaning Statutes
(Geis, 2002), remain dubious according to constitutional law, since they violate the
principle that guilt is personal not associative, they tend to retain traction in urban
governance through often invisible articulation by dominant institutions, zero-tolerance
policing, and police “thin-blue-line24” ideology. Important to consider here is that
dominant institutions tend to reinforce daily experiences of racism, marginality and
alienation (Zatz & Portillos, 2000). So police thin-blue-line ideologies, guided by folk
philosophy rooted in Hobbesian fears of social chaos instead of evidence of cultural
cohesion, guided Denver’s municipal governance (c.f. Geis, 2002). Like all zerotolerance polices and broken windows dogma (J. Wilson & Kelling, 1982), rather than
relying upon empirical evidence or well-developed social and cultural theories, Denver’s
response to cruising rooted in police instincts and their enigmatically unquestioned moral
authority (c.f. Sampson, Raudenbush, & Earls, 1997).
Therefore, even though efforts described above frequently lacked logical or
ethical frameworks, they changed the publicness of North Denver streets from a
Latino barrio into a middle-class neighborhood. Wilson and colleagues argue that
gentrification of a barrio often entails the commodification of barrio culture and
24

Simply put this Hobbesian idea centers on the police—represented as a thin blue
line—forming society’s bulwark between civil order and violent unrest.
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cultural artifacts like Chicano/Mexicano mural art (David Wilson et al., 2004).
However, low-riding, under any circumstances, would be nearly impossible to
commodify for middle-class consumption. Instead it was eliminated from North
Denver. What is more, the blatant and frequently brutal suppression of Latino culture
seems to lead to what one of my key informants, Cisco Gallardo, describes as a
“community-wide depression,” to a shared sense of apathy. I call this condition public
anomie. One longtime North Denver Latino said simply, “It’s inevitable, what can we
do about it?” Central to my argument is this anomie was aided and abetted by the
long-term articulation of polices aimed specifically at denuding and de-publicizing
Latino public culture.
Latino community activists remain concerned with racially specific ordinances, such
as Colorado’s recent Initiative 100, passed by Colorado voters in 2008, which gives
authority to traffic enforcement officers to impound cars of illegal immigrants who are
pulled over for any reason. According to one North Denver Latino real estate broker,
Initiative 100 is acute racial profiling.
…the old days of getting rousted by police for taillights, or sitting too low, or license
plates being too dim. I’ve had clients pulled over just because they looked like they
were going to make a wrong turn. They’ve had their cars impounded. This type of
harassment has been part of history as it relates to minorities, to Latinos and the
neighborhood. Over generations, stuff like this has an impact; people simply give up
fighting the system.

Giving up and not fighting the system entails staying inside or traveling out of
one’s neighborhood in order to feel comfortable practicing culturally specific activities
For example fixing up one’s car for car shows instead of for cruising. This is how
dislocation and displacement relate. First people feel less at home in their
neighborhood then they move their place of residence, to a new neighborhood. Recall
that gentrification literature on residential displacement concentrates almost exclusively
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on subsidized housing and the urban poor. However, not all minorities are poor or in
need of public housing. Many move from neighborhoods simply because they choose
to do so. Some sell their homes to cash in on rising real estate prices. According to
Cisco Gallardo, some families moved from North Denver in order to move their
children from the influence of its street gangs. Compellingly, some leave because they
no longer feel at home in their neighborhood’s public spaces. The elimination of a
loud, colorful, and mobile publicness from North Denver cleared the streets for the
replacement of barrio-inscribed spaces with gentrifiable ones. In other words,
elimination of cruising contributed to the notion of livability advertised by real estate
brokers selling homes in Highland. As we have seen, middle-class livability in Highland
is also reinforced sequestered pockets of easily consumable Mexican culture, by the
neighborhood’s quiet sidewalks, its trendy restaurants, its predictably sedate parks, and
its dedicated places to exercise and socialize dogs.
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NINE: WEAVING A FABRIC OF CHANGE
Let’s return to the questions that spurred this project. My overarching question
centered on the relationships between public space and neighborhood change. This
work shows that public space is an agent in rather than merely a consequence of
neighborhood change. More specifically, I sought to understand the role public practice
plays in neighborhood change. The preceding pages revealed that public practice is a
vehicle of both cultural sustainability and cultural instability. Cultural sustainability
reinforces the public presence of certain groups in publicly accessible space; conversely
cultural instability destabilizes the public presence of other groups. Both processes
contribute to ethno-racial neighborhood change. I also questioned how formal and
cultural regulatory regimes interrelated. This work shows that when cultural norms are
easily articulated through spatial regulations and manifest in public practice, either
middle-class livable spaces or Latino barrio spaces are produced. On the other hand,
this production process can be denuded in three ways: the existence of a rights-rift
between cultural norms and spatial regulation; official structuring of space that is
ignorant of or intentionally contrary to cultural norms; and finally the appropriation of
public property by minority cultures for public performance that runs counter to
dominant spatial regulation and consequently invites police discipline. The resulting
public solidarity and public anomie, respectively undergird the production of
neighborhoods livable to members of the middle-class and undermine the production of
both public and barrio space. Finally, I questioned where in this process power
imbalances exist and how dominant cultures articulate these imbalances. I argued that
dominant cultures use police force—directly and indirectly—and media constructions of
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reality—for example representing low-riders as folk devils—to change spatial practices on
public property.
In its essence this work alters our perspective of the role played by public space
in neighborhood change. In the introduction, I plucked a minor chord from the
gentrification literature that identifies, but does not develop, the many ways that
neighborhoods are first changed then gentrified. Since neighborhoods in early stages of
gentrification are yet to show outwards signs of change in terms of the average
socioeconomic profile of their residents and if we wish to better understand the
processes of neighborhood change, it behooves us to pay close attention these
neighborhoods’ publicly accessible spaces. Urban pioneers call for increased policing of
neighborhood youth hanging out in parks and on street corners (Freeman, 2006). Inmoving members of the middle class, adept at civic activism and rich with political
capital, assume leadership and majority membership of neighborhood organizations
(Modan, 2007); consequently they change the energy and focus of these organizations to
align with mainstream middle-class ideals and tastes as well as a consumption-centered
sense of authenticity (Brown-Saracino, 2009a). These efforts, often articulated in
concert by disparate actors, result in noticeable increases in public safety, the redesign
of parks and streetscapes, and once-struggling retail corridors changing from streets
lined with diners, dollar stores, and pawn shops to tree-lined streetscapes replete with
sidewalk cafés, trendy restaurants, and boutiques. Implicit in much of the literature on
gentrification is the notion that these changes occur after a neighborhood has begun to
significantly gentrify. Put another way, existing scholarship implies that we need a
gentrified neighborhood to notice changed neighborhood publicness. My work shows
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that frequently the changes in public practice predate and precipitate demographic
change.
Change occurs in two manners. First, as longtime residents begin to feel
uncomfortable in publicly accessible spaces, as communities begin to manifest public
anomie—a feeling that commonsense ways of being in public no longer apply—they
simply vacate spaces they formerly populated. John Betancur’s work highlights the
salience of social fabrics, a term he equates with community, social capital, social
infrastructure, social networks, and ethnic platforms, in community cohesion (Betancur,
2011). His work focuses on the tragedy of displacement and how it eventually unravels
social fabrics and undermines community. My work highlights the places where much
of the social fabric is woven or unraveled as the case may be. I insist that social fabrics
do not exist entirely in institutions and discrete systems of support, exchange, and
reciprocity; as I have discussed at length, their production and reproduction often
requires public practice. Soccer clubs need playable fields; low-riders need cruisable
streets; public rituals require publicly accessible places; playgrounds entail playable
equipment. Dolores Hayden (1995) writes, “Places make memories cohere in complex
ways” (p. 43). Acknowledging that collective memory is vital in community cohesion, I
argue that very particular places, publicly accessible spaces, make neighborhoods both
cohere and unravel in complex ways.
Before neighborhoods gentrify, their publicly accessible spaces are slowly
regulated to comport with the commonsense ways of occupying publicly accessible
space shared by members of the middle-class, the gentry. As white people and members
of the mainstream middle class who moved to North Denver in 2007, I can assure my
reader that my wife and I would have shown little interest in investing in a home in a
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neighborhood in which low-riders often rolled ever so slowly by our front porch. We
chose a neighborhood in which general public behaviors comported with our
commonsense ideas of urban living—diverse, sure, but not that diverse. During my
fieldwork, when I posed questions to new residents of Highland, such as “Would you
have moved here if you knew cruising was simply what happened during summer
weekends?” they would usually look at me askance, slyly grin and say something like:
“people don’t cruise Highland.” Essentially, what I am arguing here is that
neighborhoods are more than a collection of residential units and their residents.
Choosing a domicile is, of course, a salient factor in choosing a neighborhood. Square
footage matters; the number of bathrooms and bedrooms matter; architecture matters;
backyards and front porches matter. However, people also choose to move to a
neighborhood because of its street scene, its parks, its restaurants and shops, in a word
its livability. So, for a neighborhood to reach the gentrification tipping-point, it first
must attract people who can imagine hanging out in its parks, walking down its
sidewalks, eating in its restaurants as if they are doing these things at home and not
experiencing some exotic locale. In essence, what I am insisting is that without changed
public spaces, otherwise gentrifiable neighborhoods would not gentrify. A critical mass
of in-movers that shifts a neighborhood from a barrio to a trendy locale, presupposes
that middle-class people choose to move to a neighborhood. The fact that this
neighborhood is a comfortable place for these people to be, simply put, matters.
A surprising finding of my efforts is that neighborhood change is often not about
diverse public space. As I have shown throughout, the production of middle-class
livability and enclavic barrio spaces are far more common than diverse public spaces. A
public property does not automatically produce a public space. This makes sense if we
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consider the likely fact that old-timers and newcomers do not leave their homes and
businesses with the intent of “producing public space”; rather, they enter public
property and try to produce spaces that are comfortable for them to occupy. Indeed,
such comfortable spaces sustain the cultures producing them. By default, they are not
necessarily public, not necessarily spaces of diversity, not spaces of democracy, and not
automatically spaces of encountering and learning from the Other. In a word, livable
space, not necessarily public space, is the under-theorized lever of neighborhood change
I explored throughout this work. A set of interconnecting processes neighborhood
change produces collections of walkable and livable spaces accrue to the gentrifiable
neighborhoods lauded in real estate brochures. Recall, people reside in their homes and
apartments; they live in their neighborhoods, which comprise of many publicly
accessible spaces. As I have argued throughout, middle-class notions of livability often
conflict with the public practice of Latino culture. In the end, this complex process of
cultural imperialism (I. Young, 1990) sustains newcomer culture while destabilizing longtimer culture and hastens both cultural dislocation and residential displacement.
Cultural Sustainability
Neighborhoods change as the socioeconomic and ethno-racial profile of their
communities change. Neighborhoods also change as the cultural life of the community
changes. Using gentrification scholarship language, communities become dislocated
from neighborhoods when they can no longer participate in the cultural life of their
community; they become displaced from their residence when they are evicted or when
they move. We need to pay more attention to why people change their place of
residence. People move for a variety of reasons, many having nothing to do with
gentrification per se. Some move as part of the aging process; kids move from home;
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empty nesters find a smaller nest. Some move for employment or education related
reasons. Gentrification literature tends to focus on one group of people who are
displaced from neighborhoods—those on fixed incomes and the financially insecure
who are forced to move from their residences as rents and property taxes increase, or
when assisted housing projects are demolished. To these people, dislocation from
publicly accessible space does not factor into decisions to leave the neighborhood; they
are essentially forced to leave by workings of urban land markets. My work
concentrates not on those forced to leave, but on the sizable portion of residents who
choose to move from and to neighborhoods. Because I could not follow those who chose
to move from Highland, I focus on both longtime residents who chose to stay in
neighborhood even though it feels less like home and new residents moving to a
neighborhood because they feel comfortable there.
Essential to my analysis is this: although people may reside in their homes, they
live in their neighborhoods. Especially in inner-city neighborhoods that feature a
substantial mix of land uses in the residential fabric, people walk from their homes to
nearby stores and restaurants. They walk their dogs down neighborhood sidewalks and
socialize with neighbors on front stoops or from front porches. They stroll to or
through neighborhood parks. They walk or drive to and from church. They drive and
park their cars on neighborhood streets. They attend, or are at least impacted by,
neighborhood block parties and nearby festivals and fairs. In a word, public property is
where everyday life happens. Feeling comfortable walking one’s dog or playing soccer
in a park is a major part of feeling comfortable in one’s life. Here I draw a direct link
between my work and the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
specifically Article 27, which states, “Everyone has the right to freely participate in the
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cultural life of the community.” First, recall that I define culture as a map of meaning, a
system of norms and sanctions that undergird and reproduce social relations. Through
culture, communities make sense of the world. As this work shows, public space plays a
significant role in either sustaining or destabilizing culture, enabling or disabling how
differently situated groups make sense of their world. How public property is regulated
impacts this process.
I argue that the mechanisms impacting the structural integrity of cultures are to
be found by examining how official and social regulations of publicly accessible space
interrelate. Widening the rights-rift, separating people from the “right to participate in
the cultural life of the community,” has profound impacts upon the tenor and trajectory
of neighborhood change. Reducing the legal distance between rights that cultures
attach to persons and the behavior of persons in public space, works to close the rightsrift. A manifest rift between cultural norms and spatial regulations destabilizes a
culture, whereas when cultural norms can be legally articulated in public, cultures are
sustained through public practice. In other words, participating in the cultural life of
the community requires that such participation is sanctioned by the city and facilitated
through the management and policing of public space. Conversely, when the
management and policing of public property truncates culturally significant public
practice, the cultural life of the community is compromised and cultures become
destabilized.
The primary thrust of my argument is when cultural norms are not trumped by
spatial regulations, when unofficial and official regulation of publicly accessible space
align, when public solidarity manifests in publicly accessible, culture is sustained and
community coheres within its neighborhood. As it stands, the Peace Garden serves as
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the only example of public space in North Denver that sustains Chicano/Aztec/Latino
culture. During the 1980s and early 1990s, St. Patrick’s Park, by means of its plaza-like
design, its bulletin board and, most importantly, its swing set, spatialized Latino culture
in Highland. After the redesign, which irrevocably changed the park’s programming, St.
Patrick’s depopulated. Currently, it serves as a visual amenity, one lacking significant
use by the public. Presently, temporary events in Highland work to shore up the public
solidarity of newcomers. The Halloween Haunt along West 32nd Avenue and the Fourth
of July Parade down Tejon Street, both events organized by real estate brokers, parade
dominant cultures down the streets of Highland (c.f. Lofland, 1998). The HUNI
Farmers Market, held each summer Saturday on Boulder Street, is both a social event
heavily attended by the newcomers to the neighborhood and a public practice in which
one rarely sees a long-timer Latino engage.
Even the Mount Carmel Bazaar serves as an example of the articulation of
public property to reproduce non-Latino culture in Highland. Recall that already in the
1940s Italian Americans, many of whom had by then moved to Denver’s outlying
suburbs, rarely attended Mount Carmel’s masses. Seventy years later however, its yearly
fund-raising bazaar is an enormously popular event, pulling people of Italian descent
from all over the greater Denver area and Colorado back to the neighborhood many
Italians still consider “Little Italy.” Each person to whom I spoke during the 2011
bazaar mentioned how important the bazaar was in maintaining an Italian presence in
Highland. This presence is not only temporary, it also occurs in the public right-of-way,
in the event space created by closing public streets. Importantly, North Denver’s
Italians, some of whom remain trenchantly antagonistic toward Latinos, find a cultural
affinity with mainstream middle class, the socioeconomic class and ethno-racial culture
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to which they belong. Longtime Highland residents of Italian descent welcome
gentrification, seeing it as a revitalization of their neighborhood, which they saw decay
and dilapidate into an inner-city barrio.
Furthermore, longtime residents of Italian descent tend to mention how they
appreciate the fact that neighborhood sidewalks are filled during the early evening and
on weekends with “people out walking their dogs,” instead of barrio characters such as
cholos, Mexicano urban cowboys, and low-riders. The redesign of Berkeley Park, which
replaced a soccer field with a dog park, along with the later opening of the Railyard Dog
Park, helped many potential homebuyers with dogs imagine their way into the
neighborhood. Speaking to Highland newcomers, I found that before they decided to
buy or rent in the neighborhood, they walked around and fell in love with the vibe on
the streets, a vibe including people walking dogs, waiting in line for an ice cream at
Little Man, and a smidgen of both Mexican and Italian food culture, offered in one of
the many ethnic eateries dotting North Denver. Of particular note is that all newcomer
informants commented on the walkability of the neighborhood, a quality engendered by
the efforts of DEFEND, which successfully thwarted Denver’s plans to bleed
thousands of cars a day from Interstate 25 through Highland via West 32nd Avenue.
Conversely, a secondary thrust of my argument extends another concept I
propose, public anomie—a feeling that a person or a person’s culture somehow do not
belong in public space, that the rules either do not apply to you or they exclude your
presence in a space you once occupied. There are two manners in which public anomie
manifests: commodification and dislocation. Commodification, I suggest, is closely
related to experiential segregation. Newcomers consuming exotic cultures in their
neighborhood can be compared to tourists gazing (c.f. Urry, 2002) at indigenous
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practices in exotic locales. People visit both these types of places as flâneurs and
observe the strange, the unusual, the Other. In order to do this in a neighborhood one
calls home, dominant cultures tend to sequester subaltern cultural events into ethnic
enclaves. As I exposed, Highland newcomers try to segregate exotic cultural
experiences into isolated, manageable pockets. The elimination of the Decéisis de
Septiembre—Mexican Independence Day—celebration from West 32nd Avenue and the
continued attendance of Our Lady of Guadalupe’s summer bazaar, in the isolated
northeast corner of the neighborhood serve as, what I propose, clear examples of these
related mechanisms.
Dislocation, following Nicholas Blomley (2004), is displacement’s prerequisite.
First people are culturally dislocated then residentially displaced from neighborhoods.
My work exposes how people are dislocated from public space. I highlight three
manners in which this occurred in North Denver: spatial regulation, subsequent
policing of regulations and, urban design. Families were dislocated from St. Patrick’s
Park by seemingly innocuous, some would argue necessary, updates made to the park’s
play-set. The dislocation of Latino culture along West 32nd Avenue occurred through
two mechanisms, one social and one official. Some neighbors fed up with “all this
culture on the streets” blocked cruising with their own cars and kept people from
hanging out in front of their homes during festivities by strewing dog feces on their
stone fences. What is more, permits for the 1998 festival were denied based on
arguments that it would impede emergency vehicle and residential access to the
neighborhood.
Other factors dislocating Latinos from publicly accessible space hang together in
complex ways. We considered when the City of Denver closed the la Raza Park pool,
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not only did it dislocate Latino presence in the park by removing its social magnet, it
also contributed in significant ways to the general increase in gang presence in North
Denver. Youth, losing connection with the Crusade for Justice and the activities in la
Raza Park, sought association in other places. One of these places was in the folds of a
Chicano or Mexicano street gang. The timing of the rise of gangs in the mid-80s and
the closing of the la Raza pool seem to be more than a matter of coincidence. One
long-timer Latino remarked, “what is really funny, we didn’t have gangs like that when I
was growing up: Denver between ‘66 and ‘82/‘83, no gangs at all.” In chapter seven,
not only did we consider la Raza park and its pool, but we also contemplated the
replacement of a soccer field with an off-leash dog park in Berkeley Park along with the
rendering of pick-up out-of-season soccer games throughout North Denver impossible
by simply chaining goalposts together. In North Denver, this lack of recreation had
two significant outcomes. First, many Latino youth joined low-rider clubs or started
cruising just for something to do during the weekends. As a consequence of increased
cruising the City legitimated an increase in the policing of North Denver streets.
Cruisers, spuriously associated with gang members through outright stereotyping, drew
increased attention from the police. Instead of attempting to comprehend what was
happening on Denver streets by considering culture and the profound effects structural
and institutional racism had already wrought on North Denver Latinos, the police
department responded to cruising by instituting racial profiling as official police
protocol. Racial profiling provides us with a critical link between cultural dislocation
and residential displacement. In fact, most longtime Highland residents identify
incessant racial profiling and police harassment as salient factors in many of their
friends’ and family member’s decisions to move from North Denver.
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According to my Latino informants and interviewees, many of their friends and
family members moved from North Denver either to physically remove their children
from the threat of gang membership, or because of the incessant racial profiling that
began to frame everyday experience in these neighborhoods. One Latino longtime
resident of Highland framed this change in police presence thus:
The cops used to not care what happened; they didn’t come when we called; they
defended Pic’s Corner, called it a community asset; all of a sudden they were here all
the time, hassling us. I remember kids playing on the sidewalk, in carriage lots, being
screamed at by cops through bullhorns to ‘clear the area!’ How do you justify this?

Another Latina informant told of being frequently pulled over while driving her
grandkids to soccer. “Is everything all right?” They asked. “This is my family! What are
you thinking?” She would retort. In a lifelong controlled experiment that no
sociologist could have dreamt up, one North Denver family’s experience essentially
proves the ongoing racial profiling in Denver. A Latino father, with two sons, both in
their mid-twenties, one with dark skin one with a lighter completion, insists, “From a
distance he looks white! He never gets pulled over, never has. With Jamie it’s different,
with his dark brown skin, it happens to him all the time, …all the time.”
When I pressed one long-time resident of Highland as to why people chose to
leave, he answered with this telling tirade that exposes cultural imperialism, racial
profiling, police harassment, and structural racism in the Denver Police Department:
I think it was a couple of things: sure some people made a lot, not enough, but a lot of
money selling their houses. Then there was a lot of racial profiling because of the
gangs. People being pulled over all the time. Then there were rogue cops like Snider,
who was molesting women and getting away with it, and still writing tickets and
arresting kids all the time. He was a disgusting man, usually had a young girl sitting on
his lap in his squad car! They allowed it! The city allowed it! For some people, the
thing was owning a newly built home out in the suburbs. They’d say, ‘let’s get away
from the city’; the city is bad. The other issue, I think, was the gang issue. Some
would say, ‘let’s get out of this neighborhood, its bad, lots of shootings.’ Nobody
wants to hear that all night. Funny thing, they thought they were getting away; they
didn’t realize that basically the gangs moved out there with them. For a lot of
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Chicanos the Northside felt less and less like home; it’s not so hard to move when
you’re not leaving your home, when you’re moving away from that awful feeling of
being looked down upon by rich white neighbors when you’re just driving to work, or
hanging out in the park with your friends.

This narrative also highlights how the lack of social and recreational
infrastructure led to a dual frustration facing inner-city parents (Zatz & Portillos,
2000): the fear of gang-related crime and the fear of police harassment. Marty
Roberts, one of the community organizers behind DEFEND and the
construction of St. Patrick’s Park was also instrumental in organizing Highland’s
community gardens—including the St. Patrick’s, Pecos, and Shoshone gardens,
befriended many Latino residents in her 40 years of residence in Highland.
Therefore she offers us a unique perspective on residential displacement. Her
extended quote below lays bare the way that factors dislocating Latinos hang
together in complex ways as well as how dislocation leads to displacement.
There was one family, their kids went to Brian Webster—good parents, good
attentive parents, very very caring, always picking their kids up at school,
dropping them off—one son, their oldest, got recruited in the gangs. The
grief they felt! The father asked me: What do I do? The last thing they
wanted to do was refer him to the police. That would make it ten times
worse. They harass and label the youth. Where do you go? What do you do?
There was another young man. His family was in the community garden. I
was really close to this guy. His oldest son was recruited by an older cousin
who was in a gang. He was being recruited, taken in. His parents were really
scared. They didn’t know what to do. They picked the whole family up, in
order that this one child could stay out of gangs, picked the whole family up
and moved to Tennessee, and started farming there. They didn’t know anyone
there. Hard place to be, the weather was very different. Farming is hard; it’s
24/7. They didn’t have machines or stuff like that. It was all to keep the
oldest son out of gangs, because if the oldest son went, the rest of them would
go. That goes toward the disruption of the culture; they were immigrants.
Coming here, cultural ties, family respect, unity and respect for the father,
they were very patriarchal, when he can’t find a good job, when he is being
degraded, yeah it’s tough. When you disrupt the whole integrity of the family,
that’s when you lose the kids. And the kids, there are no jobs for them either.
The dad can’t find good work where he’s respected in his community and
neither can the kids. I’ve known a lot of families that moved out of the
neighborhood in order to keep their kids from joining gangs. The police are
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part of the system of disenfranchisement. They contribute to it through
harassment, through their presence at North High School, by racial profiling,
all of it. The police became the enforcers for the policies of youth
disenfranchisement!

Thinking Small
Returning to the issue of power, this work opens new avenues for considering
how to plan the Just City. Moreover, it allows us to think critically about the
progressive call to action—the right-to-the-city. Explicit in my argument has been the
need to think small, to consider how power imbalances are articulated in the minutiae of
municipal codes and the frequent selective enforcement of codes and how this
intersects with a rigorous conception of rights. Without understanding how rights
work, it remains difficult to see how cultural norms and spatial regulations can become
incommensurate. In order to comprehend how rights—such as the right to practice
one’s religion, the right to not be stripped of honor, the right to peaceful assembly and
association, and the right to participate in the cultural life of the community25—are
usurped by codes regulating land use and human behavior, we need to first understand
what a right is. Better, we must grapple with what rights entail. Henri Lefebvre insists,
“The right-to-the-city is a cry and a demand” (Lefebvre, 1996b). Lamentably, Lefebvre
and all those who use his statement as the Archimedean point of their arguments for
social justice, fail to move beyond maudlin emotionalism. A right is neither a demand
nor a cry. When we think critically about rights, we find that they simply cannot be as
uncomplicated as requests, no matter how firm, how beseeching, or how thunderous.
Rights always entail obligations. In a word, we can never claim a right without
obligating someone in some way, either negatively by, for example, obligating the
These Human Rights cogent to the public spaces explored in this work have been
culled from the United Nation’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights
http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/
25
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person not to interfere with our right to free speech or positively by, for example,
obligating a “minimum wage” paid for time worked. John Searle reminds us of the
futility of making claims to rights without recognizing that every claim to a right is a
claim against someone or against an institution (Searle, 1995, 2001, 2010). To illustrate,
the right to free speech is a claim against the government; its very recognition obligates
the State not to intervene in the speech acts of its citizenry. Though in common
parlance, rights are often demanded, they are far more complicated than demands, no
matter how well articulated. Rights are relational; they cannot be demanded or granted
without morally and/or legally obligating a person or an institution. In fact, rights
create obligations. The obligated person or entity, by recognizing the right, becomes
duty-bound to either provide for or not impede its satisfaction.
Since they are relational, rights are always relations of power. And power is
always getting someone to do something that they would not otherwise do (Searle,
2010). Moreover, power exists in its practice; it is never a thing; rather it is a capacity
and an ability (ibid). Consequently it can never be amassed, stockpiled, or wielded; it
only exists relationally. For Foucault, “the term power designates relationships between
partners” (Foucault, 2000, p. 338). Foucault’s claim raises two questions: How does
power exist? Who are the partners? Essentially, power is exercised through violence or
threats of violence. Power, then, is inscribed in fields of available possibilities by both
cultural mores and institutional structures (Foucault, 2000). In other words, the
exercise of power in publicly accessible space is framed by available possibilities latent
in both cultural norms and spatial regulation.
Thinking small, we can identify the frameworks in which dominant and minority
publics operate, which available actions are possible, and to whom they present
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themselves. Thinking small, we notice breaches in the satisfaction of rights and come to
understand which actors comprise the partnerships that articulate spatial regulations
that either facilitate or frustrate the expression of cultural norms. Put another way, by
thinking about rights and obligations in this way we understand where the rights-rift
exists and who is responsible for widening and closing it.
City planning is more than fair discussion, mediation, and writing socially
equitable plans; it too is smaller than that. Real-world planners and policy makers mire
in minutiae. Much of a planner’s day is dedicated to the workaday running of the city
through the manipulation and enforcement of land use and other related municipal
codes. Land use, building codes, and municipal ordinances regulating behavior in
publicly accessible space, though written to regulate space, directly impact people.
Following the legal scholar Mariana Valverde (2003), we see in land use codes and
licensing the lasting effects of sumptuary laws. In a particularly germane example of
longue durée (c.f. Braudel, 1972) sumptuary-like laws—the regulation of personhood in
public—frame of the creation of a civilized community by building a clean and orderly
city (Valverde, 2003). Though no longer enforced, classically construed sumptuary laws
mandated how different classes, professionals, tradesmen, beggars, and criminals
presented themselves, behaved, and even dressed in public. Nonetheless, following
Valverde, the flexible technique of licensing along with the minutiae of codes
constituting the regulation of private and public property work toward the same ends as
sumptuary laws. In essence, these minutiae create and maintain a well-ordered society
(Valverde, 2003). Order implies stable hierarchies. Not only does licensing tend to
perpetuate social hierarchies by maintaining professional hierarchies, it rigidly frames
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what happens where and when in urban contexts. Consequently, licensing can work in
powerful ways against social justice efforts.
So where does this leave us in terms of the rights-rift? I insist we need to
recognize that the articulation—the widening and closing—of the rights-rift for
differently situated members of society necessarily nests in power relations. Recall
power is always getting someone to do something that they would not otherwise do.
This is accomplished either through violence or threats of violence, somehow
rhetorically or culturally, compelling them to do something, or, importantly, limiting
their available options of action (Searle, 2010). As I argue throughout this work,
municipal code severely limits the options available to individuals or groups on public
property. Codes are tied directly to city plans; in fact, plans are collections of
interrelated policies and structures of municipal codes (Gans, 1991). Lefebvre theorizes
plans and structures of municipal codes as the space of the planner (c.f. Lefebvre,
1991). What I am suggesting is the seemingly benign practice of writing and enforcing
land use and municipal codes along with utilizing police violence to enforce these codes
contains much capacity for power. Important to consider, this capacity for power is
greater than the normally cited power of planners. Soja, for example, criticizes planners
for dropping the amelioration of uneven geographical development in favor of city
marketing and regional image-making in attempts of attracting tourism and business
investment (Soja, 2010). Though not invalidating Soja’s claim, I insist that much of the
social injustices in cities stem from standard operating procedure, from the mundane
workings of city bureaucracies, rather than the grand planning processes that hog media
attention. Put another way, a planner’s power is small, difficult to discern to the point
of being invisible and therefore more potent than many realize.
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Why is it important to understand where power is exercised? I propose it assists
us in understanding how a city works, how injustice occurs, and how to think up new
ways of working toward social justice. In building the Just City we must first grapple
with the actual players in real world power struggles. In other words, we need to
understand who is making demands against whom. As my analysis shows, much
neighborhood change tends to be unintended, collateral consequence. For example,
redesigning St. Patrick’s Park was intended to bring the playground in line with ADA
guidelines. However, the new equipment turned out to bore the majority of
neighborhood children, who simply stopped playing in the park, drastically reducing its
publicness. Closing the pool at la Raza Park was not intended to increase North
Denver gang activity, yet by all accounts it did. Curbing cruising was meant to remove a
nuisance from the public right-of-way, not eliminate Latino cultural presence in North
Denver, yet when carried out through police harassment and racial profiling, this is
exactly what occurred. How is this possible? A deeper analysis of power is necessary in
order to conceptualize how certain people are compelled to do things they do not want
to do as a consequence of the unintended actions of others. According to John Searle,
Michel Foucault helps us understand that while “people know what they do, they often
don’t know what, what they do, does” (Searle, 2010, p. 154). My work exposes how
bureaucratic commonplaces and standard procedures that city planners and city
managers know how to do, have unintended and often unseen consequences. Put
another way, unintended consequences, while unplanned, often change neighborhoods.
What is more, they usually change neighborhoods in the direction of the interests of
dominant classes. And they tend to reproduce classism and racism, both institutionally
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and structurally. The invisibility of these mechanisms proves tragically ironic, since no
one and no institution can be held accountable.
To illustrate, power tends to inscribe certain knowledges in legal code, planning
procedures and participatory mechanisms, while ignoring other ways of knowing
(Flyvbjerg, 1998). Using my terminology and relating Flyvbjerg’s statement to public
space, dominant spatial regulations tend to overshadow or ignore minority cultural
norms. Is this unfair or unjust? I believe that it is in fact nightmarish, since it precludes
any voice aside from mainstream demands and cries of cultural domination.
Furthermore, legal recourse has little traction in such complex cultural terrain.
Following Soja (2010), the law ignores the unfairness of the workings of municipal
codes by concentrating efforts to root out discriminatory practices by singling out
individuals who discriminate. Thus justice remains blind to racism; she cannot see
injustice unless she sees a doer of injustice. However, racism is a social not individual
problem. Sometimes it is practiced outright. Often it is structural; it is not produced by
necessarily racist individuals, but by policy mechanisms. When relating to public
property, these mechanisms embed in spatial regulations.
Using a birdcage as a metaphor, powell and colleagues (powell, Jeffries,
Newhart, & Steins, 2006) argue that structural racism is a discrete arrangement of
structures, such as healthcare, transportation, housing, culture, etc., that limit potential
and possibility. Extending the metaphor, we can see that individual birdcage bars, such
as public housing and welfare policy (Piven & Cloward, 1971), suburban land use
planning (Hayden, 2006), codes regulating public behavior (Ehrenreich, 2006), the legal
definition of “household,” and so forth, though innocuous individually, taken together
limit the potential of the poor while shoring up power hegemonies of the rich.
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Consequently, the law protects the rights of the middle-class majority while ignoring
rights claims of racial minorities.
My work casts light on how individual birdcage bars—policy mechanisms like
racial profiling, park programming, event permitting, and right-of-way management—
limited the potential and possibility for Latino presence in public spaces of North
Denver. Management and enforcement of publicly accessible spaces in North Denver
not only shored up power hegemonies of dominant classes, it aided and abetted the
cultural dislocation and eventual displacement of many Latinos from their
neighborhoods. Articulating the rights-rift, sometimes adroitly, sometimes
unintentionally, dominant classes facilitated significant changes to the neighborhoods of
North Denver.
As should be clear, I take a wider view of public space than many public space
scholars. Though protest and demonstrations and lofty notions such as the freedom of
assembly and free speech are fundamental to public space discourse, I feel scholars need
to pay closer attention to the fine-grained nuances of everyday public practice in inner-city
neighborhoods. In order to accomplish this, we need to first carve public practice as an
everyday site of interaction from the notion of public space as public forum. Toward
this end, my model proves effective in disentangling the minutiae of everyday urbanism
and everyday urban governance.
After this discursus into the philosophy of rights and power, how can we bridge
the gap from a scholarly discussion to the workaday world of city governance? To start,
rights, their satisfaction and their usurpation remain under the purview of the Planner’s
Code of Ethics. This code is similar to the United Nation’s Declaration of Human
Rights in many ways. Both were written in near total ignorance of how rights actually
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work. For example, the Planner’s Code clearly states, “We shall always be conscious of
the rights of others.” This makes sense if we consider rights to be “cries and demands”;
it also makes them easy to ignore. On the other hand, if those charged with city
governance—city planners, urban designers, city managers, enforcers of municipal code
and laws, and community organizers—would be able to understand rights as relational,
rights would be easier to shore up and easier to protect. To illustrate, understanding
that the “right to participate in the cultural life of one’s community” would require that
someone or some institution satisfy this “right” by either not interfering with the
cultural life of communities or providing a public property for such practices. Since the
practice of culture, as I have argued throughout this work, requires public property and
since the city manages public property, the logical consequence is that the city would be
obligated to provide property for the public practice of culture. Such a dramatic shift in
how cities are governed would indeed be herculean, perhaps impossible. Nonetheless,
the Just City remains a goal worthy of achieving.
Let’s take a closer look at urban governance. First let’s identify the actors
embroiled in workaday city governance: planners, those who write land use codes,
building codes, municipal codes and public policy documents; designers, both urban
designers who design public spaces and architects who design structures impacting
public spaces; managers, comprising the bulk of urban bureaucracies, these professionals
issue permits, license businesses, grant zoning variances, etc.; enforcers, those who police
public property and enforce municipal as well as legal codes; and finally organizers,
neighborhood organizations, community development corporations, non-governmental
organizations charged with community activism, and so forth. I insist, in order to
ameliorate social injustice, we need to think small; we must deal with minutiae. As it
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stands, the minutiae of city governance are part and parcel of countless workdays.
Furthermore, people simply doing their jobs reproduce the birdcage bars of structural
racism and social injustice. With this in mind, how do we attend to the minutiae in
manners that produce the Just City?
The structural frame of my research methods as well as the manner by which I
reported my results grew directly from my model of the production of public practice.
Once more this model comes in handy; drawing from it, I construct a rubric of urban
governance that links my model to the five agents of urban governance: the planner,
the designer, the manager, the enforcer, and the organizer. This rubric allows us to
understand how various actors can reconfigure the decisions they make by reframing
the questions they ask during their decision processes (Figure 12). We can use the
rubric to understand how the components of workaday urban governance not only
relate to each other but also impact the components of the production of space—public
practice, spatial regulations, and cultural norms. Using this rubric an urban designer can
ask if the design on which she is working facilitates or frustrates the articulation of
municipal codes and cultural norms. A planner may consider both if a land use code fits
into larger policy structures like comprehensive plans and city charters and if it aids and
abets public practice; or on the other hand, if a code, in fact, suppresses publicness.
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Figure 12 The Governance of Publicness Rubric

Wider Ramifications of My Findings
Thinking small, we now appreciate that multiple forms of cultural and regulatory
change take place that result in ethno-racial neighborhood change. By manifesting in
spaces considered livable to members of the middle-class, these changes simultaneously
shore up the cultural sustainability of newcomers and destabilize long-timer Latino
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culture in North Denver. Future studies can use the framework developed herein to
test my model. In the end, my work shows that gentrification scholarship must move
beyond the analysis of property values and the critique of political economic forces and
begin considering how regulatory and cultural changes on the ground and in publicly
accessible space, simply because this is where neighborhood change happens. Studies
extending my work could think smaller still, focusing on and deconstructing public
property regulatory regimes—the design guidelines, zoning codes, and municipal
codes—that directly impact who feels welcome in or alienated from specific publicly
accessible spaces. Ethnographers could concentrate on the various bureaucratic
cultures guiding the decisions and actions of municipal departments such as planning,
parks and recreation, police, public works, and even economic development. Finally,
ethnographic researchers could follow the displaced to where they moved in order to
better understand exactly why they decided to move from their longtime
neighborhoods.
Translocated Incivility
By essentially disallowing rights-bearing individuals from publicly practicing
their culture, workaday city governance dislocates them from their neighborhoods
without actually compelling them to leave. Dislocation from publicly accessible space
occurs when the cultural norms framing and regulating public practice facilitates the
presence of a dominant public, while frustrating the presence of minority publics. This
dislocation is mediated by the enforcement of cultural norms through social sanctions
and spatial regulations and through police violence. To me thus producing
neighborhood livability in tune with mainstream middle-class culture, this constitutes an
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important, and understudied, first step in the gentrification process, a process
culminating in the residential displacement of longtime neighborhood residents. On its
own, this is a little-understood phenomenon opens innumerable avenues for future
empirical research on gentrification and neighborhood change.
The ramifications of my work go deeper yet. What I have shown is that changed
public practices precipitate changed neighborhoods. Let’s pause for a moment to
consider exactly how these public practices are changed. Before the turn of the century,
publicly accessible property in North Denver, though predominantly populated by
Latinos, was diverse, full of familial, fraternal, and cultural practice; it was space of an
often befuddling diversity of activity and behavior, in which neighborhood residents
learned tolerance for other ways of being in the world and an appreciation for the
various shades of the human condition. Inserting Richard Sennett’s insights here we see
that up until the late 1990s Highland was “a place where people […] learn[ed] to live
with strangers and enter[ed] into the experiences and interests of unfamiliar lives”
(Sennett, 2001, p. 1). Continuing Sennett’s line of thought “[s]ameness stultifies the
mind; diversity stimulates and expands it” (ibid. , p. 1). However, not only does
sameness stultify the mind, it undermines civility. And civility remains a fundamental
component of the democratic process. Following Lyn Lofland (1998), publicly
accessible space structures the nature of interactions that occur in the public realm26.
The central thrust of my argument is that socioeconomically and ethno-racially
homogenous publicly accessible space structures the formal and informal regulation of
26

Lofland uses this term to capture a space of discourse, a space of political debate and
cultural exchange. As a space of discourse the public realm is aspatial. Public realm
discourse occurs in public spaces like plazas, in quasi-public spaces like Habermasian
coffee houses, in the op-ed pages of various news media, on television news and
comedy shows, and on the Internet as part of the blogosphere and social media
websites like Facebook and Twitter.
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public practice in the direction of dominant classes and that this undermines the
chances of minority counterpublics (I. Young, 1990) in participating in the production of
public space.
What I am implying here is that by changing public practice in inner-city
neighborhoods before gentrification, before the residential displacement that this
process facilitates, cities are squandering a chance to facilitate a genuine democratic
process. As neighborhoods change they become both socioeconomically and ethnoracially diverse. If at the beginning of this process, publicly accessible spaces are
changed to accommodate members of the in-moving middle-class, then longtime
residents and ethno-racial minorities lose their chance to participate in the direct
democratic governance of their communities at a time at which their voices matter in a
quantitative sense. They lose their chance to participate in important debates about
neighborhood character and the type and tenor of public property publicness before
gentrification pressure mounts, before they constitute an ethno-racial and socioeconomic
minority in their neighborhoods. If publicly accessible space becomes the domain of
the dominant class when they are a minority in the neighborhood, if neighborhood
publicness is defined in terms the in-moving gentry, the effectiveness of public space as
a political incubator is squandered.
Put another way, moving a suburban concept of public space to inner cities is
doing damage to American democratic processes. Suburban living facilitates certain
types of community interactions, among similar persons; it is, however, unlikely to
foster civility, which involves cohabitation with strangers (Brain, 2005). In suburbs,
relations have broken down not with those with whom we share intimate relations but
with strangers (Williamson, 2010). Important to consider here is this erosion of civility
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is due in large measure to a general lack of publicness in suburbs. Suburban design
eliminates the strange, the unfamiliar. Suburbs tend to privatize all manner of human
contact. Suburban zoning rarely mixes residential and commercial land uses. Many
suburban street systems lack sidewalks. With a garage as the primary façade feature,
suburban houses often lack front porches, which, if used, tend to foster verbal and
nonverbal communication between neighbors. More important however, suburban
developments are marketed to a specific socioeconomic group; therefore the rare
person one encounters outside one’s suburban home will likely be very similar to
oneself in terms of position in the labor market and in terms of tastes, preferences, and
cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1984). In a word, suburbs foster sameness.
As cauldrons of difference (Harvey & Potter, 2009), inner cities have the potential to
brew diversity and with it tolerance and civility. According to Thad Williamson,
“pedestrian-friendly spaces with vibrant face-to-face street life and opportunities to
reach a broader public can act as incubators of enhanced, visible public engagement”
(Williamson, 2010, p. 22). Such face-to-face engagement with other cultures, with other
ways of understanding and being in the world, acts as a significant stimulus of direct
democratic processes. In Williamson’s words, this co-presence of other cultures in
public space is “a first step in the formation of citizens capable of considering a good
larger than their own” (Williamson, 2010, p. 242). At its core, democratic governance
requires political actors to consider a good greater than their own. For a democracy to
function, interest groups must form alliances, individuals must learn to tolerate life-ways
they may find repugnant, and individuals must learn, rather than isolate themselves,
from diversity. In a word, for a democracy to function, individuals must become
members of the public.
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Without a truly public public practice, such democratic governance may not be
possible. Why should we be concerned if cities begin to foster sameness instead of
diversity? Succinctly stated, upon a rapidly urbanizing planet, if inner-city publicly
accessible spaces are remade in the image of sedate, predictable, and non-challenging
suburban spaces before they gentrify, human civility and tolerance may be in grave
danger.
Is the City a Cauldron of Difference or a Collection of Sameness?
Houses make a town, but citizens a city.
Jean-Jacque Rousseau

In closing, I would like to point out an even deeper ramification of my work.
Explicit in Rousseau’s brief argument above is that citizens make cities. He alerts us to
the fact that cities are more than a collection of buildings and land uses, more than
patterns of uneven geographic development undergirded by growth machine politics.
Throughout recorded history, cities incubated innovation and the advancement of the
human project on planet earth. It is no coincidence that writing, the skill that made
“recorded history” possible, was invented at the same time that humanity invented its
greatest machine, the city. It is also no coincidence that democratic governance
emerged in the city-state of Athens. Both writing and democracy were invented in and
because of cities. Cities provide the synergistic environment, the milieu, which makes
innovation and invention possible. However, they are often considered, even by those
charged with planning and managing them, as nexuses of vice and squalor, as vile
antitheses to the rural idylls of Gemeinschaft, of community. Urban scholarship often
considers cities as physically and socially unhealthy environments. As such, much of
urban policy remains essentially anti-urban, focusing on creating essentially rural,
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ostensibly safe, and easily deciphered environments within discombobulating urban
contexts. Whether we consider le Corbusier’s Towers in a Park or Howard’s Garden
City ideal, the palpable urban disinclination that pervades all of Lewis Mumford’s
writings on cities, the very concept of Euclidian zoning or even the incredibly suburban
tenets of new urbanism, we begin to appreciate that many city planners seem intent on
planning livable yet uninspiring cities.
Yet, vibrant and capricious urban life has many advantages over the stifling
predictability of suburbs. And, as argued above, suburbs hamstring democracy. My
concern is that we may be experiencing a suburbanization of the city. Is city planning
and city governance, rooted in ideals like “visions in common” and focused on ordering
the disorderly city, thereby doing damage to the city’s potential as a positive mechanism
of the evolution of humanity? Are cities on our rapidly urbanizing planet becoming
factories of sameness and incubators of order from which invention and innovation
cannot develop? Gentrification processes translocate the suburban middle class to
inner-city neighborhoods, consequently displacing longtime inner-city urbanites to
inner-ring suburbs. A rather disturbing conclusion to which my work leads is that the
gentrification process is part and parcel of the remaking of urban publicly accessible
spaces in terms of suburban notions of livability—order, predictability, and decorum.
At this crucial point in human evolution, when we need to collectively think ourselves
through the increasingly hard-to-ignore effects of climate change, overpopulation, and
resource depletion, are city planners, urban designers, city managers, code enforcers,
and community organizers, by planning out the unexpected, the diverse, and the
different, by managing and enforcing a stifling order, and by organizing individuals
instead of communities, depriving cities of their capacity to invent and to innovate?
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